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Abstract 
 
The Contentiousness of Land Use Decisions in Austin, Texas  
 
Leah Michel Bojo, M.S.C.R.P/M.P.Aff. 
The University of Texas at Austin, 2012 
 
Supervisor:  Michael Oden 
Co-supervisor:  Robert Wilson 
 
 
Austin is alleged to be more contentious than its peer cities with regard to land 
use decisions. Local blogs and media are critical of the city’s land development code and 
public processes and there is a perception of unfairness when it comes to changing the 
city’s zoning ordinance. This research explores land use decisions in Austin, El Paso, and 
Denver. I look at the level of conflict and the public processes in each city to understand 
the factors that may make Austin feel more contentious than other cities or if that 
heightened contentiousness is only the perception of an inherently controversial issue. 
Through the data collection I found that Austin does have many more changes proposed 
and granted to its zoning ordinance than its peer cities, likely because of how complicated 
and out-of-date the land development code is. The approval ratings are similarly high 
across all cities. This high number of changes, combined with an even higher number of 
zoning items posted to council agendas but then postponed, may be perpetuating a 
 v 
 
perception that the land use covenant between the citizens and the city is being amended 
more often than it should be.  I also look at innovative ways that cities across the country 
are reducing conflict, or the perception of it, with regard to public input, code structures, 
and public education. With its approval of a new comprehensive plan, Austin is poised to 
rewrite its land development regulations. The city would likely benefit from exploring 
some of these, and other, creative solutions to these common municipal conflicts.  
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Chapter One:  Introduction 
Background 
The City of Austin, Texas is notorious for its alleged ‘terminal democracy.’ 
Antoine Predock, the prominent architect who designed Austin’s City Hall, coined this 
term to describe the extensive public input and contention that surrounded that important 
public project in 2004 (Dillon, 2005). He was describing the public process and input as 
obstructive, as opposed to constructive, for the project. Anecdotally speaking, this is not 
an uncommon sentiment among developers and architects who work in other cities and 
then work on projects in Austin (Rusthoven, October 5, 2012). The level of participation 
and opposition that Predock experienced is not the exception for land use and 
development decisions made at Austin’s City Hall. 
A few years later another renowned architect, Andres Duany, visited Austin and 
pointed out that, “Democracy is a series of adjustments. It's normal for planning 
sentiments to swing back and forth, between a pro-development phase and then a slow-
growth or no-development phase” (Gregor, April 13, 2007). Austin, however, is accused 
of having more dissention than its peer cities, and in particular there is extensive 
controversy surrounding land use decisions in the media, blogs, and local discussion 
boards. This conflict appears to propagate mistrust of local government, potentially 
perpetuating the cycle of difficult decision-making. In the same interview where Andres 
Duany discussed the ebbs and flows of democratically agreed-upon development, he 
named a rewrite of Austin’s land development code as one way of preventing “future 
neighborhood vs. developer battles” (Gregor, April 13, 2007). Yet, as recently as July 4, 
2012, an Austin City Council Member was quoted in the local media with concern over 
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whether a land development code re-write could, or would, preserve the many ‘delicate 
compromises’ that are written into the city’s land development code as its written today.1 
(Toohey, 2012). It is clear that the tensions still exist, five years later, and the solution is 
uncertain. 
The purpose of this research is to compare land use decisions, land development 
codes, land use commissions, and the land use decision-making process in Austin to that 
of peer cities El Paso and Denver to determine if land use is actually a more contentious 
issue in Austin than those cities or if that is only the perception of an issue that is 
inherently controversial.  
Land Development Regulations 
A land development code is intended to regulate the use of a limited resource: 
land. Fundamentally, the goal of much of land use planning and regulation revolves 
around the separation of uses based in Euclidean zoning and limiting the intensity of 
development (McDonald & McMillen, 2003). Though born out of a need for protection 
from industry and nuisance, land development codes now serve additional roles in 
carrying out the vision a city sets forth in its comprehensive plan (Freilich, White, & 
Murray, 2008; Garrett, 1987). In addition to zoning, land development codes regulate 
subdivision, parking requirements, urban design standards, environmental codes, and site 
development standards (Freilich, et al, 2008).  
Through federal model acts, the Standard Zoning Enabling Act2 and the Standard 
Planning Enabling Act,3 states are authorized to regulate land through zoning in 
conjunction with a comprehensive plan. That power is delegated to municipalities who 
                                                
1 CM Laura Morrison stated, “Residents should have concerns […] Our land-use code has, for better or 
2 Drafted by the US Department of Commerce, was adopted in 1926. 
3 Drafted by the US Department of Commerce, was adopted in 1928. 
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formulate and write their own land development codes in accordance with their state’s 
zoning enabling act. (Hirt, 2007; Burke, 2009; Freilich, et al, 2008). Therefore, the land 
development code should be written, via the comprehensive plan, to reflect and manifest 
the agreed-upon goals and vision for a city.  In 21st Century Land Development Code, an 
American Planning Association framework for code writing and re-writing, Freilich, 
White, and Murray define a comprehensive plan as:  
 
A statutorily defined long-range plan intended to guide the growth and 
development of a [LOCAL GOVERNMENT] for a set period of time and which 
includes inventory, analytical sections, and elements leading to recommendations 
for the entire [LOCAL GOVERNMENT’S] land use, future economic 
development, housing, recreation, parks, open space, environment, libraries, 
infrastructure, public safety, fiscal integrity, transit, transportation, infrastructure, 
facilities, and community design, all related to the goals and objectives, policies, 
and strategies contained within the elements (Freilich, et al, 2008, p 393-394)  
In summary, a comprehensive plan is broad in scope and should be updated regularly to 
reflect the changing needs and objectives of a municipality. The zoning ordinance should 
always be in accordance with the comprehensive plan. 
The comprehensive planning process depends heavily on strong public 
participation to create an agreed-upon vision for a community. While planners and 
architects could technically produce a plan for a community without the public’s input, 
citizen participation brings democratic value and specific knowledge, and also creates 
trust between the public and the policymakers. The Standard Zoning Enabling Act 
requires a comprehensive plan as a guiding document for the zoning ordinance, although 
some states follow the unitary view by allowing the zoning ordinance to serve as the 
comprehensive plan (Freilich, 2008). Comprehensive planning became popular in the 
1960s as a way to reduce conflict between developers and citizens by providing a plan 
and an expectation for growth that everyone could participate in forming (Garrett, 1987).  
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Extensive public participation is at the root of any land development code that makes use 
of the comprehensive planning process. The American Planning Association refers to the 
importance of public participation in its first two ethical planning principles,  
 
1. Recognize the rights of citizens to participate in planning decisions; and 
 
2. Strive to give citizens (including those who lack formal organization or influence) 
full, clear and accurate information on planning issues and the opportunity to have a 
meaningful role in the development of plans and programs (APA, 1992).  
Though a comprehensive plan is not required by all state zoning enabling acts, most 
require some form of public process for the zoning ordinance, such as a notice, public 
hearings, and comment periods (Burke, 2009).  
As outlined by Barlow Burke, Jr. in Understanding the Law of Zoning and Land 
Use Controls, in addition to allowing municipal land use regulation, the Standard Zoning 
Enabling Act and the Standard Planning Enabling Act prescribe that each municipality 
designate bodies to administer the zoning, planning, and appeals to these ordinances. The 
State Zoning Enabling Act calls for a zoning commission and a board of adjustment or 
appeals. The zoning commission is charged with advising the governing body on matters 
related to zoning (or rezoning) and the board of adjustment or appeals is charged with 
requests for variances and exceptions from the administrators interpreting the ordinance. 
The Standard Planning Enabling Act designates a planning commission as a quasi-
independent agency of the municipal government. This commission is charged with the 
formulation of land plans, including the comprehensive plan (2009). 
Process for Code Changes 
Because it is impossible for any code to cover every possible land use scenario, 
there are a variety of ways that exceptions and changes to the code are made. Martin A. 
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Garrett, Jr., Professor of Economics, states in the 1987 book, Land Use Regulation: The 
Impacts of Alternative Land Use Rights,  
 
A perfect zoning ordinance cannot be written that applies to each parcel of land. 
Negotiations and deals between the public sector and the landlord-developer 
provide the necessary flexibility. (1987, p. 35)  
These amendments often include re-zonings, and the controversy surrounding a re-zoning 
is often irrespective of whether or not the requested change is in accordance with the 
comprehensive plan (Garrett, 1987).  
A zoning change usually requires two separate public hearings—one before the 
planning commission and one before the governing body, who makes the final decision. 
Zoning cases are often approved on the consent agenda at both the zoning commission 
hearing and the governing body. The planning staff usually presents the case, along with 
their recommendation, and the body easily approves the change. In cases where there is 
disagreement on the part of the applicant or the citizenry, however, the staff’s or zoning 
commission’s recommendation may be taken in an altered form or not at all. According 
to Garrett in Land Use Regulations, common points of contention often revolve around 
aggregate population density, site-specific population density, site-specific commercial 
density, transportation, and environmental issues. (Garrett, 1987)  
There are a variety of factors that affect the zoning change process including the 
project itself, the planning staff, the planning or zoning commission, the citizenry (both 
immediate to the project and in the greater community), and the local governing body. 
According to the Standard Zoning Enabling Act, the final gatekeeper for zoning decisions 
is the municipality’s governing body. The comprehensive plan is considered at the time 
of the staff review, the commission review, and the governing board decision. However, 
the applicant and the citizenry are free to try to convince the commission and in 
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particular, the governing body, to make the decision in their best interest whether or not 
that is actually in the best interest of the entire community. While the comprehensive plan 
is usually the starting point, growth analysis, economic analysis, and employment 
analysis are often used to support zoning changes that are not necessarily in accordance 
with a current comprehensive plan (Garrett, 1987). 
A Perception of Unfairness 
It is argued that the political power of the developer-applicant and that of the 
neighbors are the most influential on the local governing board in a controversial zoning 
case. The developer-applicant is perceived to be influential among members of the 
governing body while the neighbors may hold the political power of an entire 
neighborhood who feels that they will be adversely affected by a zoning change. Even if 
neither is able to convince planning staff or (appointed) commission members of their 
case, the members of the local governing board may be convinced at the public hearing 
(Garrett, 1987).  
One’s perception of which of these factions is more powerful seems to be a 
reliable indicator of one’s alliance in Austin. According to local media, listservs and 
blogs, generally speaking, the neighborhoods seem to think that the developers always 
get what they want and the developers seem to think that the neighborhoods always get 
what they want. Though, as stated earlier by Garrett, it is impossible to create a zoning 
ordinance or a land use development code that perfectly covers every parcel in a 
jurisdiction, many members of the public view changes or variances to the code as 
violations of an agreed-upon covenant between the local government and the people 
(1987). As a result, the changes erode their trust in local government.  
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The current stream of media references to unfairness and mistrust of local 
government in Austin dates back, at least, to a 1999 ‘plain English re-write’ of the land 
development code as it relates to the conveyance of the 1986 Waterfront Overlay. One 
2007 Austin Chronicle story relays public questioning of the legality of that entire code 
rewrite as a result of what are called ‘disappearing height limits,’ challenging the city’s 
position and intentions. The reporter asks, “Have developers and their attorney-lobbyists 
created pockets of undue influence or even corruption in city government?” (Gregor, 
2007). The guest comments at the end of that story are as revealing of the tension as the 
story itself—calling out the reporter as not fairly representing both sides of the issue and 
being anti-developer. (Gregor, 2007). A July 6, 2012 Austin American-Statesman 
editorial describes the current tension between neighborhoods and developers (italics 
added),  
 
Developers argue the code should also be less contentious. They would like to see 
fewer fees, which they claim drive up the cost of building in Austin and 
contribute to the city's rising cost of living. 
 
Central neighborhood groups worry that a new code will favor developers and 
will, in their view, eventually ruin the character and history of their 
neighborhoods.  
 
[…]  
 
Inevitably, city staffers, members of this and that blue-ribbon committee and 
council members will try to produce a code that gives everyone a little something 
they like, and in doing so will give everyone a lot of something they dislike. 
Tensions between those who are changing Austin and those who don't want Austin 
to change at all will endure. (Editorial Board, 2012) 
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Review of a local urbanist4 blog relays the conflict between neighborhoods and 
developers through a post referring to misinterpretation of census data in a local 
newspaper article (italics added),  
 
But whenever you hear a central Austin activist spin fantasies of a looming 
density doomsday, remember this: Most of Central Austin is less dense today than 
it was in 2000.  Most census tracts in South Austin actually lost population 
between 2000 and 2010, including the neighborhood supposedly "threatened" by 
the new apartments. (Austin Contrarian, Feb 06, 2012)  
 
Also, a guest post on this blog, on July 15, 2009, from ‘an infill developer’ reads (italics 
added), 
 
People not involved in this stuff will brush all of this off and paint 
builders/developers as greedy for complaining, but I'm telling you it is almost 
impossible to get from old stock to newer up to code stock in a streamlined 
affordable manner because of our system in Austin.  All the while the neighbors 
are nipping at your heels on top of this. (Austin Contrarian) 
These examples paint a picture of one perspective on the Austin land development 
code—that of the urbanist and/or developer. The theme of neighborhood opposition to 
development stands out, though there is also mention of onerous code requirements. 
A citywide neighborhood listserv post reveals a variety of concerns with regard to 
the land development code. An example post from June 29, 2008 says, “I’ve worked in 
construction in Austin since 1973. Building ANYTHING in Austin is a nightmare,” The 
same citizen, then says,  
 
[…] creating a more predictable path for landowners and homeowners to invest in 
the inner City and neighborhoods (and for neighborhoods to understand what they 
are getting before approvals) would help ratchet down the adversarial atmosphere 
                                                
4 This blogger describes himself as follows: “I have always been interested in development and the 
economics of land-use regulations. Land-use regulations affect nearly every aspect of our lives, from how 
much we pay for rent, to how far we must travel to buy a cup of coffee or pair of shoes, to what our streets 
look like. The subject doesn’t get the attention it deserves, except during highly-contentious (sic) zoning 
fights when people are often too emotional to think clearly.” 
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often pervading One Texas Center and Council Chambers. (Richardson, ANC 
listserv, June 29, 2008) 
One citizen criticizes a City Council candidate during an election for his openness to up-
zoning against the wishes of neighborhoods: 
 
And while [candidate] has tried to claim that this is an alternative approach to up 
zoning in older neighborhoods, as a Planning Commission member he 
consistently voted for such intrusive up zonings (including some in my Zilker 
neighborhood) that were opposed by the surrounding neighborhoods. (Jack, June 
14, 2008, ANC) 
A thread in January of 2008 explores the merits of neighbors working with developers to 
come to agreement before an item reaches the City Council, for which a neighbor was 
criticized (Allen, Jan 24, 2008). On September 26, 2007, this citizen wrote, 
 
Seems to me that we have a decent development process, allowing anyone to 
build wealth through property ownership, while having a set of checks of balances 
that protects the common good. We citizens have the power to improve it with 
good ideas and suggestions anytime we wish. 
The response to this post was, 
 
I would just like to see the City enforce the LD Code as written. Seems to me 
those of us who own property have a right to expect that re-development of 
nearby properties will respect current zoning. (ANC) 
This exchange illustrates well the mistrust that some citizens feel when changes are made 
to a code that they feel has already been agreed-upon.  In September of 2007, ANC 
(Austin Neighborhoods Council) Radio released a press release entitled ‘Improving the 
Process for Zoning Decisions’ discussing the length of Council meetings that include 
contentious zoning cases and whether there are alternatives out there that could improve 
the process for everyone (ANC Radio, 2007). 
Each of these media exhibit a perception that the process is unfair and that 
decisions are being made that do not properly reflect the best interests of the entire 
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community that the City Council represents.5 There seems to be agreement from all sides 
that the current process to change the land development code and/or zoning ordinance is 
inefficient, unfair, and unpredictable.  
Research Questions 
Are land use decisions in Austin more contentious than those in its peer cities? In 
order to answer this broad question, I will research the following sub-questions: 
• Does Austin undergo more or different changes to its zoning ordinance than 
its peer cities? 
• Are the changes to the zoning ordinance in Austin more contentious than in 
peer cities? 
• What are some differences in Austin that could lead to increased contention, 
actual or perceived, with respect to land use decisions? 
• What are some ways that peer cities’ land development codes and public 
processes differ conceptually from those in Austin? 
This research will be an exploratory analysis of Austin, El Paso, and Denver, as well as a 
review of some nationally recognized creative solutions in land development regulation 
and public processes.  
I begin my research, in Chapter Two, with a systematic review of the existing 
body of literature related to the Standard Zoning and Planning Enabling Acts, public 
participation processes related to municipal decision-making, and land development 
regulations. Chapter Three describes my research and methods. In Chapters Four, Five, 
and Six, I examine rezoning cases posted to Austin, El Paso, and Denver City Council 
                                                
5 Austin is currently governed by at-large council seats. All six of the council members and the mayor 
represent the entire city. This is scheduled to change in November of 2014 to 10 district representatives and 
one at-large mayor. 
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agendas, identifying contentious cases and then tracing those items back through the 
process to see how they were handled at the land use commission and by staff, and what 
public input they received. Through this careful examination of rezoning requests, and 
interviews with zoning staff from Austin and El Paso, I am able answer my specific 
research questions. In Chapter Seven I compare the data from the three cities and analyze 
the similarities and differences as they relate to existing literature and each other. Finally, 
in Chapter Eight I conclude and conduct an exploratory analysis of creative practices 
other cities are using to reduce contentiousness surrounding land use decisions, be it 
actual or perceived.  
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Chapter Two:  Literature Review 
To begin to understand the contentiousness of land use decision-making in 
Austin, I review the body of literature discussing the contentiousness of land use 
decision-making in cities generally and solutions to address it. I focused on smaller 
components of the topic, such as the Standard Zoning Enabling Act and the Standard 
Planning Enabling Act, public process in municipal decision-making, and land 
development regulation and conflict more generally, as they relate to my sub-questions. 
There seems to be limited literature discussing land use commission structure or 
authority, probably due to the Standard Acts dictating so much of state and municipal 
code. I limited my search to the United States since the Standard Zoning and Planning 
Enabling Acts, the starting points for zoning processes, are only applicable in the U.S.  
This chapter begins by discussing existing literature on the Standard Zoning 
Enabling Act and Standard Planning Enabling Act, how it is being applied, and its 
effects. Next I examine literature discussing the public process as it relates to municipal 
decision-making, and specifically land use decision-making. This includes literature on 
constructive public participation, as well as how political frameworks affect the decision-
making process and how this can fuel or counter conflicts. Finally, I look at literature 
related to land development regulation shortcomings, particularly the way that current 
land use regulations achieve or do not achieve public goals, thereby perpetuating trust or 
mistrust in those regulations, in local government, and in future development. 
STANDARD ZONING ENABLING ACT AND STANDARD PLANNING ENABLING ACT 
Misunderstood Regulatory Protections 
The Standard Zoning Enabling Act and the Standard Planning Enabling Act are 
the models set by the federal government in the early 20th century to allow states zoning 
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and planning authority. As a result of these model acts, most municipalities, regardless of 
state, have similar land use authority, though they make use of different regulatory tools 
(Feiock, 1994 & Anthony, 2000, per Fieock, 2001). Despite the assignment of land use 
enabling law to state government, the broad adaptation of the standard act means that 
even very different municipalities have quite similar public participation processes, land 
use commission structures, and land use commission authorities.  
According to Tony Arnold, in The Structure of the Land Use Regulatory System 
in the United States, the biggest problem with our current land use regulatory system is 
that it is misunderstood. The current regulations are blamed for problems such as urban 
sprawl by Philip Tierney, Henry Richmond, and Jonathan Levine; racial segregation as in 
Spencer v. Kugler, 1971; environmental injustice by Robert Bullard; and environmental 
degradation per the Development, Community, & Environment Division of the U.S. 
Environmental Protection Agency (per Arnold, 2007). These are issues that it cannot 
necessarily counteract; Arnold says that our current regulatory system is, “characterized 
as wasteful, inefficient, captured by self-seeking private interests, abusive to individual 
rights, fragmented and chaotic, and ill-informed,” among other things.  This system is 
expected to solve very complicated problems, and is criticized when that does not 
happen. Some even suggest, Arnold states, that our current regulations exacerbate these 
problems (Arnold, p. 443-444, 2007; Ihlanfeldt, 2001 per Fieock, 2001).  
Arnold also discusses the role of the comprehensive plan in land use regulations 
as serving more as a guideline than a regulation, in spite of the fact that a zoning 
ordinance may not be out of compliance with a comprehensive plan per the Standard 
State Zoning Enabling Act. He cites both zoning ordinances and comprehensive plans as 
places for a community to reflect their vision for the community and the need for them to 
yield to “changing conditions, new opportunities, and evolving politics” (p. 467, 2007). 
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The balance between agreeing on a vision and yielding to change can be a difficult 
balance for a community to find, leading to conflict surrounding those changes. As stated 
by the neighbor on the Austin Neighborhood Council listserv, not everyone understands 
why or agrees that changes to the current zoning ordinance are zoning are necessary. 
Euclidean Zoning and the State Zoning Enabling Act  
Conceptually, there are shifting philosophies behind land use regulations. In Land 
use regulation: Where have we been, where are we going?, McLaughlin describes the 
two basic camps as rooted in urban economic theory and in political economy. The 
former is rooted in absorption of population and mitigation of the effects of population 
growth such as loss of open space and traffic congestion; this is about correcting 
externalities (2012, per Brueckner, 2000). The latter is focused on protecting public 
goods and essentially allowing residents to live in the municipality that offers them the 
best bundle of goods for the price, generally via property tax (McLaughlin, 2012, per 
Fischel, 2001 and Tiebout, 1956). Differing outlooks on these two theories could affect 
whether a citizen sees value in changing the zoning on a property—increasing 
entitlements so that a multifamily development can occur, for example, makes sense from 
the former perspective much more so than from the latter. 
 The tenet of planning that the State Zoning Enabling Act relies on primarily is 
Euclidean Zoning, or a strict separation of incompatible uses generally defined as 
residential, commercial, and industrial. Many, though, see a future with less emphasis on 
this separation. John Friedmann, in “Toward a Non-Euclidean Mode of Planning” 
describes the collapse of ‘the Euclidian world order’ as imminent. He suggests a new 
definition of planning that is disconnected from Euclidean zoning. In “The Devil is in the 
Definitions,” Sonia Hirt advises planners to challenge the strict separation of uses that we 
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are all accustomed to and recounts the roots of separated uses coming from Germany in 
the 19th century. She then points out that Germany’s use classifications are much broader 
than those in the United States, though they come from similar origins. For example, 
German residential use categories include services required for daily living, such as a 
bakery or a small grocer, whereas in the United States a residential use category is 
defined strictly as housing. See Table 1 for a comparison of different residential zoning 
categories in the United States and Germany (The entire table is included in Appendix 1). 
Hirt outlines the similarities in the role of the state in both the German and U.S. models 
and recommends that U.S. planners learn from those in Europe and challenge 
conventional zoning (Hirt, 2007).  
Here in the U.S., even with markets trending toward more preference for a mix of 
uses and the walkable communities that mixed use allows, many individuals oppose 
commercial development near single-family residential. More flexible zoning categories 
could allow more flexibility for market trends to play out without needing a zoning 
change that might invite opposition and conflict. The opposition can make it difficult for 
planners to make expert recommendations that counter individual wants, and can cause 
conflict to arise when staff do make those controversial recommendations.  
PUBLIC PROCESS IN MUNICIPAL DECISION MAKING 
Public process, or public participation, is a crucial component of the Standard 
Zoning Enabling Act and the Standard Planning Enabling Act, particularly with regard to 
comprehensive planning. 
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SUCCESSFUL MUNICIPAL DECISION MAKING 
 Since Sherry Arnstein’s 1969 article, “A Ladder of Citizen Participation,” 
successful public participation has had generally agreed-upon guidelines. Arnstein lays 
out 8 ‘rungs,’ with gradations from non-participatory to token to powerful and only the 
top three rungs6 offering meaningful participation (Booth and Halseth, 2011). (See Figure 
1.) Her message is that there is value in all citizens participating in their local 
government’s decision-making processes—that participation is the cornerstone of 
                                                
6 The top three rungs are partnership, delegated power, and citizen control. The middle three rungs 
representing Tokenism are Informing, Consultation, and Placation. The lowest two rungs, representing 
nonparticipation, are Manipulation and Therapy. 
  
Table 1: Classes and Subclasses in the German BauNVO and the Uses They Permit 
(Hirt, 2007, p. 440) 
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democracy. She includes in her article however, that there are degrees of participation 
and that going through empty routines does not equate to productive participation 
(LeGate, 2007, per Arnstein, 1969). More recently, scholars have looked at public 
participation in local land-use decision-making from the angles of trust (Hoppner, 2009), 
stakeholder perception (Booth & Halseth, 2011), dispute resolution (Dorius, 1993), 
consensus-based decision-making (Jackson, 2002), and efficiency (Hassan, et al, 2011) to 
find ways to build on this important component of public process. Though participatory 
! !Figure!1:!The!Ladder!of!Citizen!Participation!(1969,!Arnstein).!
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planning is constantly evolving, it is still unclear exactly what makes people trust a 
process or a decision-maker (Hoopner, 2009).  Fairness, for example, is seemingly 
defined as giving equal consideration to both sides of an issue. However, many perceive 
fairness as outcome-based—they feel that a decision was fair when the outcome is in 
their favor. Also, as ambiguous as it is, people are more likely to accept outcomes from a 
decision-making body that they trust, even if the outcome is not in their favor. Full 
participation seems to feed trust and so trust remains an elusive but important part of the 
public process (Hoppner, 2009).  
Stakeholder perception of a process is arguably more important than the process 
itself. Unfortunately, participants in stakeholder processes are too often excluded from 
post-process evaluation (Booth & Halseth, 2011). Booth and Halseth make the assertion 
that,  
 
After 40 years of research and practice, several authors assert that there is still no 
clear consensus on what are “good” public engagement processes. Nor is the 
challenge posed by Arnstein so long ago meaningfully addressed: much public 
participation in North America continues to fall upon her bottom six ladder rungs, 
partnership, delegated power and citizen control have only occasionally been 
achieved. (Booth & Halseth, 2011, p. 899) 
Originally, stakeholder participation was intended to work through conflicts. Now, 
however, stakeholder participation is recognized as an important, even where there is no 
conflict (Booth & Halseth, 2011).  
There are factors that no public process or input can overcome, as well, which 
must be weighed in measuring success. Johnson, in his 1984 comparison of public 
participation in the U.S. and the United Kingdom states,  
 
It is apparent that even well-executed participation programs are increasingly 
thwarted by forces outside of the local political system. Admittedly, large-scale 
social and economic forces have long imposed pressures for growth or decline on 
cities. (p. 201)  
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He gives the following examples of extraneous forces that inherently reduce the influence 
of citizen input at the local level, illustrating that there are limits to even the best public 
input: 
1. The market; 
2. Risk proneness or averseness of developers; and  
3. Increasing state government regulation. 
Local Institutions and Political Frameworks 
The execution of the decision-making process does not happen in a vacuum. It is 
largely subject to the local institutions and the political framework of the municipality. 
Mark Lubell, Richard C. Feiock, and Edgar E. Ramirez de la Cruz examined 406 Florida 
cities from 1998 to 2003 to extrapolate the relationships between different political 
interests and their effects on local land use decisions related to environmental issues, 
ultimately arguing that, “the structure of local political institutions is a crucial variable for 
understanding the interactions between development and environmental interests in the 
context of urban growth.” (Lubell, Feiock & Ramirez de la Cruz, 2009, p. 649). They 
emphasize two primary groups: the “property rights” model that argue that restrictions on 
land emerge in the face of scarcity and the “interest group” model that argues that local 
politicians are swayed by those able to deliver political resources, i.e. developers giving 
money or neighborhoods giving votes. They contend that ultimately the developers have 
the upper hand because they are better organized and have better technical skills than the 
public interests. In Austin, the power of neighborhoods versus the power of development 
(property rights) interest is debatable. Austin neighborhoods are very well organized, and 
much of the conflict at City Hall centers around development versus neighborhoods, as 
mentioned by Andres Duany in his 2007 visit. 
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Lubell, et al, go on to argue that different types of political structures favor 
different types of interests. For example, a strong mayor is more likely controlled by a 
socio-economically elevated public that is better able to deliver electoral resources. 
(Lubell, et al, 2009). Lubell, et al, go on to discuss the ways that the structure of the local 
government and the balance of political and administrative authority affect the input 
received and the weight that it holds. They state that, “the prevailing view on mayoral 
power is that mayors are more responsive to broader community interests and thus may 
favor the production of pro-environmental policies.” (p. 653). This theory is also applied 
to at-large council seats as compared to district representation. The intent of the 
insulation of an administrative city manager position is to protect against intervention by 
City Council, mayor, or community interests, increasing the transaction costs of territory-
based interests seeking to stop development. (Lubell, et al, 2009). Of the three cities 
explored in this research, Austin is the only one with an entirely at-large city council. 
Denver has a strong mayor, which, according to this article, could increase the 
politicization of these and other decisions. Applying this theory, El Paso should be the 
least contentious in that it has all district representation by council members, and also a 
city manager form of government. 
Though many environmental interests are diffused, territorial environmental 
interests tend to include Not-In-My-Back-Yard (NIMBY) politics, neighborhood 
organizations, homeowner associations, and citizen activists focused on a geographically 
defined area. In Local Institutions and the Politics of Urban Growth, Lubell, Feiock, and 
Ramirez de la Cruz state, “these geographic groups often dominate the politics of land 
use, as they resist locally unwanted land uses, like major roads, or clamor for improved 
environmental amenities like parks and conservation areas” (Lubell, et al, 2009, p. 652; 
Feiock, 2004). The overarching message from this literature is that there are inherent 
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shortcomings in almost all municipal decision-making processes that can allow special 
interests to prevail over the good of the whole. The good of the whole is difficult to 
define, but is theoretically agreed upon in the comprehensive plan. It is then up to staff to 
interpret that plan and recommend a reasonable amount of flexibility on a case-by-case 
basis.    
LAND DEVELOPMENT REGULATIONS 
Effects of Regulatory Structures 
A municipality’s land use regulatory structure affects its growth and development, 
and may also affect its ability to reach the broad goals laid out in its comprehensive plan. 
Nuances such as growth control policies, as opposed to growth management policies, 
illustrate differences in a city’s interest and innovation in planning.  A 2006 Brookings 
Institution article inventories these regulatory structures and examines the effects of each, 
using housing affordability as the focus. The article distinguishes between growth 
management policies and growth control policies, as differentiated by Arthur C. Nelson 
in his 2002 article, The Link Between Growth Management and Housing Affordability: 
The Academic Evidence: 
 
Where growth management accommodates projected development in a manner 
that achieves broad public goals, growth controls limit or ration development. 
Typical growth control tools are moratoria, permitting caps, development quotas, 
and the like. (Pendall, 2006, p. 4, per Nelson, 2002)  
These two concepts are often confused or combined, but are in fact very different. The 
article concludes in part that most U.S. metropolitan areas lack creativity as far as new 
and more nuanced planning tools and strategies, which is illustrated by the conflation of 
these concepts. Pendall, et al. state that, “planning and zoning remains mostly voluntary, 
few local governments engage in innovative land-use regulation, and state review of local 
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plans is mostly absent.”  (2006, p. 21) American local governments rely on zoning, but 
are less enthusiastic about comprehensive planning—the primary goal of which is to 
reduce conflict and provide a long-term goal for a community (Pendall, et al, 2006). The 
Brookings Institution finds four general categories and compares their effects on growth 
and development. In the overall categorization of land use regulations nationwide, Texas 
is given its own ‘regulatory family’ of ‘Wild Wild Texas’ because of its ‘unparalleled 
openness to growth and development’ (p. 23). The other categories are Traditional, 
Exclusion, and Reform. Within ‘Wild Wild Texas,’ Austin is notable for its use of a 
comprehensive plan. See Table 2 for a listing of these regulatory families by order. The 
typologies of land use regulation are valuable in that they enable us to understand 
regulatory impacts on growth patterns. “We can identify tentative associations between 
regulatory families and on-the-ground conditions” (Pendall, et al, 2006, p. 25). The 
pattern of density is the first important outcome.  Nationwide, density is dropping and the 
article concludes that onerous regulations are among the reasons. Texas is noted for its 
growth-promoting state policies, and Austin for its densifying, as a result of less land use 
regulation (Pendall, 2006). Disagreement among the citizenry on which approach is 
better for Austin could be one reason for higher levels of contentiousness. Increasing 
density that comes with the ‘Wild, Wild Texas’ regulatory family could also be a 
contributor to increased contention around new development. Finally, it is interesting that 
Austin is noted for use of a comprehensive plan in spite of the fact that its plan was 27 
years old at the time that this article was written. 
Regulatory Outcomes 
There are two ways that citizens are affected by local land use regulations—
collectively and individually. Collective effects include tax rates, amenities, and services. 
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From this perspective, local government interests are to improve economic conditions for 
all through development and attraction of new citizens and businesses (Peterson 1981; 
Sharp 1984; Lyons and Lowery 1986, per Fleischmann & Pierannunzi, 1990). Individual  
 
 
 
Table 2: Typology of Land Use Regulations, by Orders and Families, in Major U.S. 
Metropolitan Areas, 2003 (Pendall, et al, 2006, p. 21) 
 
effects include the distribution of services and specific land uses in an area (Lineberry 
1977; Hero 1986, per Fleischmann & Pierannunzi, 1990). There are significant bodies of 
literature looking at the broad and individual effects, as well as whether local decision-
makers favor one or the other, or citizens from particular localities over others (Mladenka 
1981 and Jones 1981, per Fleischmann & Pierannunzi, 1990).  Zoning ordinances 
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represent both localized and municipality-wide decisions (Fleischmann & Pierannunzi, 
1990). As summarized by Fleischmann and Pierannunzi, per Baer (1985) and Logan and 
Molotch (1987), local zoning policy: 
 
… establish[es] a community's overall character and development pattern, which 
may differ significantly from those of neighboring cities. Decisions on specific 
cases, on the other hand, have direct effects on both rezoning applicants and 
nearby property owners. Those who have their land rezoned may enjoy a 
significant increase in its value and other benefits, while adjacent owners may see 
their property values and the nature of their neighborhood change as the rezoned 
tract is developed. With so much at stake, proposals to rezone specific pieces of 
property can lead to significant political conflict. (1990)  
  
It seems likely that in many of Austin’s contentious rezonings, the conflict is between 
these concepts—the good of the whole versus the good of the individual, and the 
character change that a rezoning can bring. Theoretically, a comprehensive plan should 
create a zoning ordinance that has already been agreed to by all parties with the overall 
vision for the city in mind, so zoning changes that are in accord with that plan should be 
non-controversial. However, in cases where a single property owner feels that he or she is 
bearing a burden by the change, conflict is likely.  
Along with the high level of conflict that often results from rezonings, their outcomes 
are also generally difficult to predict. Flieschmann and Pierannunzi list three reasons why 
it is difficult to predict the outcome of a local rezoning: 
1. Understanding of the rezoning process is based largely on anecdote, case by case 
analysis, or the perception of the participants; 
2. Studies of rezoning typically look at only one municipality at a time (Steele, 
1987) with an emphasis on impacts over decision-making process; and 
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3. There is disagreement within existing research over the factors affecting 
outcomes. (1990). 
 
There is widespread disagreement over the influence of citizens as compared to 
that of developers on a local government land use decisions. Some argue that the goal of 
policy makers is to please (or not displease) as many constituents as possible in order to 
get reelected (Fischel 1985; Siegan 1972; Weaver and Babcock 1979; per Fleischmann & 
Pierannunzi, 1990). Evidence shows that citizen input does affect municipal land use 
decisions, with a common outcome being a modified proposal, where that option exists 
(Fleischmann & Pierannunzi, 1990). Another theory is that it is business interests who 
have a disproportional effect on the process. This is a result of campaign contributions, 
frequent appointments of this population to land use commissions, corruption (Gottdiener 
1977, Prewitt 1970, Gardinerand Lyman 1978; per Fleischmann & Pierannunzi, 1990), 
intellectual lacking of elected officials (Allensworth, 1980, per Fleischmann & 
Pierannunzi, 1990), and municipal interest in expansion of tax base over other interests 
(Logan and Molotch 1987, Elkin 1985, Stone 1980; per Fleischmann & Pierannunzi, 
1990). Wilson (1980) distinguishes the two theories as ‘interest-group politics’, where, 
“both the costs and benefits of regulation are narrowly concentrated in such cases, which 
leads to frequent competition among groups” and ‘client politics,’ which is the “pattern of 
regulation in which benefits are narrowly concentrated and costs are dispersed” (p. 369-
370, per Fleischmann & Pierannunzi, 1990). Both could happen simultaneously, he 
states, if both a developer and nearby property owners are significantly affected by a 
rezoning. It is not hard to predict that the ‘client politics” situations are the ones where 
conflict is likely to arise. 
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Other factors affecting rezoning outcomes are the proposal itself and the process. 
Some argue that officials are less likely to rezone larger parcels or to change between 
zoning districts that are very different (Siegan 1972, Fleischmann 1989, per Fleischmann 
& Pierannunzi, 1990). There are a variety of ways that zoning and planning 
administrators can weed out zoning cases which are less likely to be approved, such as 
through fees and limits on the number of times that a parcel can be rezoned within a 
given amount of time. Additionally, Fleischmann and Pierannunzi claim the staff 
planners make a recommendation on each case, often with a pro-regulatory perspective 
that is counter to that of business interests. Political influence is affected by the role and 
weight given to the planners. Planners may be interacting with applicants outside of the 
public process, influencing applications, making modifications, or encouraging 
withdrawals, further increasing the number of approvals (Fleischmann & Pierannunzi, 
1990). 
The land use commission is the final major influence on the approval of a 
rezoning, and according to the findings of Fleischmann and Pierannunzi, it is the single 
most influential component in comparison to staff’s recommendation and the input from 
individual citizens. The primary purpose of the land use commission hearing is to 
encourage public input and to insulate the elected officials from the initial debates 
(Nelson 1977, Weaver and Babcock 1979; per Fleischmann & Pierannunzi, 1990). An 
ancillary purpose, though, is to allow an opportunity for compromise before the case 
reaches the city council. This may occur because the hearing makes the applicant aware 
of the opposition (Prewitt, 1970), at the suggestion of a commissioner (Weaver and 
Babcock, 1979, Allens- worth, 1980, Pierannunzi, 1989; per Fleischmann & Pierannunzi, 
1990), or because there is evidence to suggest that small legislative bodies produce ‘a 
norm of universalism’ (Miller and Oppenheimer, 1982, Heilig and Mundt, 1984, Rosener 
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1982, and Fleischmann 1989; per Fleischmann & Pierannunzi, 1990). Through study of 
rezonings in Atlanta in 1984 (see Table 3), Fleischmann and Pierannunzi deemed that 
citizen advisory boards, land use commissions in this case, have a significant effect on 
local governing body behavior related to land use and rezoning. This is their first 
function. The study lists as the second function of the land use commission that it serves 
as a filter, of sorts, to emphasize only the most controversial cases to the governing body. 
They state, (italics added): 
 
The decision-making process makes the planning commission hearing the forum 
for developing consensus on rezoning requests. Because all parties in a case can 
pressure the elected governing body regarding a case at any time, it is especially 
interesting that neither the presence of a developer nor citizen opposition is an 
important predictor in the first function. This flies in the face of the notion that 
land-use regulation is controlled by either real estate interests or neighborhood 
groups-the reality seems much more complex. (p. 850, 1990) 
Fleischmann and Pierannunzi discuss several outstanding questions that their data cannot 
address, however they summarize their results broadly to say that appointed land use 
commissioners and planning staff filter rezoning requests and work through compromises 
with applicants before the cases ever make it to the council Dias (Fleischmann & 
Pierannunzi, 1990). This filtering could be responsible, in part, for the overwhelming rate 
of rezoning approvals by the governing body. 
Literature Summary 
It is clear from this body of literature that there are many factors that influence municipal 
land use decision-making and the weight of each factor varies greatly from place to place 
and case to case. The Standard Zoning and Planning Enabling Acts set most of the 
process in the U.S., but local politics and the municipal government structure 
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Table 3: Rezoning Outcomes, Atlanta, 1984 (Fleischmann & Pierannunzi, 1990, p. 
849) 
 
can have a large effect on the way the process plays out. The role of city staff is that of 
the expert, working to bring forward applications that meet the vision that the city has 
agreed upon insulated from politics. The role of the land use commission is to offer a 
chance for compromise—and to offer a highly influential recommendation to the 
governing body. Flexibility of the comprehensive plan and the land development code is 
crucial, particularly in a growing and changing city like Austin where markets dictate 
trends and population growth that the code may not be written to accommodate. All 
parties, property owners, developers, and special interests, have much at stake. For 
example, each zoning decision can affect the tax base of the city and also an individual 
homeowner’s property value and daily life—both the good of the whole and of the 
individual are on the table and are captured by the city’s zoning ordinance. There is 
disagreement as to how power among those parties is distributed and there is no perfect 
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system free from manipulation by one special interest or another. Public participation is 
important at all stages of land use decision-making, but may be most important at the 
planning stage. That planning should ideally precede rezonings and serve as a roadmap to 
decision-making in the community’s interest.  
Austin’s comprehensive plan and land development code are very out-of-date. In 
the late 1980s Austin tried, and failed, to adopt a new comprehensive plan and this failed 
plan may also have left open wounds in the community when it comes to input regarding 
growth and development in Austin.  There are many parts of the redevelopment process 
related to markets and developer risk that are outside of the control of most citizens. This 
makes a code that is trustworthy and effective at producing the kind of development that 
a community agrees upon all the more crucial to reducing conflict. This literature review 
gives some perspective on the initial research questions. Primarily, it is clear that 
contentiousness around land use decision-making is not unique to Austin. Additionally, 
there are some characteristics of Austin’s land development code, its use-based zoning 
most obviously, that could be contributing to the contentiousness. 
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Chapter Three:  Research Context and Methods 
I explore whether Austin has more or different zoning changes, whether they are 
more contentious than in peer cities, and whether there are fundamental differences in 
Austin’s regulations and public processes that could be feeding the city’s contentiousness 
by gathering data for two cities, and comparing them to similar data from Austin. I 
compare the number and contentiousness of each land use decision and describe the 
public input received for high-conflict decisions from each city. I then discuss and 
compare the land development codes, land use commission structure and authority, and 
public process for each city. Finally, I review some creative solutions used in other cities 
with respect to land development codes and public participation processes. 
My research begins with a comparison of the number of land use decisions in 
Austin to those in El Paso and Denver. I chose these cities for comparison to Austin due 
to similarities in population size and economic growth as measured by change in Gross 
Municipal Product (GMP). I assume that increasing economic growth leads to 
development pressure on, or demand for, land, and I assume that cities feel the effects of 
economic growth in the short term. I used the GMP for the entire metropolitan statistical 
area (MSA), as opposed to only for each city itself, in an effort to account for growth in 
the larger region, which would presumably have an effect on demand for land, in addition 
to economic growth of the city proper. Therefore, I compare years with similar economic 
growth as measured by the change in GMP: 2008 for Austin and 2007 for Denver and El 
Paso. Austin, Denver, and El Paso are similarly sized between 600,000 and 800,000, 
though Denver is somewhat different in that it is a consolidated city-county with a strong 
mayor form of government. 
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Austin is a home rule city of approximately 800,000 people (US Census, 2010) 
with a City Manager form of government. The Austin City Council represents the city 
through six at-large seats and one at-large Mayor. The greater Austin-Round Rock-San 
Marcos MSA is the 2nd fastest growing in the nation (Castillo, 2012) with a population of 
1.7 million (Texas Department of State Health Services, 2010). The population of Austin 
has been approximately doubling every 20-25 years since its incorporation in 1835 (City 
of Austin). In 2008, the Austin-Round Rock-San Marcos MSA’s GMP was 
$76,000,000,0007 representing a 2.7% increase from 2007 (U.S. Metro Economies, 
2008).  
Case Studies 
I first compare Austin to El Paso in order to include one city that is subject to the 
same state code constraints via its State Zoning Enabling Act and Planning Enabling Act. 
El Paso is a home rule city of approximately 600,000 people (U.S. Census, 2010) with a 
City Manager form of government. El Paso’s City Council represents the city through 
nine district seats and one at-large Mayor (City of El Paso). The greater El Paso MSA, 
consisting of all of El Paso County, consists of approximately 800,000 people. In 2007 
the El Paso MSA had a GMP of 23,565,000,000 representing a 2.61% change from 2006 
(U.S. Metro Economies, 2007).  
I then compare Austin to Denver. Denver bears some similarity to Austin in that 
Colorado is similar to Texas as a property rights state with a State Zoning Enabling Act 
that requires comprehensive planning as a basis for zoning (Colorado Department of 
Local Affairs). Denver has a population of just over 600,000 (U.S. Census, 2012) and is a 
home ruled, consolidated city-county with a Strong Mayor, 11 Council Members 
                                                
7 Using 2005 US dollars. 
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representing Districts, and 2 at-large council seats (City of Denver). The greater Denver 
MSA had a 2007 GMP of $139,706,000,000 representing a 2.03% increase from 20068 
(U.S. Metro Economies, 2007).  
Data Collection and Coding 
I use zoning ordinance changes to examine changes to each city’s land 
development code. As is discussed earlier in this paper, land development codes 
encompass a wide variety of land use regulations. However, due to the processes laid out 
in the Standard Zoning Enabling Act, the Standard Planning Enabling Act, and 
comprehensive planning, changes to a city’s zoning ordinance are arguably the most 
emblematic change to an agreed-upon plan and therefore code.  
After gathering data for each city for the named year to compare numbers of cases 
and overall characteristics of each city’s zoning agendas, I categorized the decisions 
according to whether or not the cases were approved, denied, or postponed, and how 
those decisions were made. I then recorded characteristics of each contentious case to 
determine how many cases were decided on the consent agenda of the governing body 
versus the number that were discussed, in how many cases was the decision of the 
governing body different from that of the recommending land use commission, how 
many cases were decided on a split council vote, and in how many cases the decision was 
made in spite of citizen opposition. Finally, I looked more closely at those decisions 
where there was citizen opposition, where the data was public,9 to understand who was in 
opposition and what their concerns were with each change.  
                                                
8 Using 2005 US dollars. 
9 In both El Paso and Denver the public record is spotty. Video only available after November 22, 2010 in 
Denver. And El Paso kept old video in a format that their current online player could not process. 
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The staff recommendation is important to the evaluation of this data because, as 
discussed by Fleischmann & Pierannunzi, it is intended to reflect that of the expert, 
reflecting the comprehensive plan and free of political influence. I take note of the land 
use commission’s recommendation primarily to determine if, in these cases, it is the most 
influential factor, as deemed by Fleischmann and Pierannunzi. I look at the public 
opposition to cases through the use of protest petitions, which are the clearest sign of a 
contentious zoning case. A protest petition requires a three-quarters vote of the governing 
body for the zoning change if 20% of the adjacent property owners of the subject 
property register their opposition to the zoning change with the city (Texas Statue 
211.006(d)). (See Appendix 2: Austin: Valid Petition Instructions.) I consider a split 
council vote as another component of a contentious case because it illustrates that there is 
disagreement among council members over the decision, i.e. it is not a clear cut decision. 
Therefore, a protest petition paired with a split council vote, which overrules the citizen 
opposition, exemplifies a case where there is disagreement within the community and the 
decision-makers, and so I used these criteria to define a ‘contentious case.’  
I noted whether a case was heard as part of a consent agenda or whether it was 
discussed because consent items tend to be presented as part of the consent agenda, and 
then stay on that agenda, because they are non-controversial. I examined those cases 
where the land use commission’s recommendation differed from the staff 
recommendation to understand whether that caused conflict at the hearing before the 
governing body, and also to see if the Council tended to side with one or the other more 
often. Finally, I looked at the proportion of items that were postponed in each city to 
consider whether that could have an effect on the public perception of the number of 
changes. 
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It is important to note that when an application is filed, the applicant works with 
the city’s zoning staff to create a proposal that is reasonable and likely to be amenable to 
the neighboring properties. This administrative input should be dispensed in accordance 
with the comprehensive plan.  Because the proposed change is not yet in the public 
realm, though, there is no citizen input at this time. The citizen input usually comes as a 
result of posting the item to a land use commission agenda, which is why I begin 
following the cases at that point. 
Primary Documents 
I relied heavily on the agenda minutes from meetings of both the governing 
bodies and the land use commissions to gather my initial data about decision outcomes. I 
also used video of meetings, where available. Finally, I interviewed planning staff to 
understand the processes and practices of each city, as well as to get the staff’s perception 
of the conflict surrounding these decisions. 
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Chapter Four:  Austin 
LAND USE DECISION OVERVIEW 
In 2008, Austin’s City Council had 635 zoning items posted to Council agendas. 
The majority of the posted items were acted upon without discussion, as is illustrated in 
Figure 2: Austin: 2008 
Land Use Decision 
Breakdown. Also 
shown in Figure 2 is 
what a large 
proportion of the 
zoning items were 
approvals. The most 
stunning characteristic 
of this data is that only 
393 of these items 
were substantive 
decisions while 242, 
or 38%, were postponements or withdrawals by either the applicant, neighbors of the 
proposing property, city staff, or the City Council (See Figure 3: Austin: Postponements). 
In 2008, as is still the case, the Austin City Council had an agreed-upon practice of 
allowing each side involved in a contested rezoning case one postponement without 
scrutiny (Rusthoven, October 5, 2012). The highest number of postponement requests 
came from staff, though, insinuating that there could be some administrative reason that 
 
 
 
Figure 2: Austin: 2008 Land Use Decision Breakdown 
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items were being not presented for all three readings. It could be that the posting time 
requirements of the city’s code do not give staff enough time to work through some 
cases, or staff could be holding off on preparing an ordinance for the final reading if there 
are still unsettled details in a case. The applicant is the second-highest postponing party, 
which could also signal unresolved tension at the time of the posting. Regardless, staff 
postponing a high number of cases combined with this liberal postponement practice 
results in a high number of postponements, or items appearing on multiple agendas 
before action is taken. While the average number of times that an item appeared on an 
agenda was barely over two, three items appeared ten or more times and the highest 
number of postings for one item was twelve times.   
Of the 393 substantive 
decisions left after 
postponements and 
withdrawals are accounted for, 
273 were final decisions. 
Because Austin’s city charter 
requires that all zoning 
changes have three readings, 
some of the posted agenda 
items were only for the first or second reading of a case. The three required readings can 
all take place on the same day, or can take place over separate days for reasons ranging 
from staff need for more time to prepare the final ordinance language to the Council 
asking opposing parties to work together toward agreement on unresolved details 
between readings. A final decision is one that either includes the third reading of an 
 
Figure 3: Austin: Postponements  
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ordinance or is an amendment to a covenant needing only one reading.10 Both the high 
number of postponements and the multiple postings of contentious items could contribute 
to a feeling of fatigue among those engaged citizens, and could contribute to a perception 
of more contentious items than there actually are, due to the same contentious items 
showing up on agendas over and over again. 
Of the 393 substantive decisions, 151 were discussion items, not presented as part 
of the consent agenda which is acted upon with one vote. Items can be pulled off of the 
consent agenda either by a council member who has questions, because citizens sign up 
to speak about the item, or because there are conflicting recommendations from the land 
use commission and staff. It is safe to say that the 242 items that remained on consent 
were not contentious in that they met these three criteria. 
Only forty-eight items were both final decisions and discussion items.  Twenty of 
the final decision cases, (12 of the 48 final decisions that were discussion items) were 
neighborhood plan amendments, accompanying other posted zoning changes. Because 
Austin uses neighborhood-level small area plans with corresponding future land use 
maps,11 some rezonings in neighborhood-planned areas also require neighborhood plan 
amendments. In these instances the same item is represented by two cases that will 
undoubtedly have the same result—one item amends the neighborhood plan that includes 
the particular tract, amending the future land use map, while the other item actually 
changes the zoning in the zoning ordinance. This could be another contributor to fatigue 
and a perception that more changes are taking place than actually are, as also mentioned 
in relation to postponements and multiple readings being posted separately. 
                                                
10 Ordinances require three readings as a part of Austin’s City Charter, Section 2-5-13  
11 Austin began using the neighborhood planning process in the mid-1990s after it went through a 
comprehensive planning process but did adopt the final plan, leaving the city without a functional, up-to-
date comprehensive plan. 
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Twenty-one items that were discussed on first reading were on the consent agenda 
by their third reading, seemingly illustrating diminishing conflict. Only two items were 
on the consent agenda for the first reading but were on the discussion agenda by the third 
reading, implying that controversy for these two cases increased after first reading.  
 There were 273 final decisions, 19 were split votes by the Council and 133 of 
were unanimous discussion items12. Overall, however, 265 of the final decisions were 
approvals and only eight were denials. That is an approval rating of over 97%, supporting 
staff’s reporting that proposals are vetted and molded so that those presented to Council 
are reasonable and in accordance with the comprehensive plan.   
LAND DEVELOPMENT CODE AND LAND USE COMMISSIONS 
The more complicated a land development code is, the more likely it is to need 
exceptions or changes for development to take place. Austin’s Land Development Code 
consists of five types of zoning districts—Residential, Commercial, Industrial, Special 
Purpose, and Combining Districts. The Residential zoning district is made up of sixteen 
base districts (Austin Land Development Code, 25-2-32(B)(1)-(16)), the Commercial 
zoning district is made up of thirteen base districts (Austin Land Development Code, 25-
2-32(C)(1)-(13)), and the Industrial zoning district is made up of four base districts 
(Austin Land Development Code, 25-2-32(D)(1)-(4)). Then, there are eight Special 
Purpose zoning districts (Austin Land Development Code, 25-2-32(E)(1)-(8)) and there 
are twenty Combining Districts (Austin Land Development Code, 25-2-32(F)(1)-(20)). 
Within theses base districts, there are fifteen residential use categories (Austin Land 
Development Code, 25-2-3(B)(1)-(15)), seventy commercial use categories (Austin Land 
Development Code, 25-2-4(B)(1)-(70), eight industrial use categories (Austin Land 
                                                
12 All consent decisions are a unanimous vote. 
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Development Code, 25-2-5(b)(1)-(8)), forty-six civic use categories (Austin Land 
Development Code, 25-2-6(b)(1)-(46)), and six agricultural use categories (Austin Land 
Development Code, 25-2-7(B)(1)-(6)) that apply to these zoning base districts. (See 
Appendix 3: City of Austin Permitted Use Chart.) Site development standards are based 
on zoning category, in addition to uses. (See Appendix 4: City of Austin Site 
Development Standard Chart.) In summary, Austin’s land development code is quite 
complicated with sixty-one base districts and 145 use categories, many more than either 
El Paso or Denver. 
The Charter designates authority to two Land Use Commissions to oversee and 
implement the Land Development Code: The Planning Commission and the Zoning and 
Platting Commission. The Planning Commission is the body centered on the 
Comprehensive Plan. This body reviews and make recommendations on proposals to 
adopt or amend land development regulations for the purpose of consistency with the 
adopted comprehensive plan related to zoning, subdivision, building and construction, 
and environmental code, as well as other police power regulations controlling, regulating, 
or affecting the use or development of land. The Planning Commission’s geographic 
jurisdiction consists of areas that have or are in process of adopting Neighborhood Plans, 
the Mueller Development,13 and Transit Oriented Developments. The Planning 
Commission’s role is to establish consistency between the comprehensive plan and the 
land development code, submit Capital Improvement Projects (CIPs) deemed appropriate 
to implementing the comprehensive plan annually, recommend amendments to the 
comprehensive plan as wanted or required, and review the current comprehensive plan 
every five years to ensure that it in accord with the land development code and still 
                                                
13 The Mueller Development is a new urbanist village built in the central city on the site of the City of 
Austin’s decommissioned airport beginning in 2000. 
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accurately represents the vision for the city. Additionally, the Planning Commission is 
responsible and advisory to the City Council, including any additional powers prescribed 
by ordinance and not inconsistent with the Charter. (City of Austin Charter, 2-1-165, 
Article X). The Zoning and Platting Commission is responsible for duties related to 
Chapter 25 of the Land Development Code14 and other duties assigned by Council. The 
geographic jurisdiction of the Zoning and Platting Commission includes all areas of the 
city that are without, and are not in the process of adopting, a Neighborhood Plan (City of 
Austin Code, Section 25-1-46). Austin is different from many cities in that it has two land 
use commissions doing somewhat similar work, but splitting the city into different 
jurisdictions. 
In 2008, either the Planning Commission or the Zoning and Platting Commission 
made recommendations on most of the cases heard by the Council, though one case 
presented to the Planning Commission came without a recommendation because the 
Commission could not agree. Of the 274 final approvals made by Council, the land use 
commissions recommended approval of 253.15 The land use commission’s 
recommendation was different from the Council’s final decision for six of the 48 final 
discussion items. The Planning Commission heard and recommended approval of 161 
cases, adding additional conditions to thirty cases. The Zoning and Platting Commission 
heard and recommended approval of ninety cases, adding additional conditions to twenty-
two cases. The duties of each of these land use commissions include holding a public 
hearing and making a recommendation on each land use decision that is coming before 
the City Council. 
                                                
14 Chapter 25 regulates land development. 
15 There were approximately 20 unclear or missing Land Use Commission records. 
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CONTENTIOUSNESS OF CASES 
In circumstances where a valid protest petition is presented in Austin, a super-
majority of council (six votes out of seven) is needed to pass the ordinance. In 2008, 
nineteen of the cases presented for final decision (13 of those final decisions that were 
also discussion) had valid petitions in opposition. Sixteen were passed and three were 
denied—one of these denials was on consent and two were denied after discussion and/or 
speakers. This is an approval rating of about 84%, lower than the overall approval rating 
for rezonings, implying that this form of citizen input is effective. Five of the nineteen 
items with protest petitions were passed on the consent agenda (as denials, in accord with 
the petition) but the majority, fourteen, were discussion items. Of those discussed, ten 
were unanimous votes and only three were split votes—one to deny 4-3, and two to 
approve—both as 6-1 votes. Therefore, using valid petitions and split Council votes that 
counter citizen input to describe contentious zoning decisions, there were only two highly 
contentious zoning cases in Austin in 2008 out of 635 total agenda items posted.  
The first of these contentious cases was called Overton-5, and its second and third 
readings were heard on June 18, 2008. This item appeared on the Council’s agenda twice, 
with first reading happening on May 22, 2008. At first reading, staff was directed to 
explore trail easement options before bringing the item back to the Council for second 
and third readings. This was a rezoning from Development Reserve (DR) zoning to 
Single Family Residence-Conditional Overlay (SF-3) zoning. Development Reserve is a 
temporary zoning category, and so this zoning cannot be considered an increase or a 
decrease in entitlements.16 Staff recommended SF-3 zoning, while the Zoning and 
Platting Commission recommended SF-2 by a vote of 7-1. The reason given by staff for 
                                                
16 Development Reserve (DR) district is a designation for a temporary use or a use that will not commit 
land to a particular use pattern or intensity (Austin City Code, 25-2-143). 
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this recommendation was that, “SF-3 zoning is a compatible district that fits in with the 
large and standard lot, existing single family residences.” The valid petition had fifteen 
signers and was verified at 46.44% at the Zoning and Platting Commission hearing. The 
applicant was proposing to add additional residential lots. The reasons listed by the 
neighbors for opposing this zoning change were concerns over height, fear of duplexes 
being built, increased traffic 
and congestion, and 
increased crime. (See 
Figure 4.) This case’s 
opposition is very much in 
line with Wilson’s theory of 
‘client politics’ in that these 
neighbors seem to feel that 
they will bear the dispersed 
costs while the developer 
alone receives narrow 
benefits (1990).  
The second of the 
most contentious cases was 
called Circle Oaks Business 
Park, and all three readings 
of this case were heard on 
September 25, 2008. This 
item first appeared on the 
Council agenda on August 
 
Figure 4: Austin: Overton-5 Valid Petition 
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28, 2008, but was postponed by staff to the following week. This rezoning was from 
Single Family Residential Standard Lot (SF-2) to General Office (GO), with a 
Conditional Overlay (CO) coming as an amendment from the applicant limiting the uses 
to personal services and business services plus all Limited Office (LO) uses and LO site 
development regulations.17 This change would be an increase in entitlements for the 
applicant. Staff recommended LO-CO with the Conditional Overlay limiting the number 
of driveways on one side of the property and prohibiting access on another side. Staff 
cited consistency and orderliness as reasons for supporting this request. The valid petition 
had eleven signers and was verified at 31.88%. At the request of the applicant, the Zoning 
and Platting Commission postponed this item the first time it was posted to their agenda 
on August 5, 2008. They heard the case on August 19, 2008, and recommended LO-CO 
with a conditional overlay allowing medical offices of less than 5,000 square feet and all 
Neighborhood Office (NO) uses and impervious cover limited to the amount currently 
existing on the site.   The applicant was asking for GO zoning so that a current illegal 
tenant—a hair salon—could stay. Their development was red-tagged18 and GO zoning 
would have brought it into compliance as it was operating. The neighbor cited concerns 
in line with Garrett’s work for their opposition to the case—parking, traffic congestion, 
and site-specific density (1987). 
PUBLIC PROCESS 
For the Overton-5 case, two speakers came to the Zoning and Platting 
Commission’s public hearing to speak with regard to this item. They were both nearby 
property owners and were both opposed to the rezoning out of fear that the character of 
                                                
17 LO site regulations require less height, less maximum building coverage, less floor area ratio, and less 
impervious coverage than GO zoning. 
18 Red tagged properties have been cited by the city for being out of compliance with city code. 
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the neighborhood could be changed if condos or duplexes were built on the site. The first 
speaker said that he: “likes land kept in its original format as much as possible” (Dave 
Haggerty, Zoning and Platting Commission meeting, April 15, 2008). Both speakers 
mentioned that they did not know the property owners plans, but that they were there to 
speak against SF-3 zoning because of the possibility of condos or duplexes which would 
not be in accord with the rest of the mostly single-story,19 single-family housing in the 
area. When the representative of the applicant responded, he pointed out that SF-3 zoning 
does not allow condos and that the height allowance is the same for SF-2, SF-3, and DR 
(current) zoning at thirty-five feet. He also pointed out that the surrounding area is zoned 
SF-2 and SF-3, making this change to SF-3 compatible with the neighborhood. The 
Zoning and Platting Commission asked a few questions and made a recommendation of 
SF-2 zoning, not the SF-3 zoning that the applicant had requested. 
When this case came to Council it had acquired a protest petition of 64.44%, since 
first reading, meaning that owners of over 64% of the land within 200 feet of the property 
up for rezoning were opposed to this change. The protest petition was against any zoning 
other than SF-2. The primary difference between SF-3 and SF-2 is that SF-3 allows 
duplexes and garage apartments, up to two dwelling units per property. SF-2 allows only 
one dwelling unit per property. There were no speakers. A motion was made to approve 
SF-2 on second and third readings, but that motion died for lack of a second. Another 
motion was made to approve SF-3, as was approved on first reading with a condition that 
the developer not exceed 12 units total, which he was amenable to. That motion passed 
six to one. The item was then passed on its second and third readings together on June 18, 
2008, again with a vote of six to one. 
                                                
19 The first speaker, Dave Haggerty, said he lives in the only two-story home in the area. 
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For the Circle Oaks Business Park case, eight speakers, including the applicant, 
came to the Zoning and Platting Commission public hearing to speak in regard to this 
item. Five speakers were in favor and three were opposed. The speakers in favor all had 
an individual interest in the case—the applicant, the property owner, and three business 
owners currently leasing space in the business park. Their arguments for the change were: 
• The tenants of the office park had always been good neighbors.  
• The building had been in that location prior to the neighbors who currently 
opposed them, and they were not looking to change the building.  
• The current uses were low impact with regard to traffic and parking. 
• The buildings had never been intended for residences. 
• There were other similar commercial uses very close by. 
• Any disagreement with the neighbors was really about an old access easement for 
which there was not reasonable solution, not about a change to allowable uses. 
• The older development provided low-lease options for neighborhood-serving 
small businesses. 
• There was not another speech pathologist in the areas (one of the small business 
owners leasing space in the park). 
• These businesses served the neighborhood. 
The applicant’s case seemed to lean heavily on the fact that they already existed, that the 
neighbors were being difficult, and that there was no real reason for the current 
businesses to change or leave. They talked about the way that the park fit into the 
community and the zoning map overall.  
The three speakers in opposition to the case all lived in homes adjacent to the 
development. They listed the following reasons for opposing the change: 
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• Though the building hadn’t changed, the number of businesses in it had increased 
from three to eight. 
• This area was intended to be residential and these businesses were too close to 
existing residential use. 
• This would set a precedent for other homes to be turned into businesses in the 
area. 
• The applicant was misrepresenting the changes and the development. 
• A neighboring lot was denied commercial zoning the prior year. 
• This business would bring down property values for homes nearby. 
• This development did not comply with the Scenic Corridors ordinance. 
• The neighbors have had property damage as a result of the businesses currently 
there. 
• The businesses had not been good neighbors and had strong-armed the neighbors 
into allowing them to stay there. 
The perspective of the neighbors was much more personal and emotional. The neighbors 
alleged the property owner of lying and bad behavior. Their interests were all 
individualized—about how the development would affect them. There was very little 
mention of the bigger picture. 
When the case came to Council there were six speakers in support, including the 
applicant, and four in opposition. The points raised were very similar to those raised at 
the Zoning and Platting Commission. The Council discussed at length the purpose of 
zoning upon annexation and the value in bringing non-conforming businesses into 
conformance through zoning. One council member said that she felt that the vision for 
these properties was single family and she was the only vote against GO-CO zoning, 
which would have brought the entire property into conformance. Also of note, one of the 
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primary reasons that the neighbors cited for opposing this decision was the access 
easement, though Council asked staff to clarify that that decision was not on the table. 
However the zoning decision came out, the access easement would remain. 
In summary, in both of these cases, the Council overruled the neighbors and the 
valid petition. The points that the neighbors brought up tended to be more individualized 
arguments against the property owner or his/her tenants. The applicants tended to make 
cases as to why the change was reasonable overall. Interestingly, in the Overton-5 case, 
the primary argument by the neighbors was that they did not know what the development 
would look like, while in the Circle Oaks Business park case, the proposal was to allow 
the current situation to continue unchanged. In both cases, the neighbors were not well 
informed about the ramifications of the ordinance change—the Overton-5 neighbors did 
not seem to understand that their primary concern, height, was the same for SF-2, SF-3, 
and DR. In the Circle Oaks Business Park case, the neighbors did not seem to understand 
that the access easement would not be affected by the zoning change. This lack of 
understanding seems to point to a need for better public education about the ramifications 
of the decision being made. City staff could fill the role of educators, as public servants, 
potentially evening the playing field somewhat between citizens and developers. 
 
AUSTIN SUMMARY 
The most significant characteristic of the Austin data is 38% of the zoning items 
posted to Council agendas were non-substantive items. This is due primarily to 
postponements, first readings only, and neighborhood plan amendments. Out of 635 total 
items, Austin had 151 substantive discussion items, only 48 of which were final 
decisions. Forty-eight is a very small proportion of meaningful decisions, considering the 
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total number of items posted. There were 19 split votes by the Council, showing some 
disagreement among Council. The overall approval rating for all zoning decisions was 
97%, in accord with the staff vetting process referenced in the literature. The exploration 
of Austin’s land development code and charter show a complicated regulatory structure 
with two land use commissions—the Planning Commission and the Zoning and Platting 
Commission. Both land use commissions made recommendations of approval similar to 
the Council votes, as the literature predicted. Austin had 19 cases presented with protest 
petitions and those cases had a slightly lower approval rating of 84%, showing the impact 
of this tool. There were two contentious cases in Austin in 2007. Each of these cases 
received public input that was more personal and less informed than that provided by the 
applicant or the applicant’s representative. Staff recommended approval of both cases, 
and the Council approved both, although one was approved in amended form. Generally 
speaking this data supports the perception that many changes are made to the city’s 
zoning ordinance and the postponement and multiple posting practices constitute a 
difference in Austin that could also perpetuate the feeling of contentiousness. 
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Chapter Five:  El Paso 
LAND USE DECISION OVERVIEW 
El Paso had many fewer zoning changes as compared to Austin. In 2007, El 
Paso’s City Council made 133 zoning decisions. One hundred and six of them were final 
decisions while 26, or about 19%, were postponements. The El Paso City Council allows 
postponements at the discretion of the body, (1) if an applicant does not appear at the 
hearing, or (2) at the applicant’s request, if the reason is considered unavoidable and not 
the applicant’s fault (El Paso City Code, Section 20.04.480)—a stricter policy than 
Austin, with a corresponding lower proportion of postponements. City Staff from El Paso 
state that a project may be postponed because of a code-required notification or 
Transportation Impact Study error, but not because the city does not like the plan (A.P. 
Hoffman, October 22, 2012).  
The greatest number of times that an item appeared on an agenda was three times, 
and most items appeared only once. From this data it is clear that El Paso does not have 
the same number of repostings of items that Austin has, and therefore may not feel the 
fatigue that Austinites may feel of having to engage repeatedly on the same items. 
El Paso requires only one reading of an ordinance change, and also presents all of 
its land use decisions as public hearings, therefore not passing any of them on a consent 
agenda (El Paso Charter, Section 3.9). That said, there is not necessarily active discussion 
of each item based on whether or not citizens sign up to speak about it, its level of 
complication, or its level of controversy among council members.  This is similar to the 
reasoning for items being pulled off of the consent agenda in Austin to be discussed, so I 
counted items where there were not speakers or council discussion as consent items, for 
comparison’s sake. Of the 133 total cases heard, twenty-seven were seemingly non-
controversial items, acted upon in this way, without discussion by the Council or citizens 
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signed up to give input at the Council meeting. Ten of these undiscussed items were 
postponements. One hundred and five were discussed on the Dias. Of those 105 items 
that were discussed, eighty-nine were final decisions either granting or denying the 
zoning change. Two cases were denied without discussion on the Dias, but the other 
eighty-five discussion items ended in approvals. (See Figure 5: El Paso, 2007 Land Use 
Decision Breakdown.) 
 Four of the 105 final decisions were split votes by the Council and 101 were 
unanimous discussion items. Overall, however, eighty-five of the final decisions made 
were approvals and only four were denials. That is an approval rating of over 95%.  Like 
Austin, this is a result of staff working with the applicants to shape proposals to be in 
accord with the comprehensive plan.  
 
  
 
 
As stated by El Paso zoning planner Alex Hoffman,  
 
Staff has a pretty good grasp on what Council and City Plan Commission desire in 
plans they see.  We always try to maintain a policy of new development 
conforming both to the zoning ordinance and the comprehensive plan.  Therefore, 
Discussion	  -­‐	  Denial	  Discussion	  -­‐	  Approval	  Discussion	  -­‐	  Postponement	  No	  Discussion	  -­‐	  Denial	  No	  Discussion	  -­‐	  Approval	  No	  Discussion	  -­‐	  Postponement	  
Figure 5: El Paso: 2007 Land Use Decision Breakdown 
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a lot of what we present to them should not be a surprise.  We try to work with the 
applicant to present the best plan possible that adheres to these principles 
(Hoffman, 2012). 
LAND DEVELOPMENT CODE AND LAND USE COMMISSIONS 
El Paso’s Land Development Code consists of four types of zoning districts—
Residential, Commercial, Industrial and Manufacturing, and Special Purpose (El Paso 
Land Development Code, 20.06.010 A-D). The Residential zoning district is made up of 
three base districts—Light, Medium, and High Density. The Commercial zoning district 
is made up of three base districts—Neighborhood, Community, and Regional 
Commercial.  The Industrial and Manufacturing zoning district is made up of two base 
districts—Light and Heavy. Then, there are fourteen Special Purpose zoning districts. 
Within theses base districts, there are fifteen residential use categories, six commercial 
use categories, and four industrial and manufacturing use categories that apply to these 
zoning base districts. (See Appendix 5: City of El Paso Permitted Use Chart.) Site 
development standards are based on zoning category, in addition to uses. (See Appendix 
6: City of El Paso Site Development Standard Chart.) This yields a total of twenty-two 
zoning districts and twenty-five use categories. This is a much simpler land development 
code than Austin’s, and possibly a contributing factor in the lower number of rezoning 
requests. There are a variety of reasons that El Paso’s code could be simpler, such as the 
complexity of its economy or its industries. 
The El Paso Charter designates authority to one Land Use Commission to oversee 
and implement the Land Development Code: The City Plan Commission. The City Plan 
Commission’s broad role is to: 
 
formulate general plans and designs to promote the welfare, beauty and comfort 
of the city, to improve and develop means of transportation, ornamentation, 
drainage, sewerage and all other means of municipal improvement, and the 
commission shall, from time to time, submit to the city council, reports, maps and 
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plans for such purposes, and it shall be the special duty of the city plan 
commission to consider, formulate and recommend plans for the elimination, in 
so far as may be practicable, of all grade crossings for all railways within the city, 
whether by removal of tracks or by the elevation or depression thereof. (El Paso 
City Charter, 2.08.060)  
More specifically, as outlined in the City Charter section 2.08.090, the City Plan 
Commission is expected to hold a public hearing and submit a recommendation on every 
change to the zoning ordinance that comes to the City Council. Therefore, in 2007, the 
City Plan Commission made recommendations on all of the cases heard by the City 
Council. Of the 102 final approvals made by Council, the Land Use Commissions 
recommended approval of 101, making the Land Use Commission recommendation 
rating very close to 100%.20  
CONTENTIOUSNESS OF CASES 
In 2007, three of the cases presented for final decision had protest petitions in 
opposition. Two cases were passed in spite of the petition and one was denied without 
discussion. Both of the approvals were made after discussion and/or speakers, one with a 
unanimous vote and the other by a vote of 6-2. Therefore, using valid petitions and split 
Council votes of approval as a way to measure contentious zoning decisions, there was 
arguably only one very contentious zoning case in El Paso in 2007 out of 133 total posted 
zoning agenda items.  
This contentious case was legally described as All of Morehead Survey No. 16 and 
a portion of Hill Terrace Addition and was intended to rezone almost ten acres from R-
421 residential to A-322 apartment zoning. It was heard by the City Council on April 24, 
2007, and appeared on the zoning agenda only one time in 2007, though it had been 
                                                
20 There were approximately 4 unclear or missing Land Use Commission records. 
21 A light density residential category. 
22 A medium density residential category. 
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previously posted and withdrawn by the applicant in 2006. The Development 
Coordinating Committee (staff) unanimously recommended A-3 zoning with conditions, 
citing The Plan for El Paso,23 The 2025 Projected General Use Land Map,24 and the 
compatibility of A-3 zoning with the surrounding single-family housing. The conditions 
that staff recommended were a restriction at forty feet of height and a cap of 204 units. 
The City Plan Commission, however, recommended denial by a vote of 7-0. This body 
felt that the proposed rezoning was not in conformance with The Plan for El Paso or The 
2025 Projected General Use Land Map, and that this development would not “protect the 
best interest, health, safety and welfare of the public in general; and that the proposed use 
is not compatible with adjacent land uses.” (Memorandum from Esther Guererro to 
Mayor and Council, March 26, 2007). 25 A new multifamily use’s incompatibility with 
adjacent single-family use is a Euclidean zoning based on separation of different uses, 
though they are essentially similar: housing. Hirt discusses the distinctly-U.S. focus on 
‘shielding’ single-family homes from proximity to other activities in The Devil is in the 
Details (p. 439, 2007). 
 One hundred and thirty letters of opposition had been received in opposition to 
this zoning case when it was posted for Council action in 2006, though not enough of 
them were within the 200’ requirement to create a valid protest petition. In 2007, 
however, five additional signatures were added, bringing the total to 135 and validating 
the petition at 22 signatures, or 27.2% of adjacent property owners. The reasons for 
opposition were not listed on the petition for opposing this zoning change. (See Figure 6: 
El Paso, Opposed Properties.) 
                                                
23 The Plan recommends that the city, “provide a wide range of housing types that respond to the needs of 
all economic segments of the community.” 
24 This map designates the property for residential use. 
25 Interpretation of how this development does not meet these plans is not included. 
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Figure 6: El Paso: Opposed Properties (from agenda item backup material, 
http://www.elpasotexas.gov/muni_clerk/minutes.asp) 
 
PUBLIC PROCESS 
According to the staff memo in the Council item’s backup, this item was 
recommended for denial by the City Plan Commission on July 6, 2006, though the public 
record does not detail how many citizens came out to speak and how many were on each 
side. When the case came to Council, six citizens came to speak on the matter, but again 
the details were not recorded.  
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EL PASO SUMMARY 
El Paso’s data shows fewer zoning cases overall than Austin, and a much smaller 
proportion of non-substantive items at 19%. El Paso had 27 items that passed without 
discussion, though all were offered as public hearings. There were four split votes and a 
95% approval rating overall, showing that similar to Austin, the cases are vetted before 
reaching the Council. El Paso’s land development code is much simpler than Austin’s 
with fewer zoning districts and fewer base districts per zoning district and this city has 
one land use commission—the City Plan Commission. In 2008 El Paso had three zoning 
cases presented with protest petitions and the Council approved two of them. The city 
had only one case that met my definition of a contentious case; that case was denied by 
Council and also had a recommended denial at the City Plan Commission, in spite of the 
staff’s recommendation to approve. It is notable that the city staff and the land use 
commission came to opposite recommendations for this case, though both backed their 
decision with the comprehensive plan, raising questions about the clarity of that plan, at 
least in relation to this particular parcel. 
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Chapter Six:  Denver 
LAND USE DECISION OVERVIEW 
Denver had by far the lowest number of zoning changes among the three cities. In 
2007, Denver’s City Council made seventy-seven zoning decisions. They were all 
substantive decisions; none appear to have been postponements or withdrawals.  
Denver’s approval 
process requires two 
readings of all ordinances, 
including zoning ordinances.  
The City Council hears the 
first and second readings of 
the ordinances over two 
meetings, and they also 
present all land use 
decisions as public hearings 
and therefore do not pass 
items on a consent agenda. However, only the second reading of the ordinance allows a 
public hearing. If the item passes on first reading, it is then posted for action four weeks 
later with a public hearing (Zone Map Amendment Process Guide, 2007). Of the 77 total 
cases heard, ten were acted upon at the Council meeting without citizens signed up to 
give input, either in support or opposition. An additional 56 items had people signed up 
only in support. That means that almost 86% of the cases had no opposition at the council 
meeting. (See Figure 7: Denver, Opposition at Council Meetings.)  
Nine of the 77 zoning decisions were split votes by the Council and 66 were 
unanimous.  Of the nine split votes, only one was a denial. The majority of the items were 
 
Figure 7: Denver: Opposition at Council Meetings 
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approved, whether or not there was discussion. (See Figure 8: Denver: 2007 Land Use 
Decision Breakdown.) There were no protest petitions filed in 2007, though there were 
some votes that brought out as many as 50 people. Overall, the approval rating for zoning 
decisions in Denver in 2007 was over 96%.   
LAND DEVELOPMENT CODE AND LAND USE COMMISSIONS 
Denver’s 2007 Land Development Code26 consisted of six types of zoning 
districts—Residential, Business, Industrial, Main Street, Mixed Use, and Hospital. The 
Residential zoning district was made up of eleven base districts—ranging from suburban 
style single-family detached 
to institutional density 
intended for college, 
school, and church housing. 
The Business zoning 
district was made up of 
thirteen base districts, 
mostly divided according to 
lot coverage, volume of 
direct daily customer 
contact, and use.  The 
Industrial zoning district 
was made up of three base 
districts—light, general, and heavy. The three Main Street base zoning districts are 
intended to make efficient use of land near transit and include three levels of intensity.  
                                                
26 In June of 2010, a citywide form-based code was adopted, replacing the code that had been in place for 
most of the city. 
 
 
Figure 8: Denver: 2007 Land Use Decision 
Breakdown 
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The six Mixed Use base districts vary according to the residential/commercial mix and 
the intensity of use. The three Hospital zoning districts were intended to group medical 
and related services together. Then, there are three Open Space base zoning districts and 
six Special base zoning districts. Site development standards in Denver are also based on 
zoning category, in addition to uses (Denver former Chapter 59, 2010). Therefore, 
Denver’s land development code’s complexity is higher than El Paso’s, but considerably 
lower than Austin’s. 
The Charter designates authority to one land use commission, the Planning Board, 
to oversee and implement planning and zoning for the city. The Planning Board’s 
authority, defined in Section 12 of the Denver Charter, is to:  
1. Perform such planning and zoning duties and responsibilities as provided under 
this chapter and chapter 59 on zoning; 
2. Exercise such powers to grant or deny variances as provided under the view plane 
articles of chapter 10 on building and building regulations; 
3. Undertake such investigations, studies, reports, and similar evaluations, as may be 
requested by the manager, and, related thereto, conduct public meetings and 
advise the manager as to policy options and proposed courses of actions; and 
4. Exercise such other powers and perform other duties as may be delegated to the 
planning board by ordinance (Denver City and County Charter, Sec 12-45).  
More specifically, as outlined in the Denver Revised Municipal Code, Chapter 12-61 and 
12-17, the Planning Board is expected to hold public hearings and take testimony and to 
review proposed changes to the zoning map. Therefore, in 2007, the Planning Board 
made recommendations on the cases heard by the City Council. Of the 77 final approvals 
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made by Council, the land use commission recommended approval of 55, or just over 
71%.27  
In Denver, an application for a zoning change is first discussed at a Committee 
meeting. Often this is the Land Use, Transportation, and Infrastructure Committee 
Meeting or the Blueprint Denver Committee. That committee of council members then 
decides whether or not to forward the request on to a Mayor-Council Meeting, where it is 
determined if the ordinance will be posted for action at a Council Meeting. (See 
Appendix 7: Denver, How City Laws are Made.) 
The Blueprint Denver Committee reviews zoning cases with regard to land use 
and transportation integration. Blueprint Denver was passed by the City Council in 2002 
with the goals of identifying areas of stability and areas of growth, improving the multi-
modality of Denver’s streets, and encouraging mixed use and walkability (2002, 
Blueprint Denver). The role of this committee specifically is to weigh the merits of each 
case, an action that the City Council is not allowed to take.28 Public input is accepted at 
these meetings (Blueprint Denver Committee minutes, 3/14/2007). 
CONTENTIOUSNESS OF CASES 
In 2007, none of the cases presented for final decision had valid petitions in 
opposition.  Therefore, using consistent methodology, one would argue that there were no 
truly contentious zoning cases in Denver in 2007. There were several cases, though, with 
larger than average numbers of speakers on both sides of the proposal. One case in 
particular drew out a large number of constituents, and ended in a split Council vote, and 
could consequently be considered a somewhat contentious case. Therefore, using speaker 
                                                
27 There were approximately 19 unclear or missing Planning Board records. 
28 City Council is only allowed to approve or deny a case, as it’s presented on the floor of the meeting 
(Blueprint Denver Committee minutes, 3/14/2007). 
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turnout, in this case, and split Council votes to describe contentious zoning decisions, 
there could be considered to be one contentious zoning case in Denver in 2007 out of 
seventy-seven.  
This contentious case was legally described as ‘1700 & 2075-2085 Buchtel’ and 
was intended to rezone 2.722 acres from R-3 residential to R-MU-30 residential mixed-
use zoning. It was discussed twice by the Blueprint Denver Committee (February 28 and 
March 14, 2007) and heard by the City Council on April 30, 2007. According to the 
Blueprint Committee minutes from March 14, “It was held to allow time for Community 
Planning & Development (CPD) and the applicant to consider proposed conditions to 
address neighborhood concerns.” The concerns neighbors reported to this commission, 
per the Blueprint Denver Committee minutes from March 14, 2007, included: 
1. Quantity and quality of landscaping on-site as well as in the parkway, which 
should match the existing parkway landscaping on the south side of Buchtel.  
2. Construction management issues, including traffic lane and sidewalk closures.  
3. Maximum height of 140-foot, to ensure it remains even if Council adopts a 
language  amendment increasing the maximum R-MU-30 height.  
It was pointed out at the Committee’s meeting that several of these items are the purview 
of other departments and should not really be tied to zoning. Additionally, an agreement 
between the developer and the neighborhood should not include the city (Blueprint 
Denver Committee minutes, 3/14/07). This application was forwarded to the full Council, 
however it was not forwarded with agreement on what, or if, conditions should be added. 
Community Planning and Development staff recommended the change to R-MU-30.   
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PUBLIC PROCESS 
On February 7, 2007, The Planning Board recommended the case to Council by a 
vote of 7-1. The public record does not specify how many citizens came to the Planning 
Board’s public hearing to speak in regard to this item. Fifty citizens came to the City 
Council meeting on April 30, 2007 to speak in regard to this item. Twenty-eight were in 
support and twenty-two were opposed.  
DENVER SUMMARY 
Denver had the fewest zoning cases overall with 77, and no non-substantive items 
posted to the Council agenda. Sixty-seven of the items were acted upon without 
discussion, though all were offered as public hearings. There were nine split votes and a 
96% approval rating overall, supporting the idea Denver is similar to Austin and El Paso 
in that the cases received by Council are generally molded to be in accordance with the 
comprehensive plan, per staff input. Denver did not have any cases presented with protest 
petitions, meaning that there were technically no contentious cases for the subject year. In 
fact, Denver showed the highest number of cases with only supporters coming to public 
hearings and eighty-six percent of Denver’s zoning changes had no opposition. Denver’s 
land development code is simpler than Austin’s but more complicated than El Paso’s and 
this city has one land use commission—the Planning Board. Denver’s process for posting 
items to Council agendas involves more steps than Austin or El Paso, and could be a 
factor in Denver’s seeming ease of passing zoning changes, though there are other factors 
that also are likely contributors like the strong mayor form of government. From this 
evaluation, Denver appears to have the lowest level of contentiousness among the three 
cities. 
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Chapter Seven:  Comparative Analysis 
A comparison of Austin, El Paso, and Denver illustrates that while they follow 
somewhat similar processes, the cities have different results. The purpose of this 
comparative analysis is to answer the first three research questions regarding the number 
of zoning changes in Austin as compared to peer cities, the contentiousness of the zoning 
changes in Austin as compared to peer cities, and any differences in Austin’s processes 
that could be perpetuating the contentiousness of its land use decisions, or the perception 
of it. The literature review explained that contentiousness is not uncommon in municipal 
land use decisions. The data collected from these three cities reveal some differences in 
Austin that may be exacerbating an already contentious issue. 
All three cities adhere to the Standard State Zoning Enabling Act, though there 
were differences in the details for each city government. Each municipality began the 
process with a staff recommendation, then the case went to an appointed land use 
commission to garner their recommendation, and then it moved on to the elected 
governing body for the final decision. Denver had an additional step of going to a 
subcommittee of the Council before going before the full Council. Each city offers a 
public hearing both at the land use commission and at the Council meeting for public 
input. Additionally, each of these cities has an approved citywide comprehensive plan to 
guide the appropriateness of the decision to make a change to the zoning ordinance. 
LAND USE DECISIONS  
The most startling difference between the three cities is the disparity in the 
number of zoning cases heard. Austin heard nearly five times as many zoning changes as 
El Paso and over eight times as many as Denver. Even normalized per capita 
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Figure 9: Normalized Comparison of Zoning Changes Across Cities 
 
and per square mile, for comparison, the difference is severe. (See Figure 9: Normalized 
Comparison of Zoning Changes Across Cities.) This could be related to the age of the 
comprehensive plan in effect in 2007, The Austin Tomorrow Plan that was approved in 
1979.29 Because the city’s zoning ordinance comes out of the comprehensive planning 
process, it is plausible that having a 25 year-old comprehensive plan could increase the 
number of changes required to keep up with development market trends. Austin’s Land 
Development Code has had 181 proposed amendments since 2005, reinforcing the 
supposition that it is out-of-date (Process to Revise Austin’s Land Development Code 
Presentation, 2012). 
The next significant difference between Austin and the comparison cities is in the 
number of times that items were posted to agendas. Due in part to Austin’s liberal 
postponement practices, and in part to the Charter’s required three readings for an 
ordinance change, items were posted to Council agendas more often in Austin than in El 
                                                
29 Austin approved a new comprehensive plan, Imagine Austin, in June of 2012. 
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Paso or in Denver. The average number of postings in Austin was just over two; in El 
Paso the average was much closer to one, and in Denver there is only one public hearing 
and there appeared to be no postponed cases, and therefore no repeatedly posted items. 
For this reason, only about 58% of the cases posted to Austin Council agendas were 
substantive decisions, whereas 79% of El Paso’s and 100% of Denver’s decisions were 
substantive. The large number of posted items, accentuated by so many non-substantive 
postings, may lead to fatigue on the part of the Austin community and perpetuates the 
feeling that an unreasonable number of changes to the city’s zoning ordinance are taking 
place. (See Figure 10: Proportions of Substantive Outcomes Across Cities). 
Possibly the most significant observation of this comparison is that all three cities 
had very high approval ratings. Austin approved over 97% of the zoning changes that 
came to the Council Dias, El Paso approved over 95%, and Denver approved over 96% 
of the zoning changes presented. For both Austin and El Paso, this was explained by the 
 
 
Figure 10: Proportions of Substantive Outcomes Across Cities 
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vetting process that staff put proposals through before they reach the Council. Austin 
staff inform applicants up front, before fees are incurred, if they do not think that their 
proposal is likely to be approved, and it is estimated that approximately three-quarters of 
the applications with that informal recommendation do not proceed as a result of this 
advice. Then another round of rezoning applications self-filter out of the process when 
they do not receive a favorable formal recommendation from the staff reviewer. These 
applications never make it to the public sphere, which feeds a public perception that 
everything is always approved. Both El Paso and Austin staff members say that they 
understand what the City Council and the Planning Commission want to see and they 
bring them cases along those lines. If an applicant’s proposal does not meet that vision 
when it comes in, the staff works with the applicant to present a case that meets the vision 
of the comprehensive plan’s principles most of the time. (Rusthoven, October 19, 2012, 
Hoffman, October 22, 2012). This is in line with Fleischmann & Pierannunzi ‘s findings 
that staff, as the first filter for applicants, weed out inappropriate requests and help 
applicants amend their requests to put them in line with the city’s goals and make them 
more likely to be approved (1990). 
LAND DEVELOPMENT CODE AND LAND USE COMMISSIONS 
The cities varied significantly with regard to the complexity of their Land 
Development Codes, with Austin having the most complex. Austin has a total of sixty- 
one base districts under five zoning districts, El Paso has twenty-two base districts in four 
zoning districts, and Denver had forty-six base districts in six zoning districts. See Figure 
11: Zoning Base Districts Across Cities. 
All three cities also had high rates of approval at the Land Use Commissions, with 
nearly all cases being approved at the Council that were approved at the Land Use 
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Commission. In Austin and El Paso, this is attributable to the staff vetting process 
discussed above. This also makes sense with regard to the weight of the land use 
commission’s recommendation, as discussed by Fleischmann and Pierannunzi who deem 
citizen advisory boards as being the single most influential part of the process, per their 
research in Atlanta (1990).  
 
 
Figure 11: Zoning Base Districts Across Cities 
CONTENTIOUSNESS OF CASES 
As a result of having more zoning changes, Austin arguably has more contention in cases, 
though proportionately the cities are very close at around ten percent. By dividing cases 
by protest petitions, split council votes, and items with both, Austin had 19 cases with 
valid petitions in opposition and six split votes (three of those overlap). El Paso had three 
final decisions with protest petitions and six split votes (one overlapping). Denver had 
nine split votes and no petitions in opposition. (See Figure 12: Comparison of 
Contentious Cases Across Cities.) 
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Figure 12: Comparison of Land Use Commission Decisions to Council Decisions 
Across Cities. * for cases with complete information only. 
 
Denver had many more speakers in support of rezonings than either of the other 
two cities. To reiterate, Austin could have increased perception of more contentiousness 
around land use decisions for a variety of reasons, including: 
• The sheer volume of cases, resulting in a higher number of contentious cases; 
• The requirement of three readings, often with multiple public hearings;  
• The requirement that rezonings in areas with neighborhood plans also include a 
separate neighborhood plan amendment case, increasing the volume of items;  
• A liberal practice of postponing cases, resulting in multiple cases;  
• The protest petition process and neighborhood planning process imply to 
individuals that the rezoning process should be entirely democratic, losing sight of 
the larger picture; and 
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• An old, arguably out-of-date comprehensive plan that was written for a 1979 
Austin that looked very different from the one that currently exists and is 
developing. 
• The historic non-approval of the 1989 comprehensive plan after extensive public 
process. 
PUBLIC PROCESS 
Due to less detailed record keeping in El Paso and Denver than in Austin, it is 
difficult to compare the quality of the public input. It is notable that in both of the 
contentious cases explored in Austin, the citizens in opposition were focused on aspects 
of the case that were not affected by the zoning change on the table. It is also worth 
noting that in all of these contentious cases, staff recommended approval. See Table 4: 
Comparison of Recommendations and Outcomes Across Cities. Denver zoning staff 
noted that the most difficult issue that they encounter is educating the public. Alex 
Hoffman, Lead Planner, in Zoning, in the City Development Department, stated, “Land 
use decisions need not always be contentious […] People see a massive rezone and think 
the worst.  Once they find out we are trying to make their neighborhoods better and 
understand what it means post-implementation, there aren’t many who are against it.”  
Hoffman also states that he feels that there are two main ways that proposals become 
contentious—NIMBYISM and neighborhood associations who are organized and can 
derail even a simple rezone (October 22, 2012). 
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Table 4: Comparison of Recommendations and Outcomes Across Cities 
 
SUMMARY OF COMPARISON 
These three cities follow similar processes and have similarly high approval 
ratings by their governing bodies. However, there are several aspects of Austin’s 
practices that may be exacerbating the inherently contentious land use decision-making 
process. Austin hears many more zoning cases than El Paso or Denver, it repeatedly posts 
them to agendas, and it has a very complicated and out-of-date land development code. 
While these three cities have similar proportions of contentious items at around ten 
percent, these three points could make Austin feel more contentious than its peers. (See 
Figure 13: Comparison of Contentious Cases Across Cities.) 
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Figure 13: Comparison of Contentious Cases Across Cities 
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Chapter Eight:  Creative Solutions 
With the Imagine Austin comprehensive plan approved in June of 2012, Austin is 
on the course to a rewrite of its land development code. This presents an opportunity to 
reduce the city’s notorious contentiousness through a variety of ways. A cleaner, clearer, 
and updated code will most likely reduce the number of applications for zoning changes, 
which is likely to reduce the perception of conflict in and of itself. However, many cities 
are trying innovative new ways to connect with their communities and structure their 
code in order to reduce conflict and increase trust and investment in the regulations. 
Following are a few examples of innovative ways that cities are looking at public input, 
code structures, and public education in planning. Austin could benefit from exploring 
these and other methods as it takes on the exciting and difficult task of revising its land 
development code. 
LAND DEVELOPMENT CODE 
Public Input 
Denver 
In 2009, an architectural, planning, and design firm, Mithun, spearheaded what 
turned out to be a revolutionary public input process around a redevelopment and 
revitalization effort for an impoverished urban area in Denver—the South Lincoln area. 
In addition to the standard components of public input—charrettes, surveys, interviews, 
and community meetings—this group performed what they call a cultural audit and a 
health impact assessment. The cultural audit is described by Mithun as: “a methodology 
of documentation and rigor that uses interview, survey, and in-depth market analysis to 
provide a contextual community snapshot” (Benfield, June 7, 2012). 
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Through detailed and open-ended interviews with both the residents of the 
neighborhood and its regular visitors, the planners were able to gather information about 
more intimate details of the neighborhood—which are arguably the most important and 
the most likely to go unheard, therefore causing conflict later if they are compromised. In 
this case, the community was very concerned about health and interested in ways that 
redevelopment could support healthier lifestyles. The health impact assessment used 
similar means to collect data from the residents and visitors to this area of town on 
physical activity, obesity and heart disease, air quality and asthma, nutrition, traffic 
safety, noise, and mental health. (See Figure 14: Health Impact Assessment.) The 
community was then armed, through this process, with the outcomes developed with the 
Healthy Development Measurement Tool that allowed them to see that the goals that they 
had a hand in creating are in fact being met as the area redevelops. The Healthy 
Development Measurement Tool lays out a variety of measurables such as “decrease 
motor vehicle trips” and “preserve clean air quality” (Denver Health Department). The 
level of precision and individuality used by this group built trust with this community. 
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Figure 14: Health Impact Assessment  
 
El Paso 
El Paso also set a new standard for city planning recently with its Plan El Paso 
Comprehensive Plan (Benfield, March 8, 2012).  Like Denver, health impacts were a 
major driver of the land use determinations. Education was also a major focus. The city 
recognized that its biggest issues were related to sprawl and land consumption, and the 
resulting air pollution. The locally generated Plan El Paso, has since won an 
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Environmental Protection Agency award for its achievement in smart growth 
(planelpaso.org).  
El Paso’s City Manager, Joyce A. Wilson is quoted as saying,  
 
My experience has been that an informed public generally makes very good 
decisions about their community’s future, and that’s what happened here with the 
city’s planning "deputies." They understood the need to live and work closer 
together, protect historic neighborhoods, and stop sprawling. Plan El Paso 
repeatedly acknowledges that its best ideas were locally generated. (Benfield, 
March, 8, 2012) 
 
The city claims to have ‘deputized’ all citizens as city planners as part of this effort, and 
received over 30,000 comments throughout the process. The city is now at the 
implementation stage, using capital improvements, zoning, and incentives to reach their 
goals.  (Benfield, March, 8, 2012) El Paso has proven that the work that it takes to engage 
an educated public can pay off with excellent results. El Pasoans are more likely to trust 
this plan because they had a hand in writing it. 
Code Structure 
Form-based codes 
Form-based codes are about thirty years old and have become increasingly popular in 
recent years. (See Figure 15: Form-Based Code Utilization in the U.S.) This type of code 
structure is a regulatory way of improving processes and outcomes. This type of land use   
regulation focuses on the physical form of the buildings and the public space they create 
and interact with, as opposed to the use that is happening inside, as conventional, 
Euclidean zoning does. While use is not entirely ignored, the zoning categories are 
inclusive of a wider variety of uses with regulatory priority going to the massing, the 
pedestrian experience, and the interaction of the entire area. (Sitowski and Ohm, 2006). 
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Kaizer Rangwala, Principal of a town-planning, urban design, and economic 
development firm that practices the principles of smart growth and walkable urbanism 
states, “form-based codes provide a participatory, bottom-up regulatory process where 
the local businesses and residents create a collective unique vision and adopt purposeful 
codes that ensure implementation of the vision” (2012). 
 
  
Figure 15:	   Form-Based Code Utilization in the U.S (Better Cities, Better Towns, 
September 13, 2012) 
 
Form-based codes tend to be more participatory than conventional zoning 
regulations in that they are more place-based. Formulating a code with this level of 
specificity to an area begins with establishing a vision for each specific area and writing 
the code to execute it, as opposed to a conventional zoning code in which zoning 
categories are applicable in the same way across the whole city.  Also as a result of form-
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based codes’ place-based nature, the development that occurs under a form-based code is 
said to foster an authentic and attractive place, in accord with that specific place’s vision 
(Rangwala, 2012).  
Form-based codes generally include prescriptive regulations, instead of just 
minimums or maximums. For example, a conventional setback regulation may say that a 
tract has a floor-to-area ratio (FAR) of 3:1. This means that that development may 
develop up to an FAR of 3:1, but it may only develop at an FAR of .5:1. A building with 
a 3:1 FAR is very different from one with a .5:1 FAR. Or, even if the development 
maintains the maximum FAR, it could be in the form of a 6-story building that sits on the 
back half of the lot or a three story building that takes up the entire lot. This lack of 
predictability is a common result of many conventional codes that focus on the maximum 
density and intensity of a place through setbacks, impervious cover, height, and other 
important attributes. A form-based code is much more specific about certain regulations 
that affect the public realm. Form-based codes dictate minimum setbacks, FARs, and 
height. With the code dictating those characteristics, the community is more likely to get 
the development that they expect and the developer is better able to understand how his 
or her property, as well as the properties surrounding it, will develop. Predictability 
serves all parties. (Rangwala, 2012). 
In a form-based code, each development category includes all of the regulations 
for that area, as opposed to a laundry list of overlapping regulations from different places 
in the regulating plan. This makes approval of a variance clearer for those cases with 
property-specific hardships. It also promotes mixed-use development and simplicity of 
the code. A reduction in the number of code changes will come from a clearer, simpler 
code. 
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PUBLIC PROCESS FOR CHANGES 
Public Education 
Mixed-use zoning, which many municipalities are moving towards, feels 
uncontrolled to those who are used to the Euclidean separation of residential uses from 
everything else. However, more and more studies show that people enjoy the option of 
walkable amenities (Leinberger, 2008), that mores services within walking distance 
increase property values (Cortright, 2009), and that reducing work commute times 
increases reported happiness levels (Lehrer, 2010).  
For a community to make significant changes, like moving to more mixed use 
zoning, the community has to understand why the changes are being made. Kaid Benfield 
explains the importance of visualizing change in his blog, Switchboard, the staff blog for 
the Natural Resources Defense Council. He goes on to discuss the way that technology 
can aid in this visualization today in a way that planners and local governments have 
never had access to before. He says,  
 
Laptops put into our hands the power of big, furnace-sized computers from a 
couple of decades ago.  We can run alternative growth scenarios in real time right 
on those laptops, and model their impacts on local government budgets, water or 
air quality, or affordable housing.  We can play with building designs, or bulk and 
density, how to manage stormwater runoff, and see what these designs might look 
like in a particular place. […] Using those scenario-planning programs in real 
time, in a public meeting, is a great way to engage local officials and citizens 
alike, and a good way to present hard choices on this or that policy option or 
direction with respect to sustainability.  (Benfield, 2012) 
He points out that this type of visual communication can help to explain abstract concepts 
and can provide all citizens with the information to make informed decisions. 
Technology can also be used to reach people who may not be able to come to an in-
person meeting.  
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He also acknowledges the potential downside of this level of engagement and fast 
access to information, which is that it allows people to react quickly without necessarily 
having full information, thus feeding conspiracy and spreading misinformation. Benfield 
points out that this is only a magnification of what all democracy allows, but that there is 
a danger of processes being hijacked by an uninformed and non-participatory minority 
(Benfield, 2012). 
CONCLUSION 
Austin’s Contentiousness 
Austin does have many more zoning agenda items and changes than its peer cities 
of El Paso and Denver. The types of changes to the zoning ordinance are not 
fundamentally dissimilar to those of El Paso or Denver and the approval ratings in each 
city were similarly high, implying that the majority of the proposals being heard are 
reasonable, at least by the time they are in front of the governing body. The changes to 
Austin’s zoning ordinance are more contentious, according to this data. Austin had two 
items that met the definition of contentious by having both a protest petition and a split 
vote. El Paso had only one item meet these parameters and Denver did not have any.  
Some differences in Austin that could lead to increased contention, both actual and 
perceived, are that the changes are presented differently due to Austin’s required three 
readings to change an ordinance, the use of a consent agenda, and the neighborhood plan 
amendment process. Also, Austin’s liberal postponement policy leads to many more 
items being posted to each agenda than are actually acted upon, which could perpetuate a 
perception that there are more changes to the city’s zoning ordinance than actually are 
taking place. Both El Paso and Denver had newer and simpler land development codes at 
the time evaluated by this research. El Paso’s code reflected its 1999 comprehensive plan 
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and Denver’s reflected its 2000 comprehensive plan, while Austin’s code reflects its 1979 
comprehensive plan. El Paso’s charter only requires one reading to change its zoning 
ordinance, which results in fewer postings per item than Austin. Denver requires two 
readings for zoning ordinance changes, but only allows a public hearing at the second and 
final reading.  Denver also has a subcommittee of council members who review and 
make recommendations on zoning changes before the items are presented to the full 
council, which could reduce the level of contention surrounding a case by the time the 
public hearing takes place at the full council. In all cities there is a strong relationship 
between the approval rating at the land use commission and the approval rating at the city 
council, which seems to be a strong sign of a trust between the Council and the 
commission.   
Austin’s Code Revision 
The Austin City Council approved a new comprehensive plan in June of 2012. 
One of the eight directives in the approved plan is to “Revise Austin’s development 
regulations and process to promote a compact and connected city” (Imagine Austin, 
2012, p. 207). The land development code rewrite process in Austin is expected to take 
two to five years and will be extensive (Rusthoven, October, 19, 2012). It will include the 
City Council, the Planning Commission, an appointed steering committee, a consultant, 
city staff, and many, many stakeholders giving their input. This process will likely be 
difficult and complicated, but it is very important that the community has a feeling 
ownership of the product created if they are expected to ‘buy in’ to the regulations. 
(Process to Revise Austin’s Land Development Code, October 8, 2012).  
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While the overarching goal of this rewrite is to bring Austin’s Land Development 
Code into accord with the newly approved vision for the city,30 this rewrite also presents 
an opportunity to reduce the conflict notoriously surrounding land use decision-making in 
Austin. It seems that an obvious way to reduce conflict is to reduce the number of 
changes to the city’s zoning ordinance, and the way that the code is written certainly 
should affect the number of changes requested. Other ways to reduce conflict with the 
code would be to better convey to both the citizens and the developers how they can 
expect tracts to develop and make sure to understand those delicate compromises that are 
written into the current code. There is a shared vision in the comprehensive plan, so a 
land development code that is written in such a way that its outcomes fulfill that agreed-
upon vision creates trust in the code and between parties. That trust is likely to contribute 
to reduced conflict, even when zoning changes are needed, as they likely will be. There 
are a variety of ways that communities across the country are approaching their land 
development codes to make them work more harmoniously and predictably for their 
communities. 
However, as is mentioned above, by Martin A. Garrett, Jr., it is impossible to 
write the perfect zoning ordinance (1987, p. 35). Therefore, while a clear and 
understandable land development code may reduce the number of changes requested, a 
trustworthy and predictable public process is also needed to reduce conflict in those 
instances where change is, in fact, warranted.  
 
 
  
                                                
30 The specific goals of the revision are named as: complete neighborhoods and expanded housing choices, 
neighborhood protection, housing affordability, environmental protection, efficient service delivery, and 
clear guidance and user friendly. (Process to Revise Austin’s Land Development Code, p. 4). 
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APPENDIX 1: FULL TABLE COMPARING ZONING USE CATEGORIES 
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(Hirt, 2007, p. 440) 
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APPENDIX 2: AUSTIN: VALID PETITION INSTRUCTIONS31 
  
                                                
31 Retrieved from www.austintexas.gov/sites/default/files/files/.../Zoning_Petition.pdf 
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HOW TO FILE A PETITION 
 
A petition should be dated and addressed to the City Council.  In order to be legally binding, the 
first paragraph should read as follows: 
 
We, the undersigned owners of property affected by the requested zoning change 
described in the referenced file, do hereby protest against any change of the Land 
Development Code which would zone the property to any classification other than 
_____________________. 
 
After this initial statement, briefly state the reasons for the protest. 
 
This statement should be followed by the signatures of the protesters and their addresses. If a 
protester signs for other than the owner of record, a Power of Attorney should accompany the 
petition.  Signatures should be in black ink to facilitate reproduction. A sample petition is 
attached.  
 
Property owner information is obtained from the Travis County Appraisal District.  If there has 
been a recent sale of the property, the current owners may not be shown.  A copy of the deed or 
closing statement must be furnished with the petition to establish ownership. 
 
Please furnish the name and phone number of a contact person in case there are questions about 
the petition. 
 
File number and zoning information may be obtained from the Planning and Development 
Review Department, 505 Barton Springs Road, Fifth Floor. It is also suggested that a numeric 
printout of the property owners and a copy of that portion of the tax plat showing 200 feet around 
the area proposed for rezoning be obtained. 
 
A parcel number for each property within a 200-foot radius must be determined. This may be 
done as follows: 
 
 The first five digits of the parcel number is the tax plat number.  
 
 The next two digits is he block number. This is the large underlined number shown 
on each block. 
 
 The last two digits is the lot number. This is the small underlined number on each 
lot. 
 
This nine digit number is called a parcel number and corresponds to those numbers shown on the 
property owner printout. A sample map with the appropriate numbers circled is attached for your 
information. 
 
A brief description of the process for determining the validity of a petition is as follows: 
 
Figure square footage of area within 200-foot radius of property being rezoned, 
excluding property being considered. 
 
Figure each petitioner’s area. These areas should include one-half of right-of-way 
adjacent to the petitioner’s property. 
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(http://www.ancweb.org/docs/VALID%20petition%20-%20zoning%20change.pdf) 
 
If you cannot appear at the hearing, a written statement of your opposition may be sent to the 
Planning and Development Review Department (PDR). Written protests should be filed as early 
as possible so copies will be available for the Commission.  The Notices of Public Hearing 
contain a section where brief comments may be made and returned to PDR. 
 
Comments should be mailed to: 
 
Planning and Development Review Department 
P.0. Box 1088 
Austin, Texas 78767 
File No. __________________ 
 
 
CITY COUNCIL 
 
At the City Council hearing you may again protest the zoning change following the same 
procedures as for the Land Use Commission. 
 
You may also submit a written petition against the zoning. Only a simple majority of the Council 
is required to grant the zoning unless a valid written petition has been submitted.  A valid 
petition requires a three-fourths vote of Council. This usually consists at six votes; however, if a 
Council Member abstains it reduces the number of Council and could require fewer votes to 
obtain a three-fourths majority. Absenteeism does not reduce the number of Council and six 
votes are required. 
 
Sec. 1-2-1 of the Land Development Code, Protest of a Proposed Rezoning, states that: 
 
a proposed rezoning shall not become effective except by the favorable vote of three-
fourths of all members of the Council, if a petition has been filed, signed by the 
owners of 20% or more of 
 
1) the land included in such a proposed change, or 
 
2) the land immediately adjoining the same and extending 200 ft. therefrom. 
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district, subject to 25-2, Subchapter E, Art. 4, Subsec. 4.2.1.C.
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(http://www.austintexas.gov/sites/default/files/files/Planning/Zoning/permitted_use_chart
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Club or Lodge C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C -- C C -- C C C C C C C C C C C C 1 C -- C 3 4
College and University Facilities C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C P C P P C P P C P P P P -- P 1 P 1 -- 3 4
Communication Service Facilities P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P C P P C P P P P P P P P P 1 P 2 P 3 4
Community Events 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8
Community Recreation (Private) C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C P C P C P P C P P P P P P 1 -- 2 -- 3 4
Community Recreation (Public) C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C P C P C P P C P P P P P P 1 -- 2 -- 3 4
Congregate Living -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- C C C C C C C C C P -- C P C P P -- P P P P P P 1 -- -- -- 3 4
Convalescent Services -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- C C C C -- -- P P -- -- -- -- -- -- P -- -- -- -- -- -- 1 -- -- -- 3 4
Convention Center -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- P -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Counseling Services -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P -- -- -- -- -- --
Cultural Services C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C -- P P P P P C P P P P P P P P P 1 -- 2 -- 3 4
Day Care Services (Commercial) C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C P P P C P P C P P P P P P P P P P -- 2 -- 3 4
Day Care Services (General) C C C C C C C C C P P P P P P P P P P -- P P C P P P P P P P P P 1 -- 2 -- 3 4
Day Care Services (Limited) C P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P -- P P C P P P P P P P P P 1 -- 2 -- 3 4
Detention Facilities -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 1 -- -- -- 3 4
Employee Recreation -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- P P P 1 P -- -- 3 4
Family Home P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P -- P P C P P -- P P P -- -- -- 1 -- -- -- 3 4
Group Home, Class I (General) C C C C C C C C C P P P P P P P P P P -- P P C P P -- P P P P P P 1 -- -- -- 3 4
Group Home, Class I (Limited) P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P -- P P C P P -- P P P P P P 1 -- -- -- 3 4
Group Home, Class II -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- C C C C C C C C P -- C P C P P -- P P P P P P 1 -- -- -- 3 4
Guidance Services -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- P -- P P C P P -- P P P -- -- -- 1 -- -- -- 3 4
Hospital Services (General) -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- C -- -- C C C C -- C C C -- -- -- 1 -- 2 -- 3 4
Hospital Services (Limited) -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- C C C -- -- C P C C P C P P -- P P P -- -- -- 1 -- 2 -- 3 4
Local Utility Services C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C P P P C P P C P P P P P P P P P 1 -- 2 -- 3 4
Maintenance and Service Facilities -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- C C -- P P P P P P 1 -- 2 -- 3 4
Major Public Facilities -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 1 -- 2 -- 3 4
Major Utility Facilities -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 1 -- 2 -- 3 4
Military Installations -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 1 -- 2 -- 3 4
Park and Recreation Services (General) -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 1 -- 2 -- 3 4
Park and Recreation Services (Special) -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 1 -- 2 -- 3 4
Postal Facilities -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 1 -- 2 -- 3 4
Private Primary Educational Facilities C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C P P P C P P C P P P P P P -- -- -- 1 -- -- -- 3 4
Private Secondary Educational Facilities C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C P C P P C P P C P P P -- -- -- 1 -- -- -- 3 4
Public Primary Educational Facilities P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P C P P C P P P P P P -- -- -- 1 -- -- -- 3 4
Public Secondary Educational Facilities P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P C P P C P P C P P P -- -- -- 1 -- -- -- 3 4
Railroad Facilities -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- P P P 1 -- 2 -- 3 4
Religious Assembly P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P C P P C P P P P P P P P P 1 P 2 -- 3 4
Residential Treatment -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- C C C C C C C C C C -- C P C P P -- P P P P P P 1 -- -- -- 3 4
Safety Services C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C P P P -- P P C P P P P P P P P P 1 -- 2 -- 3 4
Telecommunication Tower 7 PC PC PC PC PC PC PC PC PC PC PC PC PC PC PC PC PC PC PC PC PC PC PC PC PC PC PC PC PC PC PC PC -- -- -- -- -- 4
Transitional Housing -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- C C C -- C C C C C C 1 -- -- -- 3 4
Transportation Terminal -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- C C -- C C C C C C 1 -- 2 -- 3 4
All other Civic Uses -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 1 -- 2 -- 3 4
PC  Permitted in the district, but under some circumstances may be conditional
1-Refers to 25-2-602 (13-2-225); 2-Refers to 25-2-622 (13-2-226); 3-Refers to Subchapter B, Art. 2, Div 5; 4 Refers to 25-2-624 (13-2-227); 5-Refers to 25-2-803 (13-2-233); 6-Subject to 25-2-805 (13-2-224);                                 
7-Subject to 25-2-839 (13-2-235 & 13-2-273); 8-Refers to 25-2-842;  9-Refers to 25-2-863; 10-Suject to 25-2-177 & 25-2-650;  11-Subject to 25-2-587 (D); 12-Subject to 25-2-816. 13-Permitted in MU combining 
district, subject to 25-2, Subchapter E, Art. 4, Subsec. 4.2.1.C.
Updated September 20, 2012
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TABLE OF PERMISSIBLE USES 1 APPENDIX "A"
R -
1
R -
2
R -
2 A
R -
3
R -
3 A
R -
4
R -
5
R M
H
A -
1
A -
2
A -
3
A -
4  
A -
O
A -
3 / O
A -
M
C -
O P
C -
1
C -
2
C -
3
C -
4
C -
5
Q M -
1
M -
2
M -
3
R -
F
P M
D *
* * *
S -
D *
*
U -
P *
*
P -
R  
I * *
P -
R  
I I *
*
P -
C *
*
P -
I * *
S R
R *
*
R -
M U
* *
G -
M U
* *
I - M
U *
*
          1.00     Agricultural & related operations
1.01 Animal cemetery S                         E         Z Z  §20.10.010; §20.10.020
1.02 Animal crematory S S S S S S S        S   S S S      S          Z Z §20.10.010
1.03 Animal kennel S                 P P P      E         Z Z 
§20.10.010; 
§20.10.020; 
§20.10.080
1.04 Animal pound, shelter S                         E         Z Z 
§20.10.010; 
§20.10.020; 
§20.10.080
1.05 Animal training facility (school) S                 P P P      E         Z Z 
§20.10.010; 
§20.10.020; 
§20.10.080
1.06 Barn A A A A A A A                   P         Z   §20.10.010; §20.10.020
1.07 Composting facility                    P   P   P            §20.10.010; §20.10.020
1.08 Dude ranch                          S S        Z   §20.10.010; §20.10.020
1.09 Farm P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P  D D D D D D D Z Z Z
§20.10.010; 
§20.10.020; 
§20.10.220
1.10 Farmer's market S S               P P P P P     P          Z  §20.10.010; §20.10.020
1.11 Feed yard S                         P           
§20.10.010; 
§20.10.020; 
§20.10.230
1.12 Greenhouse (industrial-scale)                    P   P   P       D   Z Z
§20.10.010; 
§20.10.020
1.13 Harvesting (field, tree, bush crops) P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P  D D D D D D D Z Z Z
§20.10.010; 
§20.10.020; 
§20.10.220
1.14 Livestock auction                    P      P            §20.10.010; §20.10.020
Accessory Uses 
Permitted to 
Specific Use
Supplemental 
Standards Use
Special PurposeResidential ManufacturingCommercial
X-Use Not Allowed; P-Permitted Use; A-Permitted Accessory Use; D-Detailed site plan approval required; 
E-Special Exception Required: S-Special Permit Required; Z-Master Zoning Plan Required 
1 **Subject to Sec. 20.10.360; ***Subject to Sec. 20.10.370
TABLE OF PERMISSIBLE USES 2 APPENDIX "A"
R -
1
R -
2
R -
2 A
R -
3
R -
3 A
R -
4
R -
5
R M
H
A -
1
A -
2
A -
3
A -
4  
A -
O
A -
3 / O
A -
M
C -
O P
C -
1
C -
2
C -
3
C -
4
C -
5
Q M -
1
M -
2
M -
3
R -
F
P M
D *
* * *
S -
D *
*
U -
P *
*
P -
R  
I * *
P -
R  
I I *
*
P -
C *
*
P -
I * *
S R
R *
*
R -
M U
* *
G -
M U
* *
I - M
U *
*
Accessory Uses 
Permitted to 
Specific Use
Supplemental 
Standards Use
Special PurposeResidential ManufacturingCommercial
1.15 Livestock grazing P                         P            §20.10.010; §20.10.020
1.16 Nursery (industrial-scale)                    P   P   P       D   Z Z
§20.10.010; 
§20.10.020
1.17 Pasturage (small or large animals) P                         P           
§20.10.010; 
§20.10.020; 
§20.10.440
1.18 Poultry hatchery P                         P           
§20.10.010; 
§20.10.020; 
§20.10.480
1.19 Produce stand                 P P P P P     A  D          §20.10.010; §20.10.020
1.20 Raising (field, tree, bush crops) P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P D D D D D D D D Z Z Z
§20.10.010; 
§20.10.020; 
§20.10.220
1.21 Raising (small or large animals) P                         P           
§20.10.010; 
§20.10.020
1.22 Riding academy S                         E         Z   §20.10.010; §20.10.020
1.23 Stable (including breeding) P                         P           
§20.10.010; 
§20.10.020
1.24
Veterinary 
treatment center 
(large animals)
S                   S      P          Z 
§20.10.010; 
§20.10.020; 
§20.10.080
1.25
Veterinary 
treatment center 
(small animals)
S                S P P P      P  S    S   Z Z Z
§20.10.010; 
§20.10.020; 
§20.10.080
          2.00   Commercial, storage & processing
2.01 Automobile wrecking yard                       S P P            
§20.10.010; 
§20.10.020; 
§20.10.090
2.02 Bottling works                    P  P  P P        D    Z §20.10.010; §20.10.020
X-Use Not Allowed; P-Permitted Use; A-Permitted Accessory Use; D-Detailed site plan approval required; 
E-Special Exception Required: S-Special Permit Required; Z-Master Zoning Plan Required 
2 **Subject to Sec. 20.10.360; ***Subject to Sec. 20.10.370
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TABLE OF PERMISSIBLE USES 3 APPENDIX "A"
R -
1
R -
2
R -
2 A
R -
3
R -
3 A
R -
4
R -
5
R M
H
A -
1
A -
2
A -
3
A -
4  
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O
A -
3 / O
A -
M
C -
O P
C -
1
C -
2
C -
3
C -
4
C -
5
Q M -
1
M -
2
M -
3
R -
F
P M
D *
* * *
S -
D *
*
U -
P *
*
P -
R  
I * *
P -
R  
I I *
*
P -
C *
*
P -
I * *
S R
R *
*
R -
M U
* *
G -
M U
* *
I - M
U *
*
Accessory Uses 
Permitted to 
Specific Use
Supplemental 
Standards Use
Special PurposeResidential ManufacturingCommercial
2.03 Boutique bottling                 P P P P P P  P P   D    D D    Z
§20.10.010; 
§20.10.020; 
§20.10.060
2.04 Contractor yard (large)                    P   P P P           Z Z
§20.10.010; 
§20.10.020; 
§20.10.160
2.05 Contractor yard (small)                  S P P   P P P           Z Z
§20.10.010; 
§20.10.020; 
§20.10.160
2.06 Explosives (storage)                      A S S S S           
§20.10.010; 
§20.10.020; 
§20.10.210
2.07 Food storage locker                  P P P   P P P            Z §20.10.010; §20.10.020
2.08 General Warehouse                    P   P P P        D   Z Z
§20.10.010; 
§20.10.020; 
§20.10.250
2.09
Liquified petroleum 
gas (storage & 
dispensing)
                      S S S S          Z 
§20.10.010; 
§20.10.020; 
§20.10.310
2.10 Motor vehicle storage yard                    P   P P P            
§20.10.010; 
§20.10.020; 
§20.10.090
2.11 Motor vehicle wrecking yard                       P P P            
§20.10.010; 
§20.10.020; 
§20.10.090
2.12 Moving & storage facility                    P   P P P   D         Z
§20.10.010; 
§20.10.020
2.13 Office warehouse             P P  P P P P P   P P P       D D   Z Z
§20.10.010; 
§20.10.020; 
§20.10.420
2.14 Salvage yard (scrap materials)                        P P            Z
§20.10.010; 
§20.10.020
X-Use Not Allowed; P-Permitted Use; A-Permitted Accessory Use; D-Detailed site plan approval required; 
E-Special Exception Required: S-Special Permit Required; Z-Master Zoning Plan Required 
3 **Subject to Sec. 20.10.360; ***Subject to Sec. 20.10.370
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2.15 Self storage warehouse         P P P P P P P P P P P P   P P P   D    D D  Z Z Z
§20.10.010; 
§20.10.020; 
§20.10.610
2.16 Storage of supplies, equipment, goods            A A A  A A A A A A A A A A   A    A D    
§20.10.010; 
§20.10.020; 
§20.10.630
          3.00     Educational, institutional & social uses
3.01 Adult day care center            S S S  P P P P P P  P     D    D  S  Z 
§20.10.010; 
§20.10.020; 
§20.10.450
3.02 Art gallery S S S S S S S S S P P P P P S P P P P P P     S S D D S S D  S Z Z Z §20.10.010; §20.10.020
3.03 Child care facility, Type 3 S S S S S S S S S S S S S S S S S S          S    S    Z 
§20.10.010; 
§20.10.020; 
§20.10.140
3.04 Child care facility, Type 4         S S S S S S S P P P P P P  A A A  S D S S S S A S  Z A
§20.10.010; 
§20.10.020; 
§20.10.140
3.05 Child care facility, Type 5         S S S S S S S P P P P P P  A A A  S D S S S S A S  Z A
§20.10.010; 
§20.10.020; 
§20.10.140
3.06 Child care facility, Type 6 P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P  A A A P D D D D D D A D Z Z A
§20.10.010; 
§20.10.020; 
§20.10.140
3.07 Child care facility, Type 7 S S S S S S S S S S S S S S S S P P P P P     S  D S S S S  S   
§20.10.010; 
§20.10.020; 
§20.10.140
3.08 Child care institution             S S S S S S P P P       S         
§20.10.010; 
§20.10.020; 
§20.10.140
3.09 Church P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P D D D D D D D D Z Z Z §20.10.010; §20.10.020
3.10 Community center P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P     P D D D D D D  D Z Z  §20.10.010; §20.10.020
X-Use Not Allowed; P-Permitted Use; A-Permitted Accessory Use; D-Detailed site plan approval required; 
E-Special Exception Required: S-Special Permit Required; Z-Master Zoning Plan Required 
4 **Subject to Sec. 20.10.360; ***Subject to Sec. 20.10.370
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3.11 Convent S S S S S S S S S P P P P P P P P P P P P     S D D D D D D  D Z Z  §20.10.010; §20.10.020
3.12 Correctional facility, detention center                  S P P P  P P P S           Z
§20.10.010; 
§20.10.020; 
§20.10.260
3.13 Library S S S S S S S S S P P P P P S P P P P P P     S S D D S S D  S Z Z Z §20.10.010; §20.10.020
3.14 Lodge S S S S S S S S S S S S S S S P P P P P P     S S D D S S D  S Z Z Z §20.10.010; §20.10.020
3.15 Monastery S S S S S S S S S P P P P P P P P P P P P     S S D D D D D  D Z Z  §20.10.010; §20.10.020
3.16 Museum S S S S S S S S S P P P P P P P P P P P P     S S D D S S D  S Z Z Z §20.10.010; §20.10.020
3.17 Orphanage, shelter S S S S S S S S S P P P P P P P P P P P P     S S D D S S D  S Z Z 
§20.10.010; 
§20.10.020; 
§20.10.140
3.18 Penal facility                  S S S P S S S S S           Z §20.10.010; §20.10.020
3.19
School, public, 
private or parochial 
(9 through 12)
P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P     P D D D D D D  D Z Z Z
§20.10.010; 
§20.10.020
3.20
School, public, 
private or parochial 
(Pre-K through 8)
P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P     P D D D D D D  S Z Z Z
§20.10.010; 
§20.10.020
3.21 School, trade           S S S S S S P P P P P  P P P S  D D S S D  S Z Z Z §20.10.010; §20.10.020
3.22 School, vocational           S S S S S S P P P P P  P P P S  D D S S D  S Z Z Z §20.10.010; §20.10.020
3.23 Social, fraternal club S S S S S P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P     S S D D D D D  S Z Z Z
§20.10.010; 
§20.10.020
3.24 Synagogue P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P D D D D D D D D Z Z Z §20.10.010; §20.10.020
3.25 Temple P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P D D D D D D D D Z Z Z §20.10.010; §20.10.020
X-Use Not Allowed; P-Permitted Use; A-Permitted Accessory Use; D-Detailed site plan approval required; 
E-Special Exception Required: S-Special Permit Required; Z-Master Zoning Plan Required 
5 **Subject to Sec. 20.10.360; ***Subject to Sec. 20.10.370
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3.26 Union hall S S S S S S S S S S S S S S S P P P P P P     S S D D S S D  S Z Z Z §20.10.010; §20.10.020
3.27 University, college S S S S S S S S S S S S S S S S P P P P P     S  D S S S D  S Z Z Z §20.10.010; §20.10.020
3.28
Youth organization 
(with/without living 
facility)
S S S S S S S S S S S S S S S P P P P P P     S S D D S S D  S Z Z Z
§20.10.010; 
§20.10.020
          4.00     Office & research services
4.01 Automated Teller Machine (ATM)          A A A A A A P P P P P P A A A A A  D D   D A D Z Z Z
§20.10.010; 
§20.10.020
4.02 Bank             S S  P P P P P P  P P P   D D   D D S Z Z Z
§20.10.010; 
§20.10.020; 
§20.10.110
4.03 Courier & message service                  P P P P           D    Z 
§20.10.010; 
§20.10.020
4.04 Credit union             S S  P P P P P P  P P P   D D   D D S Z Z Z
§20.10.010; 
§20.10.020; 
§20.10.110
4.05 Data processing center             P P  P P P P P P  P     D D   D D  Z Z Z
§20.10.010; 
§20.10.020
4.06 Employment agency                P P P P P P  P     D D   D D  Z Z Z
§20.10.010; 
§20.10.020
4.07 Financial institution             S S  P P P P P P  P P P   D D   D D S Z Z Z
§20.10.010; 
§20.10.020; 
§20.10.110
4.08
Office, 
administrative & 
manager's
        S P P P P P  P P P P P P  P P P  A D D A A D D D Z Z Z
§20.10.010; 
§20.10.020  
4.09 Office, business         S S S S P P  P P P P P P  P P P   D D   D D S Z Z Z §20.10.010; §20.10.020
X-Use Not Allowed; P-Permitted Use; A-Permitted Accessory Use; D-Detailed site plan approval required; 
E-Special Exception Required: S-Special Permit Required; Z-Master Zoning Plan Required 
6 **Subject to Sec. 20.10.360; ***Subject to Sec. 20.10.370
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4.10 Office, medical         S S S S P P  P P P P P P  P P P   D D   D D S Z Z Z
§20.10.010; 
§20.10.020; 
§20.10.040
Florist, gift shop, 
pharmacy and 
similar uses per 
Section 
20.10.040
4.11 Office, professional         S S S S P P  P P P P P P  P P P   D D   D D D Z Z Z §20.10.010; §20.10.020
4.12 Radio broadcasting studio                P P P P P P  P P P   D    D D   Z Z
§20.10.010; 
§20.10.020; 
§20.10.700
4.13 Research laboratory             P P  P P P P P P  P P P   D    D D   Z Z §20.10.010; §20.10.020
4.14 School, arts & crafts             P P  P P P P P P       D D   D  S Z Z  §20.10.010; §20.10.020
4.15 Studio, dance             P P  P P P P P P       D D   D  S Z Z  §20.10.010; §20.10.020
4.16 Studio, music             P P  P P P P P P       D D   D  S Z Z  §20.10.010; §20.10.020
4.17 Studio, photography             P P  P P P P P P       D D   D  S Z Z  §20.10.010; §20.10.020
4.18 Telemarketing agency             S S  P P P P P P  P P P   D D   D D  Z Z Z
§20.10.010; 
§20.10.020
4.19 Television broadcasting studio                P P P P P P  P P P   D    D D   Z Z
§20.10.010; 
§20.10.020; 
§20.10.700
          5.00   Manufacturing, processing & assembling
5.01 Animal food manufacturing                       P P P        D    Z
§20.10.010; 
§20.10.020
5.02 Animal slaughtery & processing                        P P S           Z
§20.10.010; 
§20.10.020
5.03 Apparel manufacturing                    P P  P P P        D   Z Z
§20.10.010; 
§20.10.020
5.04 Beverage product manufacturing                    P   P P P        D    Z
§20.10.010; 
§20.10.020
X-Use Not Allowed; P-Permitted Use; A-Permitted Accessory Use; D-Detailed site plan approval required; 
E-Special Exception Required: S-Special Permit Required; Z-Master Zoning Plan Required 
7 **Subject to Sec. 20.10.360; ***Subject to Sec. 20.10.370
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5.05
Bread & bakery 
product 
manufacturing
                   P P  P P P        D   Z Z
§20.10.010; 
§20.10.020
5.06 Brewery                   S S S  P P P S       D   Z Z §20.10.010; §20.10.020
5.07 Chemical manufacturing                        P P        D    Z
§20.10.010; 
§20.10.020
5.08 Coal products manufacturing                        P P            
§20.10.010; 
§20.10.020
5.09
Commercial & 
service industry 
manufacturing
                   P   P P P        D    Z
§20.10.010; 
§20.10.020
5.10 Computer electronicproduct assembly             P P  P P P P P P           D    Z Z
§20.10.010; 
§20.10.020
5.11 Computer product manufacturing                    P   P P P        D    Z
§20.10.010; 
§20.10.020
5.12 Dairy product processing                    P   P P P S       D    Z
§20.10.010; 
§20.10.020
5.13
Electronic product 
assembly or 
manufacturing
                   P   P P P        D    Z
§20.10.010; 
§20.10.020
5.14
Fabricated metal 
product 
manufacturing
                   P   P P P        D    Z
§20.10.010; 
§20.10.020
5.15
Food 
manufacturing, 
other
                      P P P        D    Z
§20.10.010; 
§20.10.020; 
§20.10.350
5.16 Food preparation or assembly                    P  P P P P            Z
§20.10.010; 
§20.10.020
5.17 Grain & oil seed milling                    P   P P P S           Z
§20.10.010; 
§20.10.020
5.18 Household product manufacturing                       P P P        D    Z
§20.10.010; 
§20.10.020
X-Use Not Allowed; P-Permitted Use; A-Permitted Accessory Use; D-Detailed site plan approval required; 
E-Special Exception Required: S-Special Permit Required; Z-Master Zoning Plan Required 
8 **Subject to Sec. 20.10.360; ***Subject to Sec. 20.10.370
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5.19
Leather & allied 
product 
manufacturing
                   P   P P P        D    Z
§20.10.010; 
§20.10.020
5.20 Machinery manufacturing                       P P P        D    Z
§20.10.010; 
§20.10.020
5.21
Nonmetallic mineral 
product 
manufacturing
                      P P P        D    Z
§20.10.010; 
§20.10.020
5.22 Paper products manufacturing                        P P        D    Z
§20.10.010; 
§20.10.020
5.23 Petroleum products manufacturing                        P P            
§20.10.010; 
§20.10.020
5.24 Plastic products manufacturing                        P P            
§20.10.010; 
§20.10.020
5.25 Primary metal manufacturing                        P P            
§20.10.010; 
§20.10.020
5.26 Processing facility (heavy)                        P P            
§20.10.010; 
§20.10.020; 
§20.10.490
5.27 Processing facility (lightl)                       S P P            
§20.10.010; 
§20.10.020; 
§20.10.490
5.28 Recycling collection facility (large)                    P P P P P P           Z Z
§20.08.010; 
§20.08.020; 
§20.08.520
5.29 Recycling collection facility (small)                A A A A A A A A A A   A A   A A  A A A
§20.10.010; 
§20.10.020; 
§20.10.520
5.30 Reverse vending machines                A A A A A A A A A A   A A   A A  A A A
§20.10.010; 
§20.10.020; 
§20.10.580
5.31 Rubber products manufacturing                        P P            
§20.10.010; 
§20.10.020
X-Use Not Allowed; P-Permitted Use; A-Permitted Accessory Use; D-Detailed site plan approval required; 
E-Special Exception Required: S-Special Permit Required; Z-Master Zoning Plan Required 
9 **Subject to Sec. 20.10.360; ***Subject to Sec. 20.10.370
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5.32
Seafood product 
preparation & 
processing
                      P P P        D    Z
§20.10.010; 
§20.10.020
5.33
Sugar & 
confectionery 
product 
manufacturing
                   P   P P P        D    Z
§20.10.010; 
§20.10.020
5.34 Testing laboratory                 S S P P  A P P P   S    S D    Z §20.10.010; §20.10.020
5.35 Textile mill                    P   P P P            Z §20.10.010; §20.10.020
5.36 Textile product mill                    P   P P P            Z §20.10.010; §20.10.020
5.37 Tobacco product manufacturing                       P P P        D    Z
§20.10.010; 
§20.10.020
5.38 Transfer Station                      S S P P             §20.10.010; §20.10.020
5.39
Transportation 
equipment 
manufacturing
                       P P            
§20.10.010; 
§20.10.020
5.40 Wood products manufacturing                    P   P P P        D    Z
§20.10.010; 
§20.10.020
          6.00     Medical & related uses
6.01 Assisted living facility (elderly) S S S S S S S S S S S S S S S S P P P P P     S S D  S S D  S Z Z 
§20.10.010; 
§20.10.020; 
§20.10.450
6.02 Clinic S S S S S S S S P P P P P P P P P P P P P     S  D D S S D D S Z Z  §20.10.010; §20.10.020
6.03 Convalescent home S S S S S S S S S S S S S S S S P P P P P     S S D  S S D  S Z Z 
§20.10.010; 
§20.10.020; 
§20.10.450
6.04 Drug store            S S S  A P P P P P  A A A   D D   D  S Z Z Z §20.10.010; §20.10.020
6.05 Hospital S S S S S S S S S S S S S S S S P P P P P     S S D  S S D  S Z Z  §20.10.010; §20.10.020
X-Use Not Allowed; P-Permitted Use; A-Permitted Accessory Use; D-Detailed site plan approval required; 
E-Special Exception Required: S-Special Permit Required; Z-Master Zoning Plan Required 
10 **Subject to Sec. 20.10.360; ***Subject to Sec. 20.10.370
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6.06 Intermediate care facility (elderly) S S S S S S S S S S S S P P S P P P P P P     S S D S S S D  S Z Z 
§20.10.010; 
§20.10.020; 
§20.10.450
6.07 Medical lab S S S S S S S S S S S S P P S P P P P P P     S S D D S S D  S Z Z  §20.10.010; §20.10.020
6.08 Medical treatment facility S S S S S S S S P P P P P P P P P P P P P     S S D D S S D D S Z Z 
§20.10.010; 
§20.10.020
6.09 Nursing home S S S S S S S S S S S S S S S S P P P P P     S S D  S S D  S Z Z 
§20.10.010; 
§20.10.020; 
§20.10.450
6.10 Optical dispensary            S P P  A P P P P P       D D   D   Z Z  §20.10.010; §20.10.020
6.11 Pharmacy            S A A  A P P P P P       D D   D  S Z Z  §20.10.010; §20.10.020
6.12 Rest home S S S S S S S S S S S S S S S S P P P P P     S S D  S S D  S Z Z 
§20.10.010; 
§20.10.020; 
§20.10.450
6.13 Sanitarium S S S S S S S S S S S S S S S S P P P P P     S S D  S S D  S Z Z 
§20.10.010; 
§20.10.020; 
§20.10.450
          7.00     Mining & quarrying operations
7.01 Batching plant                      P S P P S            §20.10.010; §20.10.020
7.02 Borrow pit (commercial)                      P S P P S           
§20.10.010; 
§20.10.020
7.03 Drilling gas well S S S S S S S S S S S S S S S S S S S S S  S S S S  S    S     
§20.10.010; 
§20.10.020; 
§20.10.180
7.04 Drilling oil well S S S S S S S S S S S S S S S S S S S S S  S S S S  S    S     
§20.10.010; 
§20.10.020; 
§20.10.180
X-Use Not Allowed; P-Permitted Use; A-Permitted Accessory Use; D-Detailed site plan approval required; 
E-Special Exception Required: S-Special Permit Required; Z-Master Zoning Plan Required 
11 **Subject to Sec. 20.10.360; ***Subject to Sec. 20.10.370
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7.05 Quarry                      P               
§20.10.010; 
§20.10.020; 
§20.10.500
Buildings, 
equipment, 
supplies or land 
used for 
processing, 
storage, 
maintenance or 
sale of materials; 
operating and 
security 
personnel offices.
7.06 Raw material processing                      P S P P S           
§20.10.010; 
§20.10.020
7.07 Sand & gravel extraction                S      P S P P S           
§20.10.010; 
§20.10.020
7.08 Shaft mining S S S S S S S S S S S S S S S S S S S S S       S    S      §20.10.010; §20.10.020
7.09 Strip mining                      P S P P             §20.10.010; §20.10.020
          8.00   Motor vehicle sale & service operations
8.01 Ambulance service                   P P   P A A           Z Z §20.10.010; §20.10.020
8.02
Automobile (sales, 
service, storage & 
rental)
                  P P   P A A           Z Z
§20.10.010; 
§20.10.020; 
§20.10.090
8.03 Automobile part sales                 P P P P P  P P    D    D    Z Z
§20.10.010; 
§20.10.020; 
§20.10.090
8.04 Automotive rental location (satellite)                P P P P P P  P     D    D    Z Z
§20.10.010; 
§20.10.020; 
§20.10.090
X-Use Not Allowed; P-Permitted Use; A-Permitted Accessory Use; D-Detailed site plan approval required; 
E-Special Exception Required: S-Special Permit Required; Z-Master Zoning Plan Required 
12 **Subject to Sec. 20.10.360; ***Subject to Sec. 20.10.370
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8.05 Automotive repair garage                   P P   P P P           Z Z
§20.10.010; 
§20.10.020; 
§20.10.090
8.06 Automotive service station                S P P P P P  P P P   D    D    Z Z
§20.10.010; 
§20.10.020; 
§20.10.090
8.07
Boat, boat-trailer 
(sales, service, 
storage & rental)
                  P P   P P P           Z Z
§20.10.010; 
§20.10.020; 
§20.10.090
8.08 Bus (sales, service, storage & rental)                   P P   P P P           Z Z
§20.10.010; 
§20.10.020; 
§20.10.090
8.09 Carwash, full-service                 S P P P P  P P P       S    Z Z
§20.10.010; 
§20.10.020; 
§20.10.120
8.10 Carwash, self-service                S P P P P P  P P P       D    Z Z
§20.10.010; 
§20.10.020; 
§20.10.120
8.11 Commercial fueling station                 S P P P P  P P P   S    S D   Z Z
§20.10.010; 
§20.10.020
8.12
Contractor 
equipment (sales, 
storage, repair & 
rental)
                   P   P P P            Z
§20.10.010; 
§20.10.020; 
§20.10.160
8.13
Farm equipment 
(sales, storage, 
repair & rental)
                   P   P P P            Z
§20.10.010; 
§20.10.020
8.14
Heavy equipment 
(sales, storage, 
repair & rental)
                   P   P P P            Z
§20.10.010; 
§20.10.020
8.15
Heavy truck (sales, 
storage, repair & 
rental)
                   P   P P P            Z
§20.10.010; 
§20.10.020; 
§20.10.090
X-Use Not Allowed; P-Permitted Use; A-Permitted Accessory Use; D-Detailed site plan approval required; 
E-Special Exception Required: S-Special Permit Required; Z-Master Zoning Plan Required 
13 **Subject to Sec. 20.10.360; ***Subject to Sec. 20.10.370
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8.16
Light truck (sales, 
service, storage & 
rental)
                  P P   P A A           Z Z
§20.10.010; 
§20.10.020; 
§20.10.090
8.17 Light truck part sales                 P P P P P  P P    D    D    Z Z
§20.10.010; 
§20.10.020; 
§20.10.090
8.18
Manufactured home 
(sales, display & 
repair)
                  P P   P P            Z Z
§20.10.010; 
§20.10.020
8.19 Mobile home (sales,display & repair)                   P P   P P            Z Z
§20.10.010; 
§20.10.020
8.20 Motor vehicle repair, major                   P P   P P P           Z Z
§20.10.010; 
§20.10.020; 
§20.10.090
8.21 Motor vehicle repair, minor                 P P P P   P P P   D    D    Z Z
§20.10.010; 
§20.10.020; 
§20.10.090
8.22
Motorcycle (sales, 
service, storage & 
rental)
                  P P   P P            Z Z
§20.10.010; 
§20.10.020; 
§20.10.090
8.23 Recreation vehicle park                   P P      S          Z Z
§20.10.010; 
§20.10.020; 
§20.10.510
8.24
Trailer, 18-wheeler 
(sales, display & 
repair)
                   P   P P P           Z Z
§20.10.010; 
§20.10.020; 
§20.10.090
8.25 Truck stop                    P   P P P            Z §20.10.010; §20.10.020
          9.00     Parking & Loading
9.01
Garage or lot, 
parking 
(commercial)
               P P P P P P  P P P   D D   D    Z Z
§20.10.010; 
§20.10.020; 
Chapter 20.14
X-Use Not Allowed; P-Permitted Use; A-Permitted Accessory Use; D-Detailed site plan approval required; 
E-Special Exception Required: S-Special Permit Required; Z-Master Zoning Plan Required 
14 **Subject to Sec. 20.10.360; ***Subject to Sec. 20.10.370
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9.02
Garage or lot, 
parking 
(community)
            S S  P P P P P P  P P P   D D   D    Z Z
§20.10.010; 
§20.10.020; 
Chapter 20.14
9.03 Garage or lot, parking (private) A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A P P P P P  P P P A A D A A A D A A A Z Z
§20.10.010; 
§20.10.020
9.04
Loading spaces 
(serving another 
property)
S S S S S S S S S S S S S S S S S S S S S S S S S S S S S S S S S S Z Z Z
§20.10.010; 
§20.10.020; 
§20.10.330
9.05 On-site loading A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A
§20.10.010; 
§20.10.020; 
Chapter 20.14
9.06 On-site parking A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A
§20.10.010; 
§20.10.020; 
Chapter 20.14
9.07 Parking reduction S S S S S S S S S S S S S S S S S S S S S S S S S S S S S S S S S S Z Z Z
§20.10.010; 
§20.10.020; 
Chapter 20.14
9.08
Parking spaces 
(serving another 
property)
S S S S S S S S S S S S S S S S S S S S S S S S S S S S S S S S S S Z Z Z
§20.10.010; 
§20.10.020; 
§20.10.410
9.09 Unenclosed parking space shelter         A A A A A A  A A A A A A  A A A   A    A A    
§20.10.010; 
§20.10.020; 
§20.10.720
          10.00     Personal services 
### Barber shop            S S S  S P P P P P       D D   D A S Z Z  §20.10.010; §20.10.020
### Beauty salon            S S S  S P P P P P       D D   D A S Z Z  §20.10.010; §20.10.020
### Cemetery S S S S S S S S S S S S S S S           S         Z Z  §20.10.010; §20.10.020
### Crematorium S S S S S S S S S S S S S S S   S S S S     S      D   Z Z  §20.10.010; §20.10.020
###
Dry cleaning shop 
(< 2,500 square 
feet)
        S S S S P P  P P P P P P       D D   D  S Z Z 
§20.10.010; 
§20.10.020; 
§20.10.190
X-Use Not Allowed; P-Permitted Use; A-Permitted Accessory Use; D-Detailed site plan approval required; 
E-Special Exception Required: S-Special Permit Required; Z-Master Zoning Plan Required 
15 **Subject to Sec. 20.10.360; ***Subject to Sec. 20.10.370
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###
Dry cleaning shop 
(> 2,500 square 
feet)
            S S  S P P P P P       D D   D  S Z Z 
§20.10.010; 
§20.10.020; 
§20.10.190
### Dry-cleaners (commercial)                   P P   P P P        D   Z Z
§20.10.010; 
§20.10.020; 
§20.10.190
### Extermination service                   P P   P P P        D   Z Z
§20.10.010; 
§20.10.020
### Funeral home                  P P P P               Z Z §20.10.010; §20.10.020
###
Laundromat, 
laundry (<5,000 
square feet)
        S S S S P P  P P P P P P       D D   D  S Z Z 
§20.10.010; 
§20.10.020; 
§20.10.300
###
Laundromat, 
laundry (>5,000 
square feet)
            S S  S P P P P P       D D   D  S Z Z 
§20.10.010; 
§20.10.020; 
§20.10.300
### Laundry (commercial)                   P P   P P P        D   Z Z
§20.10.010; 
§20.10.020; 
§20.10.300
### Locksmith                P P P P P P       D D   D  S  Z  §20.10.010; §20.10.020
### Massage parlor            S P P  P P P P P P  P P P   D D   D    Z Z §20.10.010; §20.10.020
### Mausoleum S S S S S S S S S S S S S S S           S         Z Z  §20.10.010; §20.10.020
### Mortuary                  P P P P               Z Z §20.10.010; §20.10.020
### Photofinishing lab                P P P P P P  P     D    D D   Z Z §20.10.010; §20.10.020
### Shoe repair shop             S S  P P P P P P       D D   D  S Z Z  §20.10.010; §20.10.020
### Tattoo parlor                P P P P P P  P P P   D D   D    Z Z §20.10.010; §20.10.020
### Taxidermist                P P P P P P       D D   D    Z  §20.10.010; §20.10.020
X-Use Not Allowed; P-Permitted Use; A-Permitted Accessory Use; D-Detailed site plan approval required; 
E-Special Exception Required: S-Special Permit Required; Z-Master Zoning Plan Required 
16 **Subject to Sec. 20.10.360; ***Subject to Sec. 20.10.370
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          11.00     Recreation, amusement & entertainment
### Adult motion picture theatre                    P P                
§20.10.010; 
§20.10.020; 
§20.10.620
### Amusement game complex                 S P P P P       S D   D    Z 
§20.10.010; 
§20.10.020
### Amusement park                    P  S    S          Z  §20.10.010; §20.10.020
### Athletic facility (indoor)         A A A A A A  P P P P P P  A A A  A D D A A D D S Z Z 
§20.10.010; 
§20.10.020
### Athletic facility (outdoor)                  P P P      S          Z 
§20.10.010; 
§20.10.020
### Ballroom                  S S P P            D   Z  §20.10.010; §20.10.020
### Billiard & pool hall                  P P P P            D   Z  §20.10.010; §20.10.020
### Bingo hall                  P P P P            D   Z  §20.10.010; §20.10.020
### Bowling alley                  P P P P            D   Z  §20.10.010; §20.10.020
### Campground S S                  P  S    P            §20.10.010; §20.10.020
### Coliseum                   P P P     S          Z Z §20.10.010; §20.10.020
### Community recreational facility P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P         P S D  D D D  S Z Z 
§20.10.010; 
§20.10.020; 
§20.10.060
Sale of alcoholic 
beverages within 
a publicly owned 
facility provided 
they are 
consumed on the 
premises.
X-Use Not Allowed; P-Permitted Use; A-Permitted Accessory Use; D-Detailed site plan approval required; 
E-Special Exception Required: S-Special Permit Required; Z-Master Zoning Plan Required 
17 **Subject to Sec. 20.10.360; ***Subject to Sec. 20.10.370
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### Convention center                    P P            D     §20.10.010; §20.10.020
### Dancehall                  S S P P            D   Z  §20.10.010; §20.10.020
### Exercise facility (indoor)         A A A A A A  P P P P P P  A A A  A D D A A D D  Z Z 
§20.10.010; 
§20.10.020
### Exhibition hall                    P P            D     §20.10.010; §20.10.020
### Fairground                    P  S    S            §20.10.010; §20.10.020
### Gambling casino                    S S     S          Z  §20.10.010; §20.10.020
### Go-cart track                   S P      S            §20.10.010; §20.10.020
###
Golf course < 75 
acres  (with/without 
restaurant & bar)
S S S S S S S S S S S S S S S S S S S S  S S S S S S S  S S S   Z Z 
§20.10.010; 
§20.10.020; 
§20.10.060
###
Golf course > 75 
acres  (with/without 
restaurant & bar)
P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P  P P P P P D D  D D D   Z Z 
§20.10.010; 
§20.10.020; 
§20.10.060
### Golf driving range S S S S S S S S S S S S S S S P P P P P  S S S S E S D  S S D   Z Z  §20.10.010; §20.10.020
### Ice skating facility                 S P P P        S    D D   Z  §20.10.010; §20.10.020
### Laser games center                 S P P P        S    D D   Z  §20.10.010; §20.10.020
### Miniature golf course                   P P      S          Z 
§20.10.010; 
§20.10.020
### Movie theatre (indoor)                 P P P P P       D D   D D   Z 
§20.10.010; 
§20.10.020
### Movie theatre, drive-in (outdoor)                   S P S               Z 
§20.10.010; 
§20.10.020
X-Use Not Allowed; P-Permitted Use; A-Permitted Accessory Use; D-Detailed site plan approval required; 
E-Special Exception Required: S-Special Permit Required; Z-Master Zoning Plan Required 
18 **Subject to Sec. 20.10.360; ***Subject to Sec. 20.10.370
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### Nightclub, bar, cocktail lounge                 P P P P P       D    D    Z 
§20.10.010; 
§20.10.020; 
§20.10.060
### Nude live entertainment club                    P P                
§20.10.010; 
§20.10.020; 
§20.10.620
###
Open space 
(common, public or 
private)
P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P D D D D D D D D Z Z Z §20.10.010; §20.10.020
### Paint ball center (indoor)                 S P P P        D    D D   Z 
§20.10.010; 
§20.10.020
### Paint ball center (outdoor)                   P P  S    S          Z 
§20.10.010; 
§20.10.020
### Park, playground P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P D D D D D D D D Z Z Z §20.10.010; §20.10.020
### Racetrack, auto or truck                      S  S S S           Z
§20.10.010; 
§20.10.020
### Racetrack, motorcycle                      S  S S S           Z
§20.10.010; 
§20.10.020
###
Racquetball club, 
indoor (with/without 
restaurant & bar)
        A A A A A A  P P P P P P  A A A  A D D D D D D S Z Z 
§20.10.010; 
§20.10.020; 
§20.10.060
###
Racquetball club, 
outdoor 
(with/without 
restaurant & bar)
               S P P P P P       D  D D D  S Z Z 
§20.10.010; 
§20.10.020; 
§20.10.060
### Roller skating facility                 S P P P        S    D D   Z 
§20.10.010; 
§20.10.020
### Sauna, exercise room A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A
§20.10.010; 
§20.10.020
###
Shooting range, 
archery or gun 
(indoor)
                 P P P P  P P P            Z
§20.10.010; 
§20.10.020
X-Use Not Allowed; P-Permitted Use; A-Permitted Accessory Use; D-Detailed site plan approval required; 
E-Special Exception Required: S-Special Permit Required; Z-Master Zoning Plan Required 
19 **Subject to Sec. 20.10.360; ***Subject to Sec. 20.10.370
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###
Shooting range, 
archery or gun 
(outdoor)
                 P P P P  P P P            Z
§20.10.010; 
§20.10.020
### Skateboarding facility (indoor)                 S P P P P       S    D D   Z 
§20.10.010; 
§20.10.020
### Skateboarding facility (outdoor)                 S P P P P       S    D D   Z 
§20.10.010; 
§20.10.020
### Sports arena                   P P P     S          Z Z §20.10.010; §20.10.020
### Stadium                   P P P     S          Z Z §20.10.010; §20.10.020
### Swimming pool (commercial)         S S S S S S S S P P P P P       D  S S S  S Z Z 
§20.10.010; 
§20.10.020; 
§20.10.640
###
Tennis club, indoor 
(with/without 
restaurant & bar)
S S S S S S S S S S S S P P S P P P P P P  P P P S S D D D D D D S Z Z 
§20.10.010; 
§20.10.020; 
§20.10.060; 
§20.10.690
###
Tennis club, outdoor
(with/without 
restaurant & bar)
S S S S S S S S S S S S P P S P P P P P P  P P P S S D D D D D D S Z Z 
§20.10.010; 
§20.10.020; 
§20.10.060; 
§20.10.690
### Theatre, performing             S S  S P P P P P     S S D S   D D S  Z  §20.10.010; §20.10.020
### Tramway                           S           §20.10.010; §20.10.020
          12.00     Repair services
### Commercial equipment repair                   P P P A P P P           Z Z
§20.10.010; 
§20.10.020
### Electronic equipment repair                S P P P P P  P P P   D    D    Z Z
§20.10.010; 
§20.10.020
### Household goods repair                S P P P P P  P P P   D    D    Z Z
§20.10.010; 
§20.10.020
X-Use Not Allowed; P-Permitted Use; A-Permitted Accessory Use; D-Detailed site plan approval required; 
E-Special Exception Required: S-Special Permit Required; Z-Master Zoning Plan Required 
20 **Subject to Sec. 20.10.360; ***Subject to Sec. 20.10.370
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### Industrial equipmentrepair                   P P P A P P P           Z Z
§20.10.010; 
§20.10.020
### Personal goods repair                S P P P P P  P P P   D    D    Z Z
§20.10.010; 
§20.10.020
### Precision equipment repair                S P P P P P  P P P   D    D    Z Z
§20.10.010; 
§20.10.020
          13.00     Residential
###
Animals, keeping 
for enjoyment 
purposes
A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A
§20.10.010; 
§20.10.020; 
§20.10.290
### Apartment (5 or more units)         P P P P P P P  P P P P P      D D D D D   D Z Z 
§20.10.010; 
§20.10.020; 
§20.10.380
Administrative 
office, laundry 
room, sauna and 
exercise room, or 
vending machine 
per Section 
20.10.050.
### Bed and Breakfast (residence) S S S S S S S S P P P P S P P  S S S S P     S S S D S S   S Z Z 
§20.10.010; 
§20.10.020
### Bed and Breakfast Inn             S S S  S S P P P       S         
§20.10.010; 
§20.10.020
### Boarding house         S P P P P P P  P P P P P       D       Z   §20.10.010; §20.10.020
### Congregate home A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A           A  A  A A   A A A 
§20.10.010; 
§20.10.020; 
§20.10.150
###
Domestic garden 
house, toolhouse, 
playhouse
A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A  A A A A A     A A A A A A   A A A 
§20.10.010; 
§20.10.020; 
§20.10.050
### Domestic storage A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A  A A A A A     A A A A A A   A A A 
§20.10.010; 
§20.10.020; 
§20.10.050
X-Use Not Allowed; P-Permitted Use; A-Permitted Accessory Use; D-Detailed site plan approval required; 
E-Special Exception Required: S-Special Permit Required; Z-Master Zoning Plan Required 
21 **Subject to Sec. 20.10.360; ***Subject to Sec. 20.10.370
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### Duplex (two-family dwelling)      P P  P P P P P P P            D D  D D   D Z Z 
§20.10.010; 
§20.10.020
###
Dwelling, resident 
watchman or 
property caretaker
        A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A  A A   A A A  Z Z
§20.10.010; 
§20.10.020; 
§20.10.530
### Family home P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P  P P P P P     P D D  D D   S Z   §20.10.010; §20.10.020
### Guest, employee quarters A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A          A A A A A A A  A A  
§20.10.010; 
§20.10.020; 
§20.10.030
### Home occupation uses A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A           A A A A A A   A A A 
§20.10.010; 
§20.10.020; 
§20.10.270
### Hotel             S S S  S S P P P       S D       Z  §20.10.010; §20.10.020 
###
HUD-code 
manufactured home 
(single-family 
dwelling)
       P       P                      
§20.10.010; 
§20.10.020
###
HUD-code 
manufactured home 
park 
        S S S S S S P  S S P P        D D       Z 
§20.10.010; 
§20.10.020; 
§20.10.340
Management 
office, community 
building, 
recreational 
facilities, toilets, 
showers, laundry 
and vending 
machines.
### Industrialized home P P P P P P P  P P P P P P P           P D D  D D   D Z   §20.10.010; §20.10.020
### Laundry room A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A
§20.10.010; 
§20.10.020; 
§20.10.030
X-Use Not Allowed; P-Permitted Use; A-Permitted Accessory Use; D-Detailed site plan approval required; 
E-Special Exception Required: S-Special Permit Required; Z-Master Zoning Plan Required 
22 **Subject to Sec. 20.10.360; ***Subject to Sec. 20.10.370
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### Live-work flex unit             P P P P P P P P P  P P P   D D   D D D  Z 
§20.10.010; 
§20.10.020; 
§20.10.320
### Lodging house         S P P P P P P  P P P P P       D       Z   §20.10.010; §20.10.020
### Mobile home (single-family dwelling)        P       P                      
§20.10.010; 
§20.10.020
### Mobile home park         S S S S S S P  S S P P        D D       Z 
§20.10.010; 
§20.10.020; 
§20.10.340
Management 
office, community 
building, 
recreational 
facilities, toilets, 
showers, laundry 
and vending 
machines.
### Motel             S S S  S S P P P       S D       Z  §20.10.010; §20.10.020
### Quadraplex         P P P P P P P  P P P P P      D D  D D   D Z Z  §20.10.010; §20.10.020
### Ranch (>5 acres) P                         P         Z Z  §20.10.010; §20.10.020
### Ranchette  (>1 acre & <5 acres) P P P P P P P                   P         Z Z 
§20.10.010; 
§20.10.020
### Rooming house         S P P P P P P  P P P P P       D       Z   §20.10.010; §20.10.020
### Secondary mobile home                          S           
§20.10.010; 
§20.10.020; 
§20.10.600
X-Use Not Allowed; P-Permitted Use; A-Permitted Accessory Use; D-Detailed site plan approval required; 
E-Special Exception Required: S-Special Permit Required; Z-Master Zoning Plan Required 
23 **Subject to Sec. 20.10.360; ***Subject to Sec. 20.10.370
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###
Single-family 
attached dwelling 
(atrium, patio, 
townhouse, 
condominium)
     P P  P P P P P P P  P P P P P      D D D D D   D Z Z 
§20.10.010; 
§20.10.020; 
§20.10.050
Administrative 
office, laundry 
room, sauna and 
exercise room, or 
vending machine 
per Section 
20.10.050.
### Single-family detached dwelling P P P P P P P  P P P P P P P           P D D  D D   D Z  
§20.10.010; 
§20.10.020
###
Swimming pool, 
game court (non-
commercial)
A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A
§20.10.010; 
§20.10.020; 
§20.10.640
### Triplex         P P P P P P P  P P P P P      D D  D D   D Z Z  §20.10.010; §20.10.020
          14.00     Sales, retail & wholesale
### Adult book store                    P P                
§20.10.010; 
§20.10.020; 
§20.10.620
### Bakery            S S S  A P P P P P       D D   D  S Z Z 
§20.10.010; 
§20.10.020; 
§20.10.100
### Book store            S S S  A P P P P P       D D   D  S Z Z  §20.10.010; §20.10.020
### Boutique            S S S  A P P P P P       D D   D  S Z Z  §20.10.010; §20.10.020
### Cafeteria            S A A A A P P P P P  A A A   D D   D A   Z  §20.10.010; §20.10.020
### Cafeteria, school A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A     A A A A A A A  A A A A §20.10.010; §20.10.020
###
Coin-operated 
vending machines 
(inside a building)
A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A §20.10.010; §20.10.020
X-Use Not Allowed; P-Permitted Use; A-Permitted Accessory Use; D-Detailed site plan approval required; 
E-Special Exception Required: S-Special Permit Required; Z-Master Zoning Plan Required 
24 **Subject to Sec. 20.10.360; ***Subject to Sec. 20.10.370
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### Convenience store         S S S S S S S A P P P P P       D D S S D  S Z Z  §20.10.010; §20.10.020
### Convenience store with gas pumps         S S S S S S S S P P P P P       D S S S D  S Z Z 
§20.10.010; 
§20.10.020
### Delicatessen            S S S  A P P P P P       D D   D  S Z Z  §20.10.010; §20.10.020
### Drug store            S S S  A P P P P P  A A A   D D   D A S Z Z  §20.10.010; §20.10.020
### Farm supply store                    P      P            §20.10.010; §20.10.020
### Feed dealer                 P P P P      P  D          §20.10.010; §20.10.020
### Flea market (indoor)                 P P P P P       D D     S  Z  §20.10.010; §20.10.020
### Flea market (outdoor)                 P P P P        D      S  Z 
§20.10.010; 
§20.10.020; 
§20.10.430
### Flower shop, florist            S A A  A P P P P P     S  D D   D  S Z Z  §20.10.010; §20.10.020
### Grocery            S S S  S P P P P P       D D   D  S Z Z  §20.10.010; §20.10.020
### Hobby store                S P P P P P       D    D  S  Z  §20.10.010; §20.10.020
### Home improvement center                   P P P  P          D   Z Z
§20.10.010; 
§20.10.020
### Ice cream parlor            S S S  A P P P P P       D D   D  S D Z  §20.10.010; §20.10.020
###
Material sales 
(building & 
construction)
                  P P   P          D   Z Z
§20.10.010; 
§20.10.020
### Music store                S P P P P P       D D   D  S Z Z  §20.10.010; §20.10.020
### Newspaper printing facility                   P P P  P P P        P   Z Z
§20.10.010; 
§20.10.020
X-Use Not Allowed; P-Permitted Use; A-Permitted Accessory Use; D-Detailed site plan approval required; 
E-Special Exception Required: S-Special Permit Required; Z-Master Zoning Plan Required 
25 **Subject to Sec. 20.10.360; ***Subject to Sec. 20.10.370
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### Nursery, greenhouse P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P       D D   D  S Z Z 
§20.10.010; 
§20.10.020
###
Other retail 
establishment (high-
volume)
                  P P P  P P P           Z 
§20.10.010; 
§20.10.020
###
Other retail 
establishment (low-
volume)
                P P P P P  P P P   D D   D D S Z Z Z
§20.10.010; 
§20.10.020
###
Other wholesale 
establishment (high-
volume)
                   P   P P P        D    Z
§20.10.010; 
§20.10.020
###
Other wholesale 
establishment (low-
volume)
                  P P P  P P P       D D    Z
§20.10.010; 
§20.10.020
### Package liquor store                 P P P P P       D D   D A  Z Z 
§20.10.010; 
§20.10.020; 
§20.10.060
### Pawn shop                 P P P P P       D D   D    Z  §20.10.010; §20.10.020
### Pet shop (including grooming)             S S   P P P P P     S  D    D  S  Z 
§20.10.010; 
§20.10.020; 
§20.10.460
### Print & copy shop                 P P P P P       D D   D  S  Z  §20.10.010; §20.10.020
### Produce stand A A A A A A A          P P P P P     A  D       Z  §20.10.010; §20.10.020
### Restaurant (drive-in or walk up)            S    A P P P P P A P P P   D D   D  S  Z 
§20.10.010; 
§20.10.020; 
§20.10.060; 
§20.10.550
### Restaurant (sit down) A A A A A A A A A A A S A A A A P P P P P A P P P A A D D   D  S  Z 
§20.10.010; 
§20.10.020; 
§20.10.060
### Shopping center, community                 P P P P P      S D D   D   Z Z 
§20.10.010; 
§20.10.020
X-Use Not Allowed; P-Permitted Use; A-Permitted Accessory Use; D-Detailed site plan approval required; 
E-Special Exception Required: S-Special Permit Required; Z-Master Zoning Plan Required 
26 **Subject to Sec. 20.10.360; ***Subject to Sec. 20.10.370
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### Shopping center, regional                   P P P           D    Z 
§20.10.010; 
§20.10.020
### Snow cone, shaved ice stand or trailer            S P P P P P P P P P       D    D    Z 
§20.10.010; 
§20.10.020
### Specialty shop            S S S S  P P P P P       D D   D  S  Z  §20.10.010; §20.10.020
### Sporting goods store                 P P P P P       D D   D  S  Z 
§20.10.010; 
§20.10.020
### Supermarket                   P P P               Z  §20.10.010; §20.10.020
### Superstore                   P P P  P             Z  §20.10.010; §20.10.020
### Warehouse club                   P P P  P             Z  §20.10.010; §20.10.020
          15.00     Signs
### On-premise advertising A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A Chapter 20.18
### Off-premise advertising                  P P P   P P P             Chapter 20.18
          16.00     Temporary uses 
### Amusement rides (commercial)                P P P P P P P P P P S  P P   P P P  P P
§20.10.010; 
§20.10.020; 
§20.10.680
###
Borrow pit (related 
to construction 
operations)
P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P
§20.10.010; 
§20.10.020; 
§20.10.680
### Christmas tree stand             P P  P P P P P P     P      P    P 
§20.10.010; 
§20.10.020; 
§20.10.680
### Circus A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A P P P P P P P P P P S  P P A A P P P  P P
§20.10.010; 
§20.10.020; 
§20.10.680
X-Use Not Allowed; P-Permitted Use; A-Permitted Accessory Use; D-Detailed site plan approval required; 
E-Special Exception Required: S-Special Permit Required; Z-Master Zoning Plan Required 
27 **Subject to Sec. 20.10.360; ***Subject to Sec. 20.10.370
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### Concrete mixing or batching plant P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P     P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P
§20.10.010; 
§20.10.020; 
§20.10.680
### Firewood sales             P P  P P P P P P     P  P    P    P 
§20.10.010; 
§20.10.020; 
§20.10.680
### Garage sale A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A           A A A A A A   A A  
§20.10.010; 
§20.10.020; 
§20.10.680
###
Mobile 
office/storage unit 
(related to 
construction 
operations)
A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A
§20.10.010; 
§20.10.020; 
§20.10.680; 
§20.10.650
###
Mobile 
office/storage unit 
(related to sales or 
rental)
A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A
§20.10.010; 
§20.10.020; 
§20.10.680; 
§20.10.660
### Model dwelling P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P     P P P P P P P  P P P 
§20.10.010; 
§20.10.020; 
§20.10.680
### Neighborhood fair, carnival A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A P P P P P P P P P P S  P P A A P P P  P P
§20.10.010; 
§20.10.020; 
§20.10.680
### Pumpkin patch             P P  P P P P P P     P  P    P    P 
§20.10.010; 
§20.10.020; 
§20.10.680
X-Use Not Allowed; P-Permitted Use; A-Permitted Accessory Use; D-Detailed site plan approval required; 
E-Special Exception Required: S-Special Permit Required; Z-Master Zoning Plan Required 
28 **Subject to Sec. 20.10.360; ***Subject to Sec. 20.10.370
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### Recycling collection facility (small) A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A  A A A A A A A A A A
§20.10.010; 
§20.10.020; 
§20.10.520; 
§20.10.680
In a residential, R-
F, P-R I, P-R II, 
SRR and R-MU 
zoning district, a 
small recycling 
collection facility 
is permitted when 
accessory to a 
church, school or 
community center 
only.
### Rummage sale A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A           A A A A A A   A A  
§20.10.010; 
§20.10.020; 
§20.10.680
### Sales stands (ranch & farm products) A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A P P P P P P     A  P    P    A 
§20.10.010; 
§20.10.020; 
§20.10.670; 
§20.10.680
###
Temporary events 
on public rights-of-
way
A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A
§20.08.010; 
§20.08.020; 
Chapter 15.08
### Tents (special events) P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P
§20.10.010; 
§20.10.020; 
§20.10.680
### Yard sale A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A           A A A A A A   A A  
§20.10.010; 
§20.10.020; 
§20.10.680; 
§20.10.750
          17.00     Towers & related structures
###
Amateur & CB radio 
stations (federally 
licensed)
A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A
§20.10.010; 
§20.10.020; 
§20.10.070
X-Use Not Allowed; P-Permitted Use; A-Permitted Accessory Use; D-Detailed site plan approval required; 
E-Special Exception Required: S-Special Permit Required; Z-Master Zoning Plan Required 
29 **Subject to Sec. 20.10.360; ***Subject to Sec. 20.10.370
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###
Personal Wireless 
Service Facility 
(PWSF), facility-
mounted
P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P D D D D D D D D Z Z Z
§20.10.010; 
§20.10.020; 
§20.10.455
### PWSF, ground-mounted S S S S S S S S S S S S S S S P P P P P P P P P P S S D S S S D D S Z Z Z
§20.10.010; 
§20.10.020; 
§20.10.455
### PWSF, roof-mounted P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P D D D D D D D D Z Z Z
§20.10.010; 
§20.10.020; 
§20.10.455
### Radio broadcasting antenna S S S S S S S S S S S S S S S S S S S S S P P P P S S S S S S S D S Z Z Z
§20.10.010; 
§20.10.020; 
§20.10.700
###
Radio receiving 
station (residential-
type)
A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A
§20.10.010; 
§20.10.020; 
§20.10.710
### Satellite receiving dish, antenna A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A
§20.10.010; 
§20.10.020; 
§20.10.590
### Solar conversion system A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A
§20.10.010; 
§20.10.020; 
§20.10.200
###
Television 
broadcasting 
antenna
S S S S S S S S S S S S S S S S S S S S S P P P P S S S S S S S D S Z Z Z
§20.10.010; 
§20.10.020; 
§20.10.700
###
Television receiving 
station (residential-
type)
A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A
§20.10.010; 
§20.10.020; 
§20.10.710
###
Wind-driven 
electrical generator, 
pump
S S S S S S S S S S S S S S S S S S S S S S S S S S S S S S S S S S Z Z Z
§20.10.010; 
§20.10.020; 
§20.10.200
          18.00     Transportation related uses
### Airpad S S S S S S S S S S S S S S S S S S S S S P P P P S S S S S S S S S Z Z Z
§20.10.010; 
§20.10.020; 
§20.10.240
X-Use Not Allowed; P-Permitted Use; A-Permitted Accessory Use; D-Detailed site plan approval required; 
E-Special Exception Required: S-Special Permit Required; Z-Master Zoning Plan Required 
30 **Subject to Sec. 20.10.360; ***Subject to Sec. 20.10.370
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### Airport                       P P P            
§20.10.010; 
§20.10.020; 
§20.10.240
### Auxiliary rail facilities                    A A P P P P        D    
§20.10.010; 
§20.10.020; 
§20.10.240
### Auxiliary tracks                    A A P P P P        D    
§20.10.010; 
§20.10.020; 
§20.10.240
### Diesel maintenance facility                      P P P P            Z
§20.10.010; 
§20.10.020; 
§20.10.240
### Heliport                   S S S  P P P        S    
§20.10.010; 
§20.10.020; 
§20.10.240
### Helistop S S S S S S S S S S S S S S S S S S S S S P P P P S S S S S S S S S Z Z Z
§20.10.010; 
§20.10.020; 
§20.10.240
### Interlocking tower                  S S P P  P P P        D    
§20.10.010; 
§20.10.020; 
§20.10.240
### Intermodal facility                       P P P            
§20.10.010; 
§20.10.020; 
§20.10.240
### Motor carrier terminal                    P   P P P        S    Z
§20.10.010; 
§20.10.020; 
§20.10.240
### Passenger station                 S S S S P  P P P   S     D   Z Z
§20.10.010; 
§20.10.020; 
§20.10.240
### Railroad R.O.W. P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P §20.10.010; §20.10.020
### Railroad repair shop                        P P            
§20.10.010; 
§20.10.020; 
§20.10.240
X-Use Not Allowed; P-Permitted Use; A-Permitted Accessory Use; D-Detailed site plan approval required; 
E-Special Exception Required: S-Special Permit Required; Z-Master Zoning Plan Required 
31 **Subject to Sec. 20.10.360; ***Subject to Sec. 20.10.370
TABLE OF PERMISSIBLE USES 32 APPENDIX "A"
R -
1
R -
2
R -
2 A
R -
3
R -
3 A
R -
4
R -
5
R M
H
A -
1
A -
2
A -
3
A -
4  
A -
O
A -
3 / O
A -
M
C -
O P
C -
1
C -
2
C -
3
C -
4
C -
5
Q M -
1
M -
2
M -
3
R -
F
P M
D *
* * *
S -
D *
*
U -
P *
*
P -
R  
I * *
P -
R  
I I *
*
P -
C *
*
P -
I * *
S R
R *
*
R -
M U
* *
G -
M U
* *
I - M
U *
*
Accessory Uses 
Permitted to 
Specific Use
Supplemental 
Standards Use
Special PurposeResidential ManufacturingCommercial
### Railroad spur tracks                    A A A P P P        D    Z
§20.10.010; 
§20.10.020; 
§20.10.240
### Railyard                       P P P            
§20.10.010; 
§20.10.020; 
§20.10.240
### Transportation terminal, Type A                 S S P P P  P P P   S     S    Z
§20.10.010; 
§20.10.020; 
§20.10.240
### Transportation terminal, Type B                   S P P  P P P        D    Z
§20.10.010; 
§20.10.020; 
§20.10.240
          19.00     Utility & miscellaneous governmental facilities
### Communication utility facility P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P
§20.10.010; 
§20.10.020; 
§20.10.730
### Detention basin (public/private) P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P
§20.10.010; 
§20.10.020
### Governmental use, building S S S S S S S S S S S S S S S S S S S P P S P P P S S S S S S S S S Z Z Z
§20.10.010; 
§20.10.020; 
§20.10.260
### Major utility facility S S S S S S S S S S S S S S S S S S S S S S S P P S S S S S S S S S Z Z Z
§20.10.010; 
§20.10.020; 
§20.10.730
### Minor utility facility P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P
§20.10.010; 
§20.10.020; 
§20.10.730
X-Use Not Allowed; P-Permitted Use; A-Permitted Accessory Use; D-Detailed site plan approval required; 
E-Special Exception Required: S-Special Permit Required; Z-Master Zoning Plan Required 
32 **Subject to Sec. 20.10.360; ***Subject to Sec. 20.10.370
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R  
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P -
C *
*
P -
I * *
S R
R *
*
R -
M U
* *
G -
M U
* *
I - M
U *
*
Accessory Uses 
Permitted to 
Specific Use
Supplemental 
Standards Use
Special PurposeResidential ManufacturingCommercial
### Resource recovery plant                      S S S S            
§20.10.010; 
§20.10.020; 
§20.10.730
Buildings, 
equipment, 
supplies or land 
used for 
processing, 
storage, 
maintenance or 
sale of materials; 
operating and 
security 
personnel offices.
### Sanitary landfill                      S S S S             §20.10.010; §20.10.020
Buildings, 
equipment, 
supplies or land 
used for 
processing, 
storage, 
maintenance or 
sale of materials; 
operating and 
security 
personnel offices.
### Streets and ROW (public or private) P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P
§20.10.010; 
§20.10.020
###
Stormwater 
retention pond 
(public/private)
P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P §20.10.010; §20.10.020
### Utility storage yard S S S S S S S S S S S S S S S S S S S S S S P P P S S S S S S S S S Z Z Z
§20.10.010; 
§20.10.020; 
§20.10.730
X-Use Not Allowed; P-Permitted Use; A-Permitted Accessory Use; D-Detailed site plan approval required; 
E-Special Exception Required: S-Special Permit Required; Z-Master Zoning Plan Required 
33 **Subject to Sec. 20.10.360; ***Subject to Sec. 20.10.370
TABLE OF PERMISSIBLE USES 34 APPENDIX "A"
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A -
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M
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1
C -
2
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3
C -
4
C -
5
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1
M -
2
M -
3
R -
F
P M
D *
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S -
D *
*
U -
P *
*
P -
R  
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P -
R  
I I *
*
P -
C *
*
P -
I * *
S R
R *
*
R -
M U
* *
G -
M U
* *
I - M
U *
*
Accessory Uses 
Permitted to 
Specific Use
Supplemental 
Standards Use
Special PurposeResidential ManufacturingCommercial
### Water & wastewaterutility facility P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P
§20.10.010; 
§20.10.020; 
§20.10.730
          OVERLAY DESIGNATIONS
HPO
Historic 
Preservation 
Overlay
S S S S S S S S S S S S S S S S S S S S S S S S S S S S S S S S S S S S S
§20.10.010; 
§20.10.020; 
Chapter 20.20
IDO Infill Development Overlay S S S S S S S S S S S S S S S S S S S S S       S S S S S  S S S 
§20.10.010; 
§20.10.020; 
§20.10.280
NCO
Neighborhood 
Conservation 
Overlay
S S S S S S S S S S S S S S S S S S S S S       S S S S S  S S S 
§20.10.010; 
§20.10.020; 
§20.10.400
PRO
Planned Residential 
Development 
Overlay
S S S S S S S S S S S S S S              S S      S  
§20.10.010; 
§20.10.020; 
§20.10.470
RRO
Restricted 
Residential Mixed 
Use Overlay
S S S S S S S  S S S S S S            S  S  S S   S   
§20.10.010; 
§20.10.020; 
§20.10.560
TDR Transfer of Development Rights S S S S S S S  S S S S S S S S S S S S S     S S S S S S    S S 
§20.10.010; 
§20.10.020; 
§20.10.xxx
X-Use Not Allowed; P-Permitted Use; A-Permitted Accessory Use; D-Detailed site plan approval required; 
E-Special Exception Required: S-Special Permit Required; Z-Master Zoning Plan Required 
34 **Subject to Sec. 20.10.360; ***Subject to Sec. 20.10.370
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El Paso, Texas, Code of Ordinances >> Title 20 - ZONING >> Appendix B - TABLE OF DENSITY AND DIMENSIONAL STANDARDS >>
Appendix B - TABLE OF DENSITY AND DIMENSIONAL STANDARDS
A SUBPART A SUBPART B SUBPART C SUBPART D
B Lot & Dwelling Size Building Setbacks (in feet)
C Zoning
District
Minimum
District
Area
Permitted Use
(as established
in Chapter
20.08
Minimum Lot
Area (square
feet)
Minimum
Average
Lot
Width (in
feet)
Minimum
Lot
Depth (in
feet)
Other
Standards
Minimum
Front
Yard (in
feet)
Minimum
Rear Yard
(in feet)
Minimum
Cumulative
Front &
Rear Yard
Total
Minimum
Side Yard
(in feet)
Minimum
Side
Street
Yard (in
feet)
Minimum
Cumulative
Side & Side
Street
Yard Total
Other
Standards
Maximum
Height
Limitation
(in feet)
D R-1 No minimum Single-family
dwelling
20,000 125 150 None 30 30 100 15 20 40 Accessory
structures,
see Section
20.10.030
35
D.1 R-1 No minimum Other
permitted
uses, except
as otherwise
specified in
this title
20,000 100 150 See Chapter
20.10
30 30 100 15 20 40 See Chapter
20.10
35
E R-2 No minimum Single-family
dwelling
10,000 80 110 None 25 25 60 8 10 20 Accessory
structures,
see Section
20.10.030
35
E-1 R-2 No minimum Other
permitted
uses, except
as otherwise
specified in
this title
20,000 100 150 See Chapter
20.10
25 25 60 8 10 20 See Chapter
20.10
35
F R-2A No minimum Single-family
dwelling
8,000 70 100 None 25 25 60 8 10 16 Accessory
structures,
see Section
20.10.030
35
F.1 R-2A No minimum Other
permitted
uses, except
as otherwise
specified in
this title
20,000 100 150 See Chapter
20.10
25 25 60 8 10 16 See Chapter
20.10
35
G R-3 No minimum Single-family
dwelling
6,000 60 90 None 20 20 50 5 10 N/A Accessory
structures,
see Section
20.10.030
35
G.1 R-3 No minimum Other
permitted
uses, except
as otherwise
specified in
this title
20,000 100 150 See Chapter
20.10
20 20 50 5 10 N/A See Chapter
20.10
35
H R-3A No minimum Single-family
dwelling
5,000 50 90 None 15,
except
that a 20'
driveway
must be
provided
15 45 5 10 N/A Accessory
structures,
see Section
20.10.030
35
H.1 R-3A No minimum Other
permitted
uses, except
as otherwise
specified in
this title
20,000 100 150 See Chapter
20.10
15,
except
that a 20'
driveway
must be
provided
15 45 5 10 N/A See Chapter
20.10
35
I R-4 No minimum Single-family
dwelling
6,000 50 90 None 10,
except
that a 20'
driveway
must be
provided
10 45 5 10 N/A Accessory
structures,
see Section
20.10.030
35
I.1 R-4 No minimum Two-family
dwelling
7,000 70 90 None 10,
except
that a 20'
driveway
must be
provided
10 45 5 10 N/A Accessory
structures,
see Section
20.10.030
35
I.2 R-4 No minimum Other
permitted
uses, except
as otherwise
specified in
this title
No minimum No
minimum
No
minimum
See Chapter
20.10
10,
except
that a 20'
driveway
must be
provided
10 45 5 10 N/A See Chapter
20.10
35; except
that buildings
may increase
the height
about thirty-
five (35) feet
if an
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permitted
uses, except
as otherwise
specified in
this title
20.10 20.10
M A-2 No minimum Single-family
dwelling
3,500 35 90 None 10,
except
that a 20'
driveway
must be
provided
15 45 5 10 N/A Accessory
structures,
see Section
20.10.030
35
M.1 A-2 No minimum Two-family
dwelling
5,000 50 90 None 10,
except
that a 20'
driveway
must be
provided
15 45 5 10 N/A Accessory
structures,
see Section
20.10.030
35
M.2 A-2 No minimum Single-family
attached
dwellings &
apartments
6,000 50 100 Minimum lot
area of 1,750
sf per unit;
open space
minimum of
50% for
interior lots
and 40% for
corner lots
0 25 N/A 5 10 N/A N/A 35
M.3 A-2 No minimum Other
permitted
uses, except
as otherwise
specified in
this title
4,500 45 90 See Chapter
20.10
20 25 N/A 5 10 N/A See Chapter
20.10
35
N A-3 No minimum Single-family
dwelling
2,400 40 60 None 10,
except
that a 20'
driveway
must be
provided
10 40 4 5 N/A Accessory
structures,
see Section
20.10.030
35
N.1 A-3 No minimum Two-family
dwelling
4,000 50 80 None 10,
except
that a 20'
driveway
must be
provided
10 40 4 5 N/A Accessory
structures,
see Section
20.10.030
35
N.2 A-3 No minimum Single-family
attached
dwellings &
apartments
4,000 50 80 Minimum lot
area of 750 sf
per unit;
except for
buildings 3
stories or
more in
height,
minimum lot
area of 500 sf
per unit is
required;
minimum
open space of
40% of
interior lots
and 30% of
corner lots
0 20 N/A 4 5 N/A N/A 35; buildings
may exceed
thirty-five
(35) feet if an
additional
setback of
two (2) feet
for each one
(1) foot of
height in
excess of
thirty-five
(35) feet is
provided
N.3 A-3 No minimum Other
permitted
uses, except
as otherwise
specified in
this title
2,400 40 60 See Chapter
20.10
20 25 N/A 15 20 N/A See Chapter
20.10
35; buildings
may exceed
thirty-five
(35) feet if an
additional
setback of
two (2) feet
for each one
(1) foot of
height in
excess of
thirty-five
(35) feet is
provided
O A-4 No minimum Single-family
dwelling
2,400 40 60 None 10,
except
that a 20'
driveway
must be
provided
10 40 4 5 N/A Accessory
structures,
see Section
20.10.030
35
O.1 A-4 No minimum Two-family
dwelling
4,000 50 80 None 10,
except
that a 20'
driveway
must be
10 40 4 5 N/A Accessory
structures,
see Section
20.10.030
35
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provided
O.2 A-4 No minimum Single-family
attached
dwellings &
apartments
20,000 100 100 Multi-family:
minimum
floor area of
300 sf per
dwelling unit
0 20 N/A 4 10 N/A Perimeter
designed to
ensure
compatibility
with
adjacent
development
thru the use
of setbacks,
screening
walls or
landscaping;
minimum
setback of 10
feet
between any
structure
and
adjoining
ROW
Per approved
site
development
plan
O.3 A-4 No minimum Other
permitted
uses, except
as otherwise
specified in
this title
20,000 100 100 See Chapter
20.10; mixed-
use
developments
shall be
designed in a
manner that
separates the
residential
and non-
residential
uses
20 25 N/A 5 10 N/A Perimeter
designed to
ensure
compatibility
with
adjacent
development
thru the use
of setbacks,
screening
walls or
landscaping;
minimum
setback of 10
feet
between any
structure
and
adjoining
ROW
Per approved
site
development
plan
P A-0 No minimum Single-family
dwelling
4,000 40 90 None 10,
except
that a 20'
driveway
must be
provided
10 45 5 10 N/A Accessory
structures,
see Section
20.10.030
Max height
equal to the
distance
between the
centerline of
abutting
street and
face of the
building
abutting that
street.
P.1 A-0 No minimum Two-family
dwelling
6,000 50 90 None 10,
except
that a 20'
driveway
must be
provided
10 45 5 10 N/A Accessory
structures,
see Section
20.10.030
Max height
equal to the
distance
between the
centerline of
abutting
street and
face of the
building
abutting that
street.
P.2 A-0 No minimum Single-family
attached
dwellings &
apartments
6,000 50 100 Minimum lot
area of 750 sf
per dwelling
unit; lot
coverage not
to exceed
50%
0 25 N/A 5 10 N/A N/A Max height
equal to the
distance
between the
centerline of
abutting
street and
face of the
building
abutting that
street.
P.3 A-0 No minimum Other
permitted
uses, except
as otherwise
specified in
this title
6,000 50 90 See Chapter
20.10
20 5 N/A 5 10 N/A See Chapter
20.10
Max height
equal to the
distance
between the
centerline of
abutting
street and
face of the
building
abutting that
street.
Q A-3/0 No minimum Churches N/A 150 200 N/A 20 10 N/A 5 10 N/A N/A Max height
equal to the
distance
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average lot
width of 150
feet
T C-1 No minimum Apartments 1,500 per
dwelling unit
N/A N/A Maximum of
29 units per
acre
0 25 N/A 5 10 N/A See
Development
Standards in
Section
20.10.380 of
this Title
35; may
exceed 35
feet when an
additional
setback of
one foot is
provided
from all
adjacent
yardlines for
each foot of
height in
excess of 35.
T.1 C-1 No minimum Other
permitted
uses, except
as otherwise
specified in
this title
N/A N/A N/A See Chapter
20.10
0 10 N/A 10 when
abutting a
residential
or
apartment
district
10 N/A See Chapter
20.10
35; may
exceed 35
feet when an
additional
setback of
one foot is
provided
from all
adjacent
yardlines for
each foot of
height in
excess of 35.
U C-2 No minimum Apartments 1,500 per
dwelling unit
N/A N/A Maximum of
29 units per
acre
0 25 N/A 5 10 N/A See
Development
Standards in
Section
20.10.380 of
this Title
35; may
exceed 35 ft
when an
additional
setback of
one foot is
provided
from all
adjacent
yardlines for
each foot of
height in
excess of 35.
U.1 C-2 No minimum Self-storage
warehouse
Minimum
site of 2
acres, unless
abutting &
adjacent to
a minimum
of 4 acres
zoned
commercial,
then the
minimum
shall be 1
acre
200 200 See
Development
Standards in
Section
20.10.610 of
this title
15 20 N/A 10 when
abutting a
residential
or
apartment
district
10 N/A See
Development
Standards in
Section
20.10.610 of
this Title
See
Development
Standards in
Section
20.10.610 of
this Title
U.2 C-2 No minimum Other
permitted
uses, except
as otherwise
specified in
this title
N/A N/A N/A See Chapter
20.10
0 20 N/A 10 when
abutting a
residential
or
apartment
district
10 N/A See Chapter
20.10
35; may
exceed 35 ft
when an
additional
setback of
one foot is
provided
from all
adjacent
yardlines for
each foot of
height in
excess of 35.
V C-3 No minimum Apartments 1,500 per
dwelling unit
N/A N/A Maximum of
29 units per
acre
0 25 N/A 5 10 N/A See
Development
Standards in
Section
20.10.380 of
this Title
35; may
exceed 35 ft
when an
additional
setback of
one foot is
provided
from all
adjacent
yardlines for
each foot of
height in
excess of 35.
V.1 C-3 No minimum Self-storage
warehouse
Minimum
site of 2
acres, unless
abutting &
adjacent to
a minimum
of 4 acres
200 200 See
Development
Standards in
Section
20.10.610 of
this title
15 20 N/A 10 when
abutting a
residential
or
apartment
district
10 N/A See
Development
Standards in
Section
20.10.610 of
this Title
See
Development
Standards in
Section
20.10.610 of
this Title
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zoned
commercial,
then the
minimum
shall be 1
acre
V.2 C-3 No minimum Manufactured
home park
30,000 N/A N/A See
Development
Standards in
Section
20.10.340 of
this title
15 10 N/A 10 when
abutting a
residential
or
apartment
district
10 N/A See
Development
Standards in
Section
20.10.340 of
this Title
See
Development
Standards in
Section
20.10.340 of
this Title
V.3 C-3 No minimum Other
permitted
uses, except
as otherwise
specified in
this title
N/A N/A N/A See Chapter
20.10
0 10 N/A 10 when
abutting a
residential
or
apartment
district
10 N/A See Chapter
20.10
35; may
exceed 35 ft
when an
additional
setback of
one foot is
provided
from all
adjacent
yardlines for
each foot of
height in
excess of 35.
W C-4 No minimum Apartments Minimum
site area of
4,000 sf
50 N/A Minimum lot
area of 750 sf
per dwelling
unit; unless 3
or more
stories, then
minimum lot
area of 500 sf
per dwelling
unit
0 25 N/A 5 10 N/A See
Development
Standards in
Section
20.10.380 of
this title
60; may
exceed 60'
when an
additional
setback of
one foot is
provided
from all
adjacent
yardlines for
each foot of
height in
excess of 60.
W.1 C-4 No minimum Manufactured
home parks
30,000 N/A N/A See
Development
Standards in
Section
20.10.340 of
this title
15 10 N/A 10 when
abutting a
residential
or
apartment
district
10 N/A See
Development
Standards in
Section
20.10.340 of
this title
See
Development
Standards in
Section
20.10.340 of
this title
W.2 C-4 No minimum Other
permitted
uses, except
as otherwise
specified in
this title
N/A N/A N/A See Chapter
20.10
0 10 N/A 10 when
abutting a
residential
or
apartment
district
10 N/A See Chapter
20.10; Floor
area ratio of
1.5
60; may
exceed 60'
when an
additional
setback of
one foot is
provided
from all
adjacent
yardlines for
each foot of
height in
excess of 60.
X C-5 No minimum Apartments Minimum
site area of
4000 sf
50 N/A Each
apartment
dwelling unit
shall have a
minimum of
400 sf
0 0 N/A 0 0 N/A See
Development
Standards in
Section
20.10.380 of
this title
N/A
X.1 C-5 No minimum Other
permitted
uses, except
as otherwise
specified in
this title
N/A N/A N/A See Chapter
20.10
0 0 N/A 0 0 N/A See Chapter
20.10
N/A
Y Q 5 acres;
extensions
to the
district from
a common
boundary
may be
considered
in
increments
of 5 acres or
less
Extraction
operations
N/A N/A N/A See
Development
Standards in
Section
20.10.500 of
this title
100 100 N/A 100 100 N/A See
Development
Standards in
Section
20.10.500 of
this title
N/A
Y.1 Q 5 acres;
extensions
to the
district from
a common
Accessory uses N/A N/A N/A See
Development
Standards in
Section
20.10.500 of
25 25 N/A 25 25 N/A See
Development
Standards in
Section
20.10.500 of
N/A
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A SUBPART A SUBPART B SUBPART C SUBPART D
B Lot & Dwelling Size Building Setbacks (in feet)
C Zoning
District
Minimum
District
Area
Permitted Use
(as established
in Chapter
20.08
Minimum Lot
Area (square
feet)
Minimum
Average
Lot
Width (in
feet)
Minimum
Lot
Depth (in
feet)
Other
Standards
Minimum
Front
Yard (in
feet)
Minimum
Rear Yard
(in feet)
Minimum
Cumulative
Front &
Rear Yard
Total
Minimum
Side Yard
(in feet)
Minimum
Side
Street
Yard (in
feet)
Minimum
Cumulative
Side & Side
Street
Yard Total
Other
Standards
Maximum
Height
Limitation
(in feet)
D R-1 No minimum Single-family
dwelling
20,000 125 150 None 30 30 100 15 20 40 Accessory
structures,
see Section
20.10.030
35
D.1 R-1 No minimum Other
permitted
uses, except
as otherwise
specified in
this title
20,000 100 150 See Chapter
20.10
30 30 100 15 20 40 See Chapter
20.10
35
E R-2 No minimum Single-family
dwelling
10,000 80 110 None 25 25 60 8 10 20 Accessory
structures,
see Section
20.10.030
35
E-1 R-2 No minimum Other
permitted
uses, except
as otherwise
specified in
this title
20,000 100 150 See Chapter
20.10
25 25 60 8 10 20 See Chapter
20.10
35
F R-2A No minimum Single-family
dwelling
8,000 70 100 None 25 25 60 8 10 16 Accessory
structures,
see Section
20.10.030
35
F.1 R-2A No minimum Other
permitted
uses, except
as otherwise
specified in
this title
20,000 100 150 See Chapter
20.10
25 25 60 8 10 16 See Chapter
20.10
35
G R-3 No minimum Single-family
dwelling
6,000 60 90 None 20 20 50 5 10 N/A Accessory
structures,
see Section
20.10.030
35
G.1 R-3 No minimum Other
permitted
uses, except
as otherwise
specified in
this title
20,000 100 150 See Chapter
20.10
20 20 50 5 10 N/A See Chapter
20.10
35
H R-3A No minimum Single-family
dwelling
5,000 50 90 None 15,
except
that a 20'
driveway
must be
provided
15 45 5 10 N/A Accessory
structures,
see Section
20.10.030
35
H.1 R-3A No minimum Other
permitted
uses, except
as otherwise
specified in
this title
20,000 100 150 See Chapter
20.10
15,
except
that a 20'
driveway
must be
provided
15 45 5 10 N/A See Chapter
20.10
35
I R-4 No minimum Single-family
dwelling
6,000 50 90 None 10,
except
that a 20'
driveway
must be
provided
10 45 5 10 N/A Accessory
structures,
see Section
20.10.030
35
I.1 R-4 No minimum Two-family
dwelling
7,000 70 90 None 10,
except
that a 20'
driveway
must be
provided
10 45 5 10 N/A Accessory
structures,
see Section
20.10.030
35
I.2 R-4 No minimum Other
permitted
uses, except
as otherwise
specified in
this title
No minimum No
minimum
No
minimum
See Chapter
20.10
10,
except
that a 20'
driveway
must be
provided
10 45 5 10 N/A See Chapter
20.10
35; except
that buildings
may increase
the height
about thirty-
five (35) feet
if an
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zoned
commercial,
then the
minimum
shall be 1
acre
V.2 C-3 No minimum Manufactured
home park
30,000 N/A N/A See
Development
Standards in
Section
20.10.340 of
this title
15 10 N/A 10 when
abutting a
residential
or
apartment
district
10 N/A See
Development
Standards in
Section
20.10.340 of
this Title
See
Development
Standards in
Section
20.10.340 of
this Title
V.3 C-3 No minimum Other
permitted
uses, except
as otherwise
specified in
this title
N/A N/A N/A See Chapter
20.10
0 10 N/A 10 when
abutting a
residential
or
apartment
district
10 N/A See Chapter
20.10
35; may
exceed 35 ft
when an
additional
setback of
one foot is
provided
from all
adjacent
yardlines for
each foot of
height in
excess of 35.
W C-4 No minimum Apartments Minimum
site area of
4,000 sf
50 N/A Minimum lot
area of 750 sf
per dwelling
unit; unless 3
or more
stories, then
minimum lot
area of 500 sf
per dwelling
unit
0 25 N/A 5 10 N/A See
Development
Standards in
Section
20.10.380 of
this title
60; may
exceed 60'
when an
additional
setback of
one foot is
provided
from all
adjacent
yardlines for
each foot of
height in
excess of 60.
W.1 C-4 No minimum Manufactured
home parks
30,000 N/A N/A See
Development
Standards in
Section
20.10.340 of
this title
15 10 N/A 10 when
abutting a
residential
or
apartment
district
10 N/A See
Development
Standards in
Section
20.10.340 of
this title
See
Development
Standards in
Section
20.10.340 of
this title
W.2 C-4 No minimum Other
permitted
uses, except
as otherwise
specified in
this title
N/A N/A N/A See Chapter
20.10
0 10 N/A 10 when
abutting a
residential
or
apartment
district
10 N/A See Chapter
20.10; Floor
area ratio of
1.5
60; may
exceed 60'
when an
additional
setback of
one foot is
provided
from all
adjacent
yardlines for
each foot of
height in
excess of 60.
X C-5 No minimum Apartments Minimum
site area of
4000 sf
50 N/A Each
apartment
dwelling unit
shall have a
minimum of
400 sf
0 0 N/A 0 0 N/A See
Development
Standards in
Section
20.10.380 of
this title
N/A
X.1 C-5 No minimum Other
permitted
uses, except
as otherwise
specified in
this title
N/A N/A N/A See Chapter
20.10
0 0 N/A 0 0 N/A See Chapter
20.10
N/A
Y Q 5 acres;
extensions
to the
district from
a common
boundary
may be
considered
in
increments
of 5 acres or
less
Extraction
operations
N/A N/A N/A See
Development
Standards in
Section
20.10.500 of
this title
100 100 N/A 100 100 N/A See
Development
Standards in
Section
20.10.500 of
this title
N/A
Y.1 Q 5 acres;
extensions
to the
district from
a common
Accessory uses N/A N/A N/A See
Development
Standards in
Section
20.10.500 of
25 25 N/A 25 25 N/A See
Development
Standards in
Section
20.10.500 of
N/A
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boundary
may be
considered
in
increments
of 5 acres or
less
this title this title
Z M-1/
M-2/
M-3 
No minimum All uses,
except as
otherwise
specified in
this title
N/A N/A N/A See Chapter
20.10
15 10 N/A 10 when
abutting a
residential
or
apartment
district
10 N/A See Chapter
20.10; Floor
area ratio of
1.0
60; may
exceed 60'
when an
additional
setback of
one foot is
provided
from all
adjacent
yardlines for
each foot of
height in
excess of 60.
AA R-F None Single-family
dwelling
1 acre 125 200 Secondary
Manufactured
home, see
Section
20.10.600
50 50 N/A 20 25 N/A Accessory
structures,
see Section
20.10.030
35
AA.1 R-F None Nursery,
greenhouse,
raising or
harvesting
field (tree or
bush crops),
poultry,
pasturage
5 acres 125 200 See Chapter
20.10 and
Title 7
50 50 N/A 20 25 N/A No structure
shall be
located
closer than
fifty (50)
feet from
any major
arterial
right-of-way
as shown on
the City's
major
thoroughfare
plan
35
AA.2 R-F None Small or large
animal
veterinary
hospital or
clinic
1 acre 100 150 See Chapter
20.10 and
Title 7
50 50 N/A 20 25 N/A No structure
shall be
located
closer than
fifty (50)
feet from
any major
arterial
right-of-way
as shown on
the City's
major
thoroughfare
plan
35
AA.3 R-F None Kennels &
animal
training
establishments
6 acres 125 200 See Chapter
20.10 and
Title 7
50 50 N/A 20 25 N/A No structure
shall be
located
closer than
fifty (50)
feet from
any major
arterial
right-of-way
as shown on
the City's
major
thoroughfare
plan
35
AA.4 R-F None Feeder lots 20 acres 125 200 See Chapter
20.10 and
Title 7
50 50 N/A 20 25 N/A No structure
shall be
located
closer than
fifty (50)
feet from
any major
arterial
right-of-way
as shown on
the City's
major
thoroughfare
plan
35
AA.5 R-F None Other
permitted
uses, except
as otherwise
specified in
this title
1 acre 125 200 See Chapter
20.10
50 50 N/A 20 25 N/A See Chapter
20.10
35
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BB PMD 1 acre where
common or
public open
space is
dedicated;
provided
that
extensions of
1 acre or
less to an
existing PMD
from a
common
boundary
may be
considered
All Uses:
maximum
density per
gross acre is
determined on
a percent
average slope
basis of the
property (see
Section
20.10.370 of
this title)
No
minimum;
except
where
private open
space is
proposed, a
minimum lot
area of one-
half (1/2)
acre for
single &
two-family
dwellings
None None See Section
20.10.370 of
this title
10, for
single
family
detached
dwellings
where
common
open
space is
provided;
or as
otherwise
approved
on
detailed
site
develop-
ment
plan
10, for
single
family
detached
dwellings
where
common
open
space is
provided;
or as
otherwise
approved
on
detailed
site
develop-
ment plan
N/A 5, for
single
family
detached
dwellings
where
common
open
space is
provided;
or as
otherwise
approved
on
detailed
site
develop-
ment plan
10, for
single
family
detached
dwellings
where
common
open
space is
provided;
or as
otherwise
approved
on
detailed
site
develop-
ment
plan
10'
between
detached
structures,
plus 2
additional
feet of
separation
for each
story over
2;
minimum
10' setback
for all
structures
abutting
public or
private
ROW;
except
that a 20'
driveway is
required
See Chapter
20.10
35; measured
from the
lowest living
area floor
level & shall
not exceed
35 from the
highest
elevation of
the lot, or as
approved by
City Council
where it can
be
demonstrated
that the
additional
height will
not have a
detrimental
effect on
surrounding
land uses
CC S-D 1 acre (City
Council may
designate
sites of less
than one
acre)
Single-family
detached
4,000 40 100 See Section
20.10.360 of
this title;
reduced lot
sizes may be
requested
thru approval
of a site
development
plan
10,
except
that a 20'
driveway
must be
provided
10 N/A 10 feet
between
structures
10 N/A See Section
20.10.360 of
this title;
reduced
setbacks may
be requested
thru
approval of a
site
development
plan
45; except in
developments
of more than
25 acres or as
approved by
City Council
CC.1 S-D 1 acre (City
Council may
designate
sites of less
than one
acre)
Other
permitted
uses, except
as otherwise
specified in
this title
N/A N/A N/A Max of 20
dwelling units
per acre
20 10 N/A 10 feet
between
structures
10 N/A See Section
20.10.360 of
this title;
reduced
setbacks may
be requested
thru
approval of a
site
development
plan
45; except in
developments
of more than
25 acres or as
approved by
City Council
DD U-P See
Development
Standards in
Section
20.10.360 of
this title
Single-family
detached &
attached,
two-family
N/A N/A N/A See
Development
Standards in
Section
20.10.360 of
this title
0 0 N/A 0 0 N/A Accessory
structures,
see Section
20.10.030
See
Development
Standards in
Section
20.10.360 of
this title
DD.1 U-P See
Development
Standards in
Section
20.10.360 of
this Title
Apartments lot area of
500 sf per
dwelling unit
N/A N/A See
Development
Standards in
Section
20.10.360 of
this title
0 0 N/A 0 0 N/A See
Development
Standards in
Section
20.10.360 of
this title
See
Development
Standards in
Section
20.10.360 of
this title
DD.2 U-P See
Development
Standards in
Section
20.10.360 of
this title
Residential/
commercial
mixed-use
9,360 75 N/A See
Development
Standards in
Section
20.10.360 of
this title
0 0 N/A 0 0 N/A See Chapter
20.10
See
Development
Standards in
Section
20.10.360 of
this title
DD.3 U-P See
Development
Standards in
Section
20.10.360 of
this title
Church No minimum No
minimum
No
minimum
See
Development
Standards in
Section
20.10.360 of
this title
0 0 N/A 0 0 N/A N/A See
Development
Standards in
Section
20.10.360 of
this title
EE P-R I 1 acre;
extensions
to the
original
district from
a common
boundary
may be
considered
in
increments
of 1 acre or
less.
Single-family
detached
4,000 40 100 Maximum of 7
units per
acre; lot size
may be
reduced by
site
development
plan; see
Development
Standards in
Section
20.10.360
10,
except
that a 20'
driveway
must be
provided
10 N/A 10
between
structures
10 N/A See Section
20.10.360 of
this title;
setbacks may
be reduced if
approved on
site
development
plan
35; except as
approved by
City Council
EE1 P-R I 1 acre;
extensions
to the
original
Other
permitted
uses, except
as otherwise
As approved
on site
develop-
ment plan
As
approved
on site
develop-
As
approved
on site
develop-
Maximum of 7
units per
acre; see
Development
As
approved
on site
develop-
As
approved
on site
develop-
N/A 10
between
structures
As
approved
on site
develop-
N/A See Section
20.10.360 of
this title;
setbacks
35; except as
approved by
City Council
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district from
a common
boundary
may be
considered
in
increments
of 1 acre or
less.
specified in
this title
ment
plan
ment
plan
Standards in
Section
20.10.360
ment
plan
ment plan ment
plan
determined
by site
development
plan
FF P-R II 1 acre;
extensions
to the
original
district from
a common
boundary
may be
considered
in
increments
of 1 acre or
less.
Single-family
detached
4,000 40 100 Maximum of
14 units per
acre; lot size
maybe
reduced by
site
development
plan; see
Development
Standards in
Section
20.10.360
10,
except
that a 20'
driveway
must be
provided
20 N/A 10
between
structures
10 N/A See Section
20.10.360 of
this title;
setbacks may
be reduced if
approved on
site
development
plan
35; except as
approved by
City Council
FF.1 P-R II 1 acre;
extensions
to the
original
district from
a common
boundary
may be
considered
in
increments
of 1 acre or
less.
Other
permitted
uses, except
as otherwise
specified in
this title
As approved
on site
development
plan
As
approved
on site
develop-
ment
plan
As
approved
on site
develop-
ment
plan
Maximum of
14 units per
acre; see
Develop-
ment
Standards in
Section
20.10.360
As
approved
on site
develop-
ment
plan
As
approved
on site
develop-
ment plan
N/A 10
between
structures
As
approved
on site
develop-
ment
plan
N/A See Section
20.10.360 of
this title;
setbacks
determined
by site
development
plan
35; except as
approved by
City Council
GG P-C No minimum Neighborhood
shopping
center
As approved
on site
development
plan
As
approved
on site
develop-
ment
plan
As
approved
on site
develop-
ment
plan
See
Development
Standards in
Section
20.10.360 of
this title
10 10 N/A 10 10 N/A Principal
access shall
be from
collector or
arterial
streets. No
access from
a residential
street.
25
GG.1P-C No minimum Community
shopping
center
As approved
on site
development
plan
As
approved
on site
develop-
ment
plan
As
approved
on site
develop-
ment
plan
See Develop-
ment
Standards in
Section
20.10.360 of
this title
10 10 N/A 10 10 N/A Principal
access shall
be from
collector or
arterial
streets. No
access from
a residential
street.
45
GG.2P-C No minimum Regional
shopping
center
As approved
on site
development
plan
As
approved
on site
develop-
ment
plan
As
approved
on site
develop-
ment
plan
See Develop-
ment
Standards in
Section
20.10.360 of
this title
10 10 N/A 10 10 N/A Principal
access shall
be from
collector or
arterial
streets. No
access from
a residential
street.
100' or 8
stories,
provided any
building over
45' is located
at least 300'
from any
residential or
apartment
district where
the height
limit is less
than 100'
GG.3P-C No minimum Other
permitted
uses, except
as otherwise
specified in
this title
As approved
on site
development
plan
As
approved
on site
develop-
ment
plan
As
approved
on site
develop-
ment
plan
See Develop-
ment
Standards in
Section
20.10.360 of
this title
10 10 N/A 10 10 N/A See Chapter
20.10
Per approved
site
development
plan
HH P-I No minimum All Uses,
except as
otherwise
specified in
this title
12,000 80 150 Floor area
ratio not to
exceed 50%;
see Chapter
20.10
15 10, except
that all
structures
shall be a
minimum
of 25 ft.
from an
abutting
residential
or
apartment
district
N/A 0, except
that all
structures
shall be a
minimum
of 25 ft.
from an
abutting
residential
or
apartment
district
10 N/A Where a P-I
tract abuts
railroad
property
containing a
spur track on
the rear or
side property
line,
structures
may extend
to the
property line
for the
purpose of
No building
shall exceed
40', not
including
machinery
rooms,
spires,
antennas,
etc.
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receiving
railroad
service.
II SRR 1,000 sf Single-family
attached &
detached
1,000 N/A N/A See
Development
Standards in
Section
20.10.360 of
this title
0' when
abutting
more
than 50
ft. street
ROW; 20'
when
abutting
50 ft. or
less
street
ROW
0' when
abutting a
dedicated
alley; 20'
when not
abutting
an alley
N/A 5 5 N/A Reduction in
side yard
setbacks may
be
considered
with site
plan
approval
35 feet;
additional
height may
be granted by
special
permit
II.1 SRR 2,400 Two-family 2,400 N/A N/A See
Development
Standards in
Section
20.10.360 of
this title
0' when
abutting
more
than 50
ft. street
ROW; 20'
when
abutting
50 ft. or
less
street
ROW
0' when
abutting a
dedicated
alley; 20'
when not
abutting
an alley
N/A 5 5 N/A Reduction in
side yard
setbacks may
be
considered
with site
plan
approval
35 feet;
additional
height may
be granted by
special
permit
II.2 SRR 3,000 Apartments 3000 sf site
area; 500 sf
lot area
required per
dwelling unit
N/A N/A See
Development
Standards in
Section
20.10.360 of
this title
0' when
abutting
more
than 50
ft. street
ROW; 20'
when
abutting
50 ft. or
less
street
ROW
0' when
abutting a
dedicated
alley; 20'
when not
abutting
an alley
N/A 5 5 N/A Reduction in
side yard
setbacks may
be
considered
with site
plan
approval
35 feet;
additional
height may
be granted by
special
permit
II.3 SRR 1,000 sf Other
permitted
uses, except
as otherwise
specified in
this title
No minimum No
minimum
No
minimum
See
Development
Standards in
Section
20.10.360 of
this title
0 0 N/A 0 0 N/A See Chapter
20.10
35 feet:
additional
height may
be granted by
special
permit
JJ R-MU 1 acre;
except that
City Council
may approve
a reduction
in the
minimum
district area
for a mixed-
use
development
within a
multi-story
building or
buildings.
Determined by
master zoning
plan
N/A N/A N/A See
Development
Standards in
Section
20.10.360 of
this title
No
minimum;
deter-
mined by
master
zoning
plan
No
minimum;
deter-
mined by
master
zoning
plan
N/A No
minimum;
deter-
mined by
master
zoning
plan
No
minimum;
deter-
mined by
master
zoning
plan
N/A See Chapter
20.10
No maximum;
deter-
mined by
master zoning
plan
KK G-MU 3 acres;
except that
City Council
may approve
a reduction
in the
minimum
district area
for a mixed-
use
development
within a
multistory
building or
buildings.
Determined by
master zoning
plan
N/A N/A N/A See
Development
Standards in
Section
20.10.360 of
this title
No
minimum;
deter-
mined by
master
zoning
plan
No
minimum;
deter-
mined by
master
zoning
plan
N/A No
minimum;
deter-
mined by
master
zoning
plan
No
minimum;
deter-
mined by
master
zoning
plan
N/A See Chapter
20.10
No maximum;
deter-
mined by
master zoning
plan
LL I-MU 3 acres Determined by
master zoning
plan
N/A N/A N/A See
Development
Standards in
Section
20.10.360 of
this title
No
minimum;
deter
mined by
master
zoning
plan
No
minimum;
deter-
mined by
master
zoning
plan
N/A No
minimum;
deter-
mined by
master
zoning
plan
No
minimum;
deter-
mined by
master
zoning
plan
N/A See Chapter
20.10
No maximum;
deter-
mined by
master zoning
plan
MM NOS 1 acre;
extensions
to the
original
See permitted
uses in Section
20.10.385
43,560 N/A N/A See
Development
Standards in
Section
10 10 N/A 10 10 N/A See
development
standards in
Section
35
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district from
a common
boundary
may be
considered
in
increments
of 1 acre or
less.
20.10.385 20.10.385
 
(Ord. No. 17306, § 7, 4-6-2010; Ord. No. 17625, § 1, 8-16-2011; Ord. No. 17756, § 1(Exh. A), 3-20-2012)
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